
 

 
          

Regular Meeting of the                                  

Board of Trustees 

 

 

NOTICE: This Board meeting will be held via teleconference utilizing the number listed 

below.  All provisions for conducting this meeting remotely will be followed in 

compliance with the Open Meetings Act.   

 

Individuals who wish to address the Board of Trustees during the Citizen 

Participation portion of the meeting should send an email to 

susanpage@triton.edu including your name, phone number, town/affiliation, and 

the item you wish to address, no later than Tuesday, December 15, 2020 at 6 p.m. 

 

Agenda 

 

Tuesday, December 15, 2020 

 

   

 I. CALL TO ORDER               December 15, 2020 at 6:30 p.m. 

                                                                                      Teleconference Number: 312-626-6799 

                          Meeting ID:  516 421 4791 

 II. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

 

 III. ROLL CALL 

 

 IV. APPROVAL OF BOARD MINUTES – VOLUME LVII 

  Minutes of the Board Audit Committee Meeting of November 17, 2020, No. 7 

  Minutes of the Regular Board Meeting of November 17, 2020, No. 8 

 

 V. COMMENTS ON THIS AGENDA 

                                     

 VI. CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 

  

 VII. REPORTS/ANNOUNCEMENTS – Employee Groups 

 

 VIII. STUDENT SENATE REPORT 

  

 IX. BOARD COMMITTEE REPORTS 

  A. Academic Affairs/Student Affairs 

  B. Finance/Maintenance & Operations 

 

 X. ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT 

     

 XI. PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

  

 XII. CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 
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 XIII. NEW BUSINESS 

 

  A. Action Exhibits 

   16529 Budget Transfers 

   16530 2020 Tax Levy 

   16531 Certification of Compliance with Truth in Taxation Act 

   16532 Resolution Abating Taxes Levied for Debt Service on Series 2014,  

Series 2020A, and Series 2020B Bonds 

   16533 Agreement with National Opinion Research Center 

   16534 Agreement with Northwestern Memorial Healthcare 

   16535 Titles for Library Removal/Weeding 

   16536 Curriculum Recommendations, November 2020 

   16537 Purchase of HP Z-Book Mobile Workstations – Confirmation of Board 

Poll 

 

  B. Purchasing Schedules 

  

  C. Bills and Invoices 

     

  D. Closed Session – To discuss and consider the hiring, discipline, performance, and 

compensation of certain personnel, matters of collective bargaining, acquisition of 

real property, and matters of pending, probable, or imminent litigation 

     

  E. Human Resources Report  

   *Administrative Extension of Temporary Position 

   Lee Jackson, Executive Director for Workforce Equity Initiative 

    

 XIV. COMMUNICATIONS – INFORMATION 

  A. Human Resources Information Materials 

  B. Informational Material 

 

 XV. ADJOURNMENT 

 

 

 

*Contracts are posted on the Triton College Board of Trustees Website under Meeting Schedule 

(https://www.triton.edu/about/administration/board-of-trustees/). 
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TRITON COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

DISTRICT 504 VOLUME LVII, No. 7 

Audit Committee November 17, 2020, Page 29  

 

 

CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL 

Chairman Mark Stephens called the Audit Committee, a Committee of the Whole of the 

Board of Trustees, held via public teleconference, to order at 6:42 p.m.  All provisions for 

conducting this meeting remotely were followed in compliance with the Open Meetings Act, 

with President Mary-Rita Moore and others present in the Triton College Boardroom.  

Following the Pledge of Allegiance, roll call was taken. 

 

 Present: Mrs. Lisa Bickel, Mr. Luke Casson, Mr. Glover Johnson, Mr. Steven Page,     

Mrs. Elizabeth Potter, Mr. Rich Regan, Mr. Mark Stephens, Ms. Diane Viverito. 

  

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 

None. 

 

AUDIT COMMITTEE  

Christine Torres from the auditing firm of Crowe LLP reported that the College’s financial 

statements have been finalized and submitted to the Illinois Community College Board, 

congratulating the college on this accomplishment during the pandemic.  She noted that one 

piece outstanding is the Federal Single Audit on Grant Funds, for which we are still awaiting 

guidance from the Federal Government.  As of now, there are no findings or deficiencies, 

with the college in compliance with all federal regulations and goals.  The Board will be 

briefed when this report is final.  The Business Office and Financial Aid staff were thanked 

for their efforts.   

 

ADJOURNMENT 

Motion was made by Mr. Johnson to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Mrs. Potter.   

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.  Chairman Stephens adjourned the 

meeting at 6:47 p.m.   

 

 

Submitted by:  Mark R. Stephens    Elizabeth Potter 

   Board Chairman    Board Secretary 

 

 

 Susan Page    

Susan Page, Recording Secretary 
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TRITON COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

DISTRICT 504 VOLUME LVII, No. 8 

 November 17, 2020, Page 30  

 

 

CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL 

Chairman Mark Stephens called the regular meeting of the Board of Trustees, held via public 

teleconference, to order at 6:47 p.m.  All provisions for conducting this meeting remotely 

were followed in compliance with the Open Meetings Act, with President Mary-Rita Moore 

and others present in the Triton College Boardroom.  The following roll call was taken. 

 

 Present: Mrs. Lisa Bickel, Mr. Luke Casson, Mr. Glover Johnson, Mr. Steven Page,     

Mrs. Elizabeth Potter, Mr. Rich Regan, Mr. Mark Stephens, Ms. Diane Viverito. 

 

APPROVAL OF BOARD MINUTES 
Ms. Viverito made a motion, seconded by Mr. Casson, to approve the minutes of the Regular 

Board Meeting of October 20, 2020.   

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.   

 

COMMENTS ON THIS AGENDA 

None.   

 

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 

None. 

 

REPORTS/ANNOUNCEMENTS – Employee Groups 

Faculty Association President Leslie Wester reported that faculty continue to be flexible to 

our fluid environment and are working to finish the semester.  She wished everyone a happy 

Thanksgiving.   

 

Mid-Management Association Vice President Dorota Krzykowski reported on the work of 

managers in the Transfer Center, Testing Center, and Student Support Services, noting that 

the Testing Center has been re-certified for five years by the National College Testing 

Association.   

 

Classified Association President Katrina Mooney reported that positive feedback has been 

received about institutional communications about Covid cases and resources available.   

 

Adjunct Faculty Association President Bill Justiz reported that adjuncts are encouraging 

students to register for spring and wished everyone a happy Thanksgiving.   

 

STUDENT SENATE REPORT 

TCSA President Megan Sroka reported on recent student activities and announced that PTK 

will hold an induction ceremony this Friday evening via Zoom. 
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TRITON COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

DISTRICT 504 VOLUME LVII, No. 8 

 November 17, 2020, Page 31  

 

 

BOARD COMMITTEE REPORTS 

 

Academic Affairs/Student Affairs 

Ms. Viverito reported that the committee met earlier this month, reviewed, and is in support 

of all of the items pertaining to academic and student affairs. 

 

Finance/Maintenance & Operations 

Mrs. Potter reported that the committee met on November 4, reviewed 14 new business items 

and 2 purchasing schedules, and forwarded all items to the Board with a recommendation for 

approval.   

 

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT 

Workforce Equity Initiative Grant:  Vice President of Academic Affairs Susan Campos 

reported that Triton has been awarded a second cycle of grant funding for the ICCB 

Workforce Equity Initiative Grant.  The grant of $1.046 million will serve high-need students 

in accelerating them to a good job, and covers their tuition, books, transportation, and other 

support.  Dr. Campos noted that our first year in the grant was highly successful, offering 9 

programs, serving 162 students, and meeting all goals of participation. 

 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
President Mary-Rita Moore discussed the shared value of Excellence – committing to doing 

outstanding and exceptional work – and the many ways she sees it reflected at Triton 

College.  She acknowledged student accomplishments in the SURGE program, the Testing 

Center for its re-certification, faculty Antigone Sharris with the college’s receipt of the 

Future of Industry Award for manufacturing camps, Director of Health Services Laura Hill 

for her tireless work during the pandemic, and the Administration of the College for their 

leadership and contributions during this time.  President Moore wished everyone a happy 

Thanksgiving.   

 

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

Chairman Mark Stephens discussed development of a Covid vaccine and the hope of a return 

to some normalcy in the coming months.  He expressed his pride in serving on the Board at 

this time as the college does phenomenal work in serving our students and community with a 

feeling of teamwork and camaraderie.   

 

Mr. Stephens discussed the state budget situation with the failure of the constitutional 

amendment and news of possible 10-15 percent budget cuts.  He charged administration to 

plan for possible cuts without affecting employees and was happy to report that 

administration has contingency plans in place.  Mr. Stephens thanked employees for stepping 

up when necessary.  He wished everyone a wonderful Thanksgiving. 

 

NEW BUSINESS 
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TRITON COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

DISTRICT 504 VOLUME LVII, No. 8 

 November 17, 2020, Page 32  

 

BOARD POLICY – Second Reading 

 

Academic Affairs 

6175 Harassment, Discrimination, and Misconduct 

 

Mr. Johnson made a motion to enact the revised Policy, seconded by Ms. Viverito.   

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.   

 

ACTION EXHIBITS 

With leave of the Board, Mr. Stephens asked for the Action Exhibits to be taken as a group, 

including: 

16515 Budget Transfers 

16516 Infinity Transportation Management Agreement 

16517 2021 Blue Cross Blue Shield PPO Premium Rates 

16518 2021 Blue Cross Blue Shield HMO Premium Rates 

16519 2021 Pay Flex FSA Administrative Services Fees 

16520 2021 Delta Dental PPO Premium Rates 

16521 2021 Voluntary Delta Dental Premium Rates 

16522 2021 Employee Health Insurance Co-Premiums 

16523 Agreement with Proctorio Inc. 

16524 American Digital – Purchase of HP Network Hardware 

16525 American Digital – Purchase of HP Server Hardware 

16526 Disposal of Obsolete Computer Equipment 

16527 Release of Property – Five Fume Extractors 

16528 Curriculum Recommendations – October 2020 

 

Mrs. Potter made a motion to approve the Action Exhibits, seconded by Ms. Viverito.   

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.   

 

PURCHASING SCHEDULES 

B43.06   Continuing Ed Guide – Spring 2021 

B43.07   Snow Removal Service – FY 21 

 

Mr. Casson made a motion to approve the Purchasing Schedules, seconded by Ms. Viverito.  
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TRITON COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
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 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.   

 

BILLS AND INVOICES 

Mrs. Potter made a motion, seconded by Mr. Regan, to pay the Bills and Invoices in the 

amount of $3,168,755.82.  

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.   

 

CLOSED SESSION 

Mr. Casson made a motion to go into Closed Session to discuss and consider the hiring, 

discipline, performance, and compensation of certain personnel, matters of collective 

bargaining, acquisition of real property, and matters of pending, probable, or imminent 

litigation, seconded by Mrs. Potter.   

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito.  

 

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.  The Board went into Closed Session 

at 7:13 p.m. 

 

RETURN TO OPEN SESSION 

 Mrs. Potter made a motion to return to Open Session, seconded by Mr. Regan.  

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

 

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.  The Board returned to Open Session 

at 7:28 p.m. 

 

HUMAN RESOURCES REPORT 

 

1.0 Faculty 

No action on page 1 of the Human Resources Report.   
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2.0 Adjunct Faculty 

 Mrs. Potter made a motion, seconded by Mr. Regan, to approve pages 2 and 3 of the Human 

Resources Report, items 2.1.01 through 2.8.01.   

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.   

 

3.0 Administration 

 No action on page 4 of the Human Resources Report.   

  

4.0 Classified, Police & Engineers 

 Mrs. Potter made a motion, seconded by Mr. Johnson, to approve page 5 of the Human 

Resources Report, items 4.1.01 through 4.4.01.  

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.   

 

5.0 Mid-Management 

 Mr. Casson made a motion, seconded by Mr. Regan, to approve page 6 of the Human 

Resources Report, items 5.1.01 through 5.4.01  

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.   

  

6.0 Hourly Employees 

Ms. Viverito made a motion, seconded by Mrs. Potter, to approve pages 7 and 8 of the 

Human Resources Report, items 6.1.01 through 6.3.01  

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.   
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7.0 Other 

Ms. Viverito made a motion, seconded by Mr. Regan, to approve page 9 of the Human 

Resources Report, items 7.1.01 through 7.3.01.   

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.   

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 Chairman Stephens wished everyone a happy Thanksgiving.   

 

There being no further business before the Board, the Chairman asked for a motion to 

adjourn.  Motion was made by Mrs. Potter to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Mr. Casson.   

 

 Roll Call Vote: 

      Affirmative: Mrs. Bickel, Mr. Casson, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Page, Mrs. Potter, Mr. Regan, 

Mr. Stephens, Ms. Viverito. 

       

Motion carried 7-0 with the Student Trustee voting yes.  Chairman Stephens adjourned the 

meeting at 7:34 p.m. 

 

 

Submitted by:  Mark R. Stephens    Elizabeth Potter 

   Board Chairman    Board Secretary 

 

 

 Susan Page    

Susan Page, Recording Secretary 
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 TRITON COLLEGE, District 504 

 Board of Trustees 
 

 Meeting of    December 15, 2020 

ACTION EXHIBIT NO.   16529 

 

SUBJECT:   BUDGET TRANSFERS 

 

RECOMMENDATION:   That the Board of Trustees approve the attached proposed budget 

transfers to reallocate funds to object codes as required. 

 

 

 

RATIONALE:   Transfers are recommended to accommodate institutional priorities.                

See description on attached forms. 

                                                                             Sean Sullivan 

Submitted to Board by:   ______________________________________________________ 

                                            Sean O'Brien Sullivan, Vice President of Business Services      

  

 

 

Board Officers’ Signatures Required: 
 

 

______________________________     ______________________________  ____________ 

                Mark R. Stephens                                  Elizabeth Potter                          Date 

                      Chairman                                                Secretary 
 

Related forms requiring Board signature:  Yes  ☐      No  ☒ 
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 TRITON COLLEGE, District 504 

 Board of Trustees 
 

 Meeting of    December 15, 2020 

ACTION EXHIBIT NO.   16530 

 

SUBJECT:   2020 TAX LEVY 

 

RECOMMENDATION:   That the Board of Trustees approve the 2020 tax levy as presented.  

It has been determined that the amount of money necessary to be raised by taxation for the 2020 

tax year, upon the taxable property of Community College District 504, is $30,147,028.  In order 

to more fully capture tax revenue from a maturing TIF District and new construction, this 

proposed aggregate levy of $30,147,028 is $958,961 more than the 2019 final aggregate levy of 

$29,188,067.  

 

RATIONALE:   This tax levy will be used as a basis in the formation of the FY 2022 Budget 

and will provide the College with a portion of the financial resources necessary to support the 

educational plan for the current fiscal year. The $958,961 increase in tax revenue is designed to 

more fully capture new construction and new tax revenue created by the maturity of Rosemont 

TIF #3. The Property Tax Extension Limiting Law (PTELL) shall limit presently taxed 

properties to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) “cost of living” inflation percentage, which is 2.3% 

for the 2020 levy year. 

                                                                             Sean Sullivan 

Submitted to Board by:   ______________________________________________________ 

                                            Sean O'Brien Sullivan, Vice President of Business Services        

 

 

Board Officers’ Signatures Required: 
 

 

______________________________     ______________________________  ____________ 

                Mark R. Stephens                                  Elizabeth Potter                          Date 

                      Chairman                                                Secretary 
 

Related forms requiring Board signature:  Yes  ☒      No  ☐ 
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Certificate of Tax Levy 
 

 

Community College District No. 504 County of Cook 

 

Community College District Name:  Triton College and State of Illinois 

 

We hereby certify that we require: 

 

the sum of $20,318,746 to be levied as a tax for educational purposes, and 

 

the sum of $5,885,654 to be levied as a tax for operations and maintenance purposes, and 

 

the sum of $2,764,505 to be levied as a special tax for purposes of the Local Government and  

 Governmental Employees Tort Immunity Act, and 

 

the sum of $283,722 to be levied as a special tax for Workers’ Compensation and   

 Occupational diseases insurance purposes, and 

 

the sum of $393,551 to be levied as a special tax for Medicare insurance purposes, and 

 

the sum of $64,066 to be levied as a special tax for Unemployment insurance purposes, and 

 

the sum of $137,284 to be levied as a special tax for financial audit purposes, and 

 

the sum of $300,000 to be levied as a special tax for Life Safety Projects 

 

on the taxable property of our community college district for the year 

2020; and that these amounts be levied on the equalized assessed value of the taxable property of 

Community College District 504, County of Cook and State of Illinois, for the year 2020 to be 

collected in the year 2021; and that the levy for the year 2020 be allocated 50% for Fiscal Year 

2020 and 50% for Fiscal Year 2022. 

 

 

Signed this 15th day of December, 2020. 

 

 

___________________________ 

Mark R. Stephens 

Board Chairman of Said Community College District 

 

 

___________________________ 

Elizabeth Potter 

Secretary of the Board of Said Community College District 
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When any community college district is authorized to issue bonds, the community college board 

shall file in the office of the county clerk of each county in which any part of the community 

college district is situated a certified copy of the resolution providing for their issuance and 

levying a tax to pay them. The county clerk shall each year during the life of a bond issue extend 

the tax for bonds and interest set forth in the certified copy of the resolution. 

   

Therefore, to avoid a possible duplication of tax levies, the community college board should not 

include in its annual tax levy a levy for bonds and interest. 

 

Number of bond issues of said community college district which have not been paid in full 0. 

 

This certificate of tax levy shall be filed with the county clerk of each county which any part of 

the community college district is located on or before the last Tuesday in December. 

 

 

DETACH AND RETURN TO COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 

 

 

This is to certify that the Certificate of Tax Levy for Community College District No. 504 

County of Cook and State of Illinois on the equalized assessed value of all taxable property of 

said community college district for the year 2020 was filed in the Office of the County Clerk of 

this county on 

___________________________, 2020. 

 

In addition to an extension of taxes authorized by levies made by the board of said community 

college district, an additional extension (s) will be made, as authorized by resolution(s) on file in 

this office, to provide funds to retire bonds and pay interest thereon. The total amount, approved 

in the original resolutions(s), for said purpose for year 2020 is $-0-. 

 

 

      

 ________________________________________ 

          County Clerk 

 

      ________________________________________ 

          County  

 

      ________________________________________ 

          Date 
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 TRITON COLLEGE, District 504 

 Board of Trustees 
 

 Meeting of    Click here to enter a date. 

ACTION EXHIBIT NO.   16531 

 

SUBJECT:   CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH TRUTH IN TAXATION ACT 

 

RECOMMENDATION:   That the Board of Trustees approve the attached Certification of 

Compliance with the Truth in Taxation Act. 

 

 

 

RATIONALE:   The 2020 Tax Levy has been adopted in full compliance with the provisions 

of Division 2.1, Sections 18-101.1 through 18-101.45 of the Truth in Taxation Law,                       

35 ILCS 200/18-60 through 18-85. 

                                                                             Sean Sullivan 

Submitted to Board by:   ______________________________________________________ 

                                            Sean O'Brien Sullivan, Vice President of Business Services      

  

 

 

Board Officers’ Signatures Required: 
 

 

______________________________     ______________________________  ____________ 

                Mark R. Stephens                                  Elizabeth Potter                          Date 

                      Chairman                                                Secretary 
 

Related forms requiring Board signature:  Yes  ☒      No  ☐ 
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TRUTH IN TAXATION 

 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

 

I, Mark R. Stephens, hereby certify that I am the Chairman and the presiding officer of the 

Board of Trustees of Community College District No. 504, County of Cook and State of Illinois,  

and as such presiding officer, I certify that the levy ordinance, a copy of which is attached, was  

adopted pursuant to, and in all respects in compliance with the provisions of the 

Illinois Property Tax Code – Truth in Taxation Law, 35 ILCS 200/18-60 through 18-85. 

 

This Certificate applies to the 2020 Levy. 

 

 

 

       Dated this 15th day of December, 2020 

 

       ___________________________________ 

       Mark R. Stephens, Chairman 

       Board of Trustees 

       Community College District No. 504 

       County of Cook and State of Illinois 
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  TRITON COLLEGE, District 504 

 Board of Trustees 
 

 Meeting of    December 15, 2020 

ACTION EXHIBIT NO.   16532 

 

SUBJECT:   RESOLUTION ABATING TAXES LEVIED FOR DEBT SERVICE ON 

SERIES 2014, SERIES 2020A, AND SERIES 2020B BONDS 

 

RECOMMENDATION:   That the Board of Trustees approve the Resolution abating all taxes 

heretofore levied for the year 2020 to pay debt service on the District’s outstanding General 

Obligation Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2014, Taxable General Obligation 

Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2020A and General Obligation Refunding 

Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2020B for the total abatement of $3,753,894.27.  

 

RATIONALE:   This proposed abatement follows the Board’s commitment to finance the 

campus redevelopment bonds with existing revenue streams, and not to levy additional taxes. 

When issuing the Bonds, the law requires taxes to be levied. This abatement removes the taxes 

on the Series 2014 Bonds in the amount of $3,294,725, on the Series 2020A Bonds in the amount 

of $20,492.19, and on the Series 2020B Bonds in the amount of $438,677.08.   

                                                                             Sean Sullivan 

Submitted to Board by:   ______________________________________________________ 

                                            Sean O'Brien Sullivan, Vice President of Business Services        

 

 

Board Officers’ Signatures Required: 
 

 

______________________________     ______________________________  ____________ 

                Mark R. Stephens                                  Elizabeth Potter                          Date 

                      Chairman                                                Secretary 
 

Related forms requiring Board signature:  Yes  ☒      No  ☐ 
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MINUTES of a regular public meeting of the Board of Trustees of 

Community College District No. 504, County of Cook and State of 

Illinois, held at 2000 Fifth Avenue, River Grove, Illinois, in said 

District at 6:30 o’clock P.M., on the 15th day of December, 2020. 

 * * * 

The Chairman called the meeting to order and directed the Secretary to call the roll. 

Upon roll call, Mark R. Stephens, the Chairman, and the following Trustees were 

physically present at said location:  _________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ . 

The following Trustees were allowed by a majority of the Trustees of the Board of Trustees 

in accordance with and to the extent allowed by rules adopted by the Board of Trustees to attend 

the meeting by video or audio conference: ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

No Trustee was not permitted to attend the meeting by video or audio conference. 

The following Trustees were absent and did not participate in the meeting in any manner 

or to any extent whatsoever: _______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

The Chairman announced that the next item of business before the Board of Trustees was 

the consideration of a Resolution abating all of the taxes heretofore levied for the year 2020 to pay 

debt service on the District’s outstanding General Obligation Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), 

Series 2014, Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 

2020A and General Obligation Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2020B. 

Thereupon, Trustee __________ presented, and there was made available to the Trustees 

and interested members of the public the following Resolution: 

A RESOLUTION abating all of the taxes heretofore levied for the year 

2020 to pay debt service on the General Obligation Bonds (Alternate 

Revenue Source), Series 2014, Taxable General Obligation 
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Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2020A and 

General Obligation Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), 

Series 2020B of Community College District No. 504, County of 

Cook and State of Illinois. 

Trustee __________________ moved and Trustee __________________ seconded the 

motion that said resolution as presented be adopted. 

After a full and complete discussion thereof, the Chairman directed that the roll be called 

for a vote upon the motion to adopt said resolution. 

Upon the roll being called, the following Trustees: 

           voted AYE,  

and the following Trustees: 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                      voted NAY. 

Whereupon the Chairman declared the motion carried and said resolution adopted, and 

approved and signed the same in open meeting and directed the Secretary to record the same in 

full in the records of the Board of Trustees of Community College District No. 504, County of 

Cook and State of Illinois, which was done. 

Other business not pertinent to the adoption of said Resolution was duly transacted at said 

meeting. 

Upon motion duly made and seconded, the meeting was adjourned. 

 

 

  _______________________________ 

                               Secretary, Board of Trustees 
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A RESOLUTION abating all of the taxes heretofore levied for the year 

2020 to pay debt service on the General Obligation Bonds (Alternate 

Revenue Source), Series 2014, Taxable General Obligation 

Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2020A and 

General Obligation Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), 

Series 2020B of Community College District No. 504, County of 

Cook and State of Illinois. 

 * * * 

 

WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees (the “Board”) of Community College District No. 504, 

County of Cook and State of Illinois (the “District”), by a resolution dated September 23, 2014, 

as supplemented by a Bond Order dated September 25, 2014 (together, the “2014 Bond 

Resolution”), has heretofore issued and has outstanding its General Obligation Bonds (Alternate 

Revenue Source), Series 2014 (the “Series 2014 Bonds”), and provided for the levy of a direct 

annual tax sufficient to pay the principal of and interest on the Series 2014 Bonds; and 

WHEREAS, the Board, by a resolution dated October 20, 2020, as supplemented by a Bond 

Order dated October 27, 2020 (together, the “2020 Bond Resolution”), has heretofore issued and 

has outstanding its Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), 

Series 2020A (the “Series 2020A Bonds”), and provided for the levy of a direct annual tax 

sufficient to pay the principal of and interest on the Series 2020A Bonds; and 

WHEREAS, the Board, by the 2020 Bond Resolution, has also heretofore issued and has 

outstanding its General Obligation Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2020B 

(the “Series 2020B Bonds”), and provided for the levy of a direct annual tax sufficient to pay the 

principal of and interest on the Series 2020B Bonds; and 
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WHEREAS, duly certified copies of the 2014 Bond Resolution and the 2020 Bond 

Resolution were filed in the office of the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois (the “County 

Clerk”); and 

WHEREAS, the Board has determined and does hereby determine that the Pledged Revenues 

(as defined in the 2014 Bond Resolution and the 2020 Bond Resolution) are or will be available to 

pay the principal of and interest on the Series 2014 Bonds, the Series 2020A Bonds and the Series 

2020B Bonds when due on June 1, 2021 and December 1, 2021, so as to enable the abatement of 

the Pledged Taxes (as defined in the 2014 Bond Resolution and the 2020 Bond Resolution) levied 

for the same; and 

WHEREAS, it is necessary and in the best interests of the District that the tax heretofore 

levied for the year 2020 pursuant to the 2014 Bond Resolution and the 2020 Bond Resolution for 

the purpose of paying principal of and interest on the Series 2014 Bonds, the Series 2020A Bonds 

and the Series 2020B Bonds be abated: 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT NO. 504, COUNTY OF COOK AND STATE OF 

ILLINOIS, AS FOLLOWS: 

 Section 1. Incorporation of Preambles.   The Board hereby finds that all of the recitals 

contained in the preambles to this Resolution are full, true and correct and do incorporate them 

into this Resolution by this reference thereto. 

 Section 2. Abatement of Tax – Series 2014 Bonds.   The tax heretofore levied for the 

year 2020 in the 2014 Bond Resolution shall be abated as follows:  
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YEAR OF LEVY 
TAX LEVIED IN THE 

2014 BOND 

RESOLUTION 

TAX TO BE ABATED 
TAX TO BE EXTENDED 

SUFFICIENT TO 

PRODUCE 

2020 $3,294,725.00 $3,294,725.00 $0.00 

 Section 3. Abatement of Tax – Series 2020A Bonds.   The tax heretofore levied for the 

year 2020 in the 2020 Bond Resolution with respect to the Series 2020A Bonds shall be abated as 

follows: 

YEAR OF LEVY 
TAX LEVIED IN THE 

2020 BOND 

RESOLUTION 

TAX TO BE ABATED 
TAX TO BE EXTENDED 

SUFFICIENT TO 

PRODUCE 

2020 $20,492.19 $20,492.19 $0.00 

 Section 4. Abatement of Tax – Series 2020B Bonds.   The tax heretofore levied for the 

year 2020 in the 2020 Bond Resolution with respect to the Series 2020B Bonds shall be abated as 

follows: 

YEAR OF LEVY 
TAX LEVIED IN THE 

2020 BOND 

RESOLUTION 

TAX TO BE ABATED 
TAX TO BE EXTENDED 

SUFFICIENT TO 

PRODUCE 

2020 $438,677.08 $438,677.08 $0.00 

 Section 5. Filing of Resolution.  Forthwith upon the adoption of this Resolution, the 

Secretary of the Board shall file a certified copy hereof with the County Clerk, and it shall be the 

duty of the County Clerk to abate all said taxes for the year 2020 in accordance with the provisions 

of this Resolution. 

 Section 6. Repealer.  All other resolutions or orders, or parts thereof, in conflict with the 

provisions of this Resolution are to the extent of such conflict hereby repealed, and this Resolution 

shall be in full force and effect forthwith and immediately upon its adoption. 
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Passed by the Board on December 15, 2020 by a roll call vote as follows: 

AYES: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

NAYS: _____________________________________________________________________ 

ABSENT: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

DISTRICT NO. 504, COUNTY OF 

COOK AND STATE OF ILLINOIS 

 

 By: ____________________________ 

                        Chairman 

 

APPROVED this 15th day of December, 2020.   

 

Attest: 

 

 

____________________________________ 

                       Secretary 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 

 )  SS 

COUNTY OF COOK ) 

CERTIFICATION OF RESOLUTION AND MINUTES 

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I am the duly qualified and acting Clerk of 

Community College District No. 504, County of Cook and State of Illinois (the “District”), and 

as such officer I am the keeper of the books, records, files, and journal of proceedings of the 

District and of the Board of Trustees thereof (the “Board”). 

I do further certify that the foregoing constitutes a full, true and complete transcript of the 

minutes of the meeting of the Board held on the 15th day of December, 2020, insofar as same 

relates to the adoption of a resolution entitled: 

A RESOLUTION abating all of the taxes heretofore levied for the year 

2020 to pay debt service on the General Obligation Bonds (Alternate 

Revenue Source), Series 2014, Taxable General Obligation 

Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2020A and 

General Obligation Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), 

Series 2020B of Community College District No. 504, County of 

Cook and State of Illinois, 

a true, correct and complete copy of which said Resolution as adopted at said meeting appears in 

the foregoing transcript of the minutes of said meeting. 

I do further certify that the deliberations of the Board on the adoption of said resolution 

were conducted openly, that the vote on the adoption of said resolution was taken openly, that said 

meeting was held at a specified time and place convenient to the public, that notice of said meeting 

was duly given to all of the news media requesting such notice, that an agenda for said meeting 

was posted at the location where said meeting was held and at the principal office of the Board at 

least 96 hours in advance of the holding of said meeting, that a true, correct and complete copy of 

said agenda as so posted is attached hereto as Exhibit A, that said meeting was called and held in 

strict compliance with the provisions of the Open Meetings Act of the State of Illinois, as amended, 

the Public Community College Act of the State of Illinois, as amended, and the Local Government 

Debt Reform Act of the State of Illinois, and that the Board has complied with all of the provisions 

of said Acts and with all of the procedural rules of the Board. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto affix my official signature and the seal of the District, 

this 15th day of December, 2020. 

 

  _______________________________ 

              Secretary, Board of Trustees 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 

 ) 

COUNTY OF COOK ) 

FILING CERTIFICATE 

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I am the duly qualified and acting County Clerk 

of Cook County, Illinois, and as such official I do further certify that on the _____ day of 

December, 2020, there was filed in my office a duly certified copy of a resolution entitled: 

A RESOLUTION abating all of the taxes heretofore levied for the year 

2020 to pay debt service on the General Obligation Bonds (Alternate 

Revenue Source), Series 2014, Taxable General Obligation 

Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2020A and 

General Obligation Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), 

Series 2020B of Community College District No. 504, County of 

Cook and State of Illinois, 

duly passed and approved by the Board of Trustees of Community College District No. 504, 

County of Cook and State of Illinois, on the 15th day of December, 2020, and that the same has 

been deposited in the official files and records of my office. 

 I do further certify that the taxes heretofore levied for the year 2020 for the payment of the 

District’s outstanding General Obligation Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2014, 

Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2020A and 

General Obligation Refunding Bonds (Alternate Revenue Source), Series 2020B as described in 

the Bond Resolution, will be abated in their entirety as provided in the Resolution. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto affix my official signature and the seal of said 

County, this ____ day of December, 2020. 

 

______________________________________

County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois 

(SEAL) 
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  TRITON COLLEGE, District 504 

 Board of Trustees 
 

 Meeting of    December 15, 2020 

ACTION EXHIBIT NO.   16533 

 

SUBJECT:   AGREEMENT WITH NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER 

 

RECOMMENDATION:   That the Board of Trustees approve an Agreement with National 

Opinion Research Center (NORC) for the period of December 16, 2020 through June 30, 2022. 

Participating in this study will incur no monetary cost to Triton College.  

 

RATIONALE:   A study by The University of Chicago Consortium on School Research and 

NORC seeks to understand the college-to-career transition of students in the seven-county 

Chicagoland region, particularly for those from low-income backgrounds. Specifically, the study 

looks at graduates from Chicago-area colleges, with a focus upon who is, and who is not making 

the transition to employment. This includes a review of what the college-to-career transition 

looks like for graduates of two-year and four-year institutions in the Chicago area. The results 

from this study will help Triton College to understand what the college-to-career transition looks 

like specifically for Triton College graduates. 

                                                                             Sean Sullivan 

Submitted to Board by:   ______________________________________________________ 

                                            Sean O'Brien Sullivan, Vice President of Business Services        

 

 

Board Officers’ Signatures Required: 
 

 

______________________________     ______________________________  ____________ 

                Mark R. Stephens                                  Elizabeth Potter                          Date 

                      Chairman                                                Secretary 
 

Related forms requiring Board signature:  Yes  ☒      No  ☐ 
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Data Use Agreement 
Between 

NORC  
And 

Triton College 
 
 

 
 
 This Data Use Agreement (“Agreement”) is made and entered into as of 
___12/16/2020______________ (the “Effective Date”) by and between Triton College (“Data 
Provider”), and National Opinion Research Center (dba NORC) (“DATA RECIPIENT”) for 
purposes of protecting information containing student records as required by the Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (“FERPA”), as it may be amended from time to time. This 
Agreement establishes a formal data access and data use relationship between Data Provider 
and DATA RECIPIENT, to enable DATA RECIPIENT to fulfill its responsibility as Evaluator for the 
project entitled; Understanding the College to Career Transition in Chicago. 
 
 

WITNESSETH: 
 

 WHEREAS, Data Provider may disclose or make available to DATA RECIPIENT, and 
DATA RECIPIENT may use, disclose, receive, transmit, maintain or create from, certain 
information in conjunction with the work performed under Understanding the College to Career 
Transition in Chicago; and 
 

WHEREAS, Data Provider and DATA RECIPIENT are committed to compliance with 
FERPA and regulations promulgated thereunder; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the information that will be disclosed by Data Provider to DATA RECIPIENT 
for the purpose of this Agreement and for the performance of its obligations under a separate  
service agreement between the parties contains student information specified in the Attachment 
A (“Education Records”) held, controlled, or maintained by Data Provider.  
 

WHEREAS, Data Provider can lawfully release the Education Records and hereby 
authorizes DATA RECIPIENT to receive, use, store, and disclose the Education Records as 
specified in this Agreement for the purposes of improvement of instruction and programming 
related to the College to Career Transition program. 
 

WHEREAS, the purpose(s) of the disclosure of the Educational Records by Data 
Provider is further described in Attachment A. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing recitals and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties 
agree as follows: 
 

1. SCOPE AND PURPOSE 
 

A. This Agreement sets forth the terms and conditions pursuant to which Data Provider 
will disclose the Education Records to DATA RECIPIENT. 
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B. DATA RECIPIENT will only use the Education Records for the limited purpose(s) 
necessary to conduct the activities described in Attachment A. 

 
  

2. OBLIGATIONS AND ACTIVITIES OF DATA RECIPIENT 
 
A. DATA RECIPIENT agrees to protect the Education Records to prevent use or 

disclosure of the Education Records other than as provided for by this Agreement. 
The Education Records shall be stored in an area that is physically safe from access 
from unauthorized persons at all times. The Education Records shall be protected 
electronically to prevent unauthorized access by computer, remote access, or any 
other means. DATA RECIPIENT expressly agrees that the Education Records will 
not be accessed, tested, maintained, backed up or stored outside of the United 
States. 
 

B. DATA RECIPIENT agrees to not use or disclose the Education Records for any 
purpose other than as described in this Agreement in a manner consistent with 
FERPA or as required by law. DATA RECIPIENT shall not disclose the Education 
Records to any third party without specific written authorization from DATA 
PROVIDER. 

 
C. DATA RECIPIENT shall assure that all persons who have access to the Education 

Records shall be fully apprised as to the confidential nature of the Education 
Records, the safeguards required to protect the information, and the applicable civil 
and criminal sanctions and penalties associated with any intentional or non-
intentional disclosure. No subcontractor to DATA RECIPIENT shall receive any 
information without a written agreement with DATA RECIPIENT incorporating these 
assurances. 

 
D. DATA RECIPIENT agrees to use appropriate safeguards to prevent use or disclosure 

of the Education Records other than as provided for by this Agreement. DATA 
RECIPIENT specifically agrees to comply with confidentiality and use requirements 
established by FERPA.  

 
E. DATA RECIPIENT agrees to report in writing to Data Provider any use or disclosure 

of any portion of the Education Records not provided for by this Agreement of which 
it becomes aware, including without limitation, any disclosure to an unauthorized 
subcontractor or any other individual or entity not approved to receive the Education 
Records, within five (5) days of its discovery. 

 
F. DATA RECIPIENT agrees that it shall obtain and maintain, for the term of this 

Agreement, a written agreement with each contractor or with any agent, including a 
subcontractor, to whom it provides any portion of information containing the 
Education Records holding them to the same restrictions and conditions that apply 
through this Agreement to DATA RECIPIENT with respect to such information. 
Further, upon request, DATA RECIPIENT will provide copies of such agreements to 
Data Provider immediately upon execution of such agreement. 

 
G. DATA RECIPIENT agrees to notify Data Provider in writing within five (5) business 

days of DATA RECIPIENT’s receipt of any request or subpoena for any portion of the 
information containing the Education Records or any information related to this 
Agreement. To the extent that Data Provider decides to assume responsibility for 
challenging the validity of such request, DATA RECIPIENT will cooperate fully with 
Data Provider in any such challenge.  
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H. DATA RECIPIENT shall permit onsite inspection by Data Provider and by agencies of 
the United States government to ensure compliance with this Agreement. 

 
I. DATA RECIPIENT shall maintain encryption standards found in NIST Special 

Publication 800-53 while the data is in a portable format (e.g. tape, laptop, flash/USB 
drive). 

 
J. The express terms and conditions of this Article shall be included in all subcontracts 

executed by DATA RECIPIENT for any and all work under this Agreement. 
 

3. TERM AND TERMINATION 
 

A. The provisions of this Agreement shall be effective as of the Effective Date and shall 
terminate when all of the Education Records provided by Data Provider to DATA 
RECIPIENT are destroyed or returned to Data Provider, or, if it is infeasible to return 
or destroy the Education Records, protections are extended to such information, in 
accordance with the termination provisions in this Section. 
 

B. The confidentiality provisions of this Agreement shall survive the termination of this 
Agreement.   

 
C. Upon Data Provider’s knowledge of a breach by DATA RECIPIENT, Data Provider 

shall:  
 

i. Provide DATA RECIPIENT with written notice of the breach and an 
opportunity to cure the breach within ten (10) days of receipt of such notice. If 
DATA RECIPIENT fails to cure the breach within the notice period, Data Provider 
may immediately terminate this Agreement; or  

ii. Immediately terminate this Agreement (without opportunity to cure) if Data 
Provider determines, in its sole discretion, that DATA RECIPIENT has breached 
a material term of this Agreement. 

 
4. MISCELLANEOUS   

 
A. The respective rights and obligations of DATA RECIPIENT under Article 2 of this 

Agreement shall survive termination of this Agreement.  
 

B. There are no intended third party beneficiaries to this Agreement unless otherwise 
agreed between the parties in writing and release of the Education Records to a third 
party is authorized by Data Provider. Without in any way limiting the foregoing, it is 
the parties’ specific intent that nothing contained in this Agreement gives rise to any 
right or cause of action, contractual or otherwise, in or on behalf of the individuals 
whose information is used or disclosed pursuant to this Agreement.    

 
C. No provision of this Agreement may be waived or modified except by an agreement 

in writing signed by the authorized agent of the waiving party.  A waiver of any term 
or provision shall not be construed as a waiver of any other term or provision.     

 
D. The persons signing below have the right and authority to execute this Agreement, in 

their official capacities only, and no further approvals are necessary to create a 
binding agreement.  

 
E. In the event of any conflict between the terms and conditions stated in this 

Agreement and those contained within any other agreement or understanding 
between the parties, written, oral or implied, the terms of this Agreement shall 
govern. Without limiting the foregoing, no provision of any other agreement or 
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understanding between the parties limiting the liability of DATA RECIPIENT to Data 
Provider shall apply to the breach of any covenant in this Agreement by DATA 
RECIPIENT.    

 
F. Each party agrees to hold harmless and indemnify the other, its officers, agents, 

trustees and employees against any losses, damages, judgments, claims, expenses, 
costs and liabilities imposed upon or incurred by or asserted against the party, its 
officers, agents, trustees or employees, including reasonable attorneys' fees and 
expenses, arising out of the willful misconduct or gross negligence of the other party, 
its officers, agents or employees, under this Agreement. 

 
Data Provider, as an entity and on behalf of its employees, agents, and students, claims 
any and all governmental immunity as may be established by or set forth under Federal or 
Illinois law, rule or regulation. 
 

G. This Agreement is executed by an authorized representative of each party in the 
representative's official capacity only and the representative shall have no personal 
liability under this Agreement. 
 

H. Neither party shall discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, 

national origin, ancestry, age, marital status, physical or mental handicap, an 

unfavorable discharge from military service, or any other factor as prohibited 

by law, rule or regulation. Each party certifies that it is an equal opportunity 

employer. 
 

Each party shall maintain a written sexual harassment policy and a Drug Free 
Workplace as required by applicable law.  

 
I. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the 

substantive laws of the State of Illinois regardless of any conflict of laws provision.  
All disputes arising out of this Agreement, wherever derived, will be resolved in the 
Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement effective upon the Effective 
Date set forth above.  
 

APPROVED BY: 
       
   
NORC (DATA RECIPIENT) Triton College (Data Provider) 

 

Signature:  

Signature: 

Print Name:  Shazia Miller Print Name: 
Mark R. Stephens 

Title: Senior Vice President Title:  
Board Chairman 

Date: 11/17/2020 Date: 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 
Scope: 

The project will collect data via a web-based survey from recent graduates on their 

degree attainment, employment, and job-seeking experiences.  We will also use 

administrative data from participating institutions and state agencies for an analysis to 

further understand student pathways. 

 

Purpose: 

The University of Chicago Consortium on School Research and NORC seek to provide 

needed evidence on the college to career transition for students in the seven-county 

Chicagoland region, particularly for those from low-income backgrounds. 

 

Funders:  The project is funded by the following foundations – CME Group, Arie and Ida 

Crown, Steans Family, Chicago Community Trust, Circle of Service, Gorter, Kaplan, 

Pritzker Traubert, and Brinson. 

 

Duration of processing: 

___12/16/2020______ – 6/30/2022 

 

Data elements: 

A roster of all associated graduates and certificate earners for the 2018-19 academic year.  

The roster will contain all available contacting information, including: 

 

 Student Full Name (first & last) 

 Student Triton College email address 

 Student Personal Email address 

 Address 

 Telephone number(s) 

 City  

 State 

 Zip Code 

 Award College 

 

 

The project will also acquire institutional student administrative data: 

 

 Student Full Name (first & last) 

 Ethnicity 

 Gender 

 Graduation Cumulative GPA 

 Pell Recipient  

 Credits Earned Graduation Cumulative 

 Starting Cohort Term (can back out date of first enrollment from 

this field) 

 Conferral Date 
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 Degree earned 

 Transfer status – did students transfer into Triton College and did 

they transfer to a four-year (or two-year), institution following 

graduation? 

 1st Generation Status 

 Self-reported high school 

 

NORC will set up a Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) site for a safe and 

protected data exchange. 

 

The survey and administrative data will be stored on secure servers at NORC for 

three years following data collection.  After this time, project folders and files will 

be destroyed in accordance with the NORC Data Governance Board’s Closeout 

and Data Destruction Policy. 

 

Project staff who will have data access: 

 

Jenny Nagaoka/UChicago Consortium – principal investigator 

Shazia Miller/NORC– principal investigator 

Lauren Seward/NORC– research director 
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 TRITON COLLEGE, District 504 

 Board of Trustees 
 

 Meeting of    December 15, 2020 

ACTION EXHIBIT NO.   16534 

 

SUBJECT:  AGREEMENT WITH NORTHWESTERN MEMORIAL HEALTHCARE 

 

RECOMMENDATION:   That the Board of Trustees approve the Educational Affiliation 

Agreement with Northwestern Memorial Healthcare.  This Agreement shall commence upon 

execution by both parties on June 1, 2020, and shall remain effective for a term of three (3) 

years, expiring on June 1, 2023.  Before that time, either party may terminate this contract upon 

thirty (30) days written notice to the other party, at any time and for any reason.  In the event of 

termination of the Agreement, students then actively enrolled will be permitted to complete the 

current clinical rotation under the terms and conditions stated herein.  There is no cost to the 

college for this Agreement. 

 

RATIONALE:   This new contract Agreement between Northwestern Memorial Healthcare 

and Triton College will provide clinical experiences to students enrolled in Triton’s Surgical 

Technology and Sterile Processing Technician programs.  This is a Northwestern Memorial 

Healthcare Agreement that we have been negotiating over the past eight-months and they will 

not agree to a revision of the original effective date.  As this is a new Agreement, no student 

have been in attendance.  This is a Northwestern Memorial Healthcare Agreement and no 

changes will be accepted.   

 

Submitted to Board by:  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

                                            Dr. Susan Campos, Vice President of Academic Affairs        

 

 

Board Officers’ Signatures Required: 
 

______________________________     ______________________________  ____________ 

                Mark R. Stephens                            Elizabeth Potter                    Date 

                      Chairman                                                Secretary 

Related forms requiring Board signature:  Yes  ☒      No  ☐ 
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EDUCATIONAL AFFILIATION AGREEMENT 

THIS EDUCATIONAL AFFILIATION AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”), dated 

June 1, 2020, (the “Effective Date”) is entered into by and between the undersigned affiliated 
clinical entities (collectively, “NM FACILITIES”) of NORTHWESTERN 

MEMORIAL HEALTHCARE, an Illinois not for profit corporation (“NMHC”), and 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 504, commonly known as TRITON COLLEGE 

(“SCHOOL”), an Illinois community college.  

WHEREAS, the NM Facilities may include NMHC’s current and future affiliates and 

subsidiaries, including, but not limited to, Northwestern Memorial Hospital (“NMH”), 

Northwestern Medicine® Central DuPage Hospital (“CDH”), Northwestern Medicine® Delnor 

Hospital (“Delnor”), Northwestern Medicine® Lake Forest Hospital (“NLFH”), Northwestern 

Medicine® Kishwaukee Hospital (“NMKH”), Northwestern Medicine® Valley West Hospital 

(“NMVWH”), Northwestern Medicine® Huntley, McHenry and Woodstock Hospitals 

(“NMHMW”) Northwestern Medicine® Marianjoy Rehabilitation Hospital (“Marianjoy”), 

Northwestern Medical Group (“NMG”), Northwestern Medicine® Regional Medical Group 

(“RMG”), Marianjoy Medical Group (“MMG”), and their affiliates and subsidiaries existing now 

or created or acquired in the future; and 

WHEREAS, SCHOOL desires to utilize NM FACILITIES for the purpose of providing 

practical learning and clinical experiences for Surgical Technology and Sterile Processing 

Technician, and other allied health professional education as agreed to by the Parties (the 

“Program”) in connection with degree-seeking students of SCHOOL and to establish and operate 

the Program at NM FACILITIES; and 

WHEREAS, it is to the mutual benefit of both SCHOOL and NM FACILITIES that 

students have opportunities for clinical education and, whenever feasible, joint research activities 

pursuant to the Program. 

WHEREAS, this Agreement, including the Recitals incorporated herein by reference and 

the Exhibits hereto, constitutes the entire agreement between SCHOOL and undersigned NM 

FACILITIES and supersedes any and all prior agreements between SCHOOL and undersigned 

NM FACILIITES with respect to the Program. 

NOW, THEREFORE, it is understood and agreed to by the parties hereto as follows: 

1. SCHOOL’S RESPONSIBILITIES

1.1. SCHOOL shall have the total responsibility for planning and determining the 

adequacy of the educational experience of students in theoretical background, basic 

skill, professional ethics, attitude and behavior, and will assign to NM FACILITIES 

only those students who have satisfactorily completed the prerequisite didactic 

portion of SCHOOL's curriculum. SCHOOL will provide NM FACILITIES a 

statement of the philosophy and objectives of the Program and a current course 

description(s) as set forth in SCHOOL’s academic catalog.  
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1.2. SCHOOL shall require each of its students who will participate in the Program at 

NM FACILITIES to provide NM FACILITIES with proof of full health insurance 

coverage prior to commencement of their assignment. 

1.3. SCHOOL shall procure and maintain at its own expense at all times during the term 

of the Agreement, and on an occurrence basis if possible, Professional Liability and 

Commercial General Liability insurance to cover SCHOOL, its officers, agents, 

faculty, employees and students in the minimum amount of Two Million Dollars 

($2,000,000) per occurrence and Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) in annual 

aggregate. SCHOOL shall provide evidence of such coverage to NM FACILITIES 

upon execution of this Agreement and prior to the expiration and renewal of the 

evidenced coverage, but not less than annually after execution of this Agreement. 

Each policy of insurance described above shall require thirty (30) day advance 

notice to NM FACILITIES prior to any material change in or termination of such 

coverage, and shall be issued by one or more insurance companies rated “A” or 

better and with financial size of “IX” or larger, both as measured by A.M Best. 

Should any of the above insurance requirements be met through the provision of 

coverage on a “claims-made” basis, SCHOOL shall maintain such coverage for a 

period of five (5) years after the termination date of this Agreement, and extending 

retrospectively to the contract term. NM FACILITIES and its affiliates, subsidiaries 

and each of their respective officers, directors, contractors, agents and employees 

shall be included as Additional Insureds under each of the policies described above 

and any renewals thereof for the duration of this Agreement and any extended 

claims-made required under this Agreement. 

1.4. SCHOOL shall designate one of its faculty to coordinate the Program on behalf of 

SCHOOL and act as the liaison to NM FACILITIES. The assignment to be 

undertaken by the students participating in the Program will be mutually arranged 

by the parties and a continuous exchange of information will be maintained by on-

site visits when practical and by letter, e-mail or telephone otherwise. SCHOOL 

shall maintain sole discretion in the assignment of all grades and academic credit.  

1.5. SCHOOL shall inform each student of his or her responsibilities under this 

Agreement and that he or she will be required to sign a statement during orientation 

at NM FACILITIES agreeing to certain specific terms of the Agreement. A sample 

of the current student statement is subject to change and is attached hereto as 

Exhibit A and made a part hereof. A signed copy of each student’s statement, 

including evidence of full insurance coverage, and confirmation that the required 

criminal background check and ten (10) panel drug test have been conducted, as 

more fully described in paragraph 1.7 below, shall be provided by the student to 

NM FACILITIES prior to student’s assignment. In addition, SCHOOL shall ensure 

that each student signs the confidentiality agreement provided by NM FACILITIES 

prior to commencing his/her participation in the Program and adheres to all relevant 

policies and procedures set forth by NM FACILITIES. 

1.6. SCHOOL, its faculty providing services hereunder, and its students participating in 

the Program shall, to the extent relevant, comply with The Joint Commission or 
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other accrediting entity standards and, upon request of NM FACILITIES, shall 

cooperate in any survey conducted by The Joint Commission or a similar 

accrediting body at NM FACILITIES. 

1.7. SCHOOL agrees and student acknowledges and consents that a criminal 

background check in compliance with the Illinois Healthcare Workers Background 

Check Act (225 ILCS 46/1) will be conducted by SCHOOL. A ten (10) panel drug 

screen as required by and acceptable to NM FACILITIES (to include screening for 

marijuana, amphetamines, narcotics [morphine/codeine/heroin], PCP, and cocaine) 

is required of each placed student prior to his/her participation in the Program. It is 

SCHOOL’S responsibility to ensure that the ten (10) panel drug screen and criminal 

background check are completed and that any student with unacceptable results will 

not be permitted to participate. Prior to student’s arrival at NM FACILITIES, 

SCHOOL will provide NM FACILITIES with documentation that the drug 

screening and criminal background check have been conducted. 

1.8. SCHOOL shall inform students of the requirement to obtain a physical examination 

prior to his/her participation in the Program, which physical examination shall be 

conducted in accordance with the policies of NM FACILITIES and shall include a 

TB test (and a chest x-ray if the TB test is positive), mumps, rubella, rubeola, 

varicella and Hepatitis-B immunity, and any other screening tests required by NM 

FACILITIES. Prior to the placement of any student, SCHOOL shall provide NM 

FACILITIES with written proof that the student is free of communicable disease 

and has received the Influenza Vaccine. 

1.9. SCHOOL shall screen all students and faculty against the Office of Inspector 

General List of Excluded Individuals/Entities prior to a student’s assignment or 

faculty’s participation and shall immediately notify NM FACILITIES if any of its 

participating faculty or students are excluded from, threatened with exclusion from, 

or otherwise sanctioned by, any federal or state healthcare plan or program. 

1.10. SCHOOL shall notify each student prior to his/her arrival that he/she is responsible 

for: 

1.10.1. Following all administrative and clinical policies, standards, and practices 

of NM FACILITIES. 

1.10.2. Obtaining medical care at his/her own expense for any injuries sustained as 

a direct or indirect result of their affiliation with NM FACILITIES. 

1.10.3. His/her own transportation and living arrangements. 

1.10.4. Reporting to NM FACILITIES on time and following all established 

policies and procedures during the regularly scheduled operating hours of 

NM FACILITIES. 

1.10.5. Conforming to the standards and practices established by SCHOOL while 

functioning at NM FACILITIES. 
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1.10.6. Obtaining prior written approval of NM FACILITIES and SCHOOL before 

publishing any material relating to the clinical learning experience. 

1.10.7. Meeting the personal, ethical and professional standards required of 

employees of NM FACILITIES and consistent with the applicable 

professional Code of Ethics and the applicable standards of The Joint 

Commission. 

2. NM FACILITIES’ RESPONSIBILITIES/RIGHTS

2.1. NM FACILITIES shall make the appropriate location available to SCHOOL and 

its students in order to provide a supervised educational experience to students in 

the Program. Such location shall include an environment conducive to learning as 

intended by the terms of this Agreement and conforming to customary NM 

FACILITIES’ procedures.  Entry into this Agreement with SCHOOL does not 

guarantee placement of a particular student within NM FACILITIES. NM 

FACILITIES have the right to decline an individual placement if unable to 

accommodate for the appropriate location or supervised educational experience at 

that time.  

2.2. NM FACILITIES may, upon consultation with SCHOOL, cancel the placement of 

any student whose performance is unsatisfactory, who is excluded from, or 

otherwise sanctioned by, any federal or state healthcare plan or program, whose 

personal conduct prevents desirable relationships within NM FACILITIES, or 

whose health status is a detriment to the student's successful completion of the 

educational experience. NM FACILITIES shall provide a written record of the 

cancellation to SCHOOL following the consultation.  

2.3. NM FACILITIES may immediately remove any student or member of SCHOOL’s 

faculty or staff from its premises, if, in NM FACILITIES’ sole judgment and 

discretion, such student, faculty or staff is or becomes detrimental to or is deemed 

to be an immediate threat to the health, safety or welfare of NM FACILITIES or its 

patients, employees, staff or visitors or hospital operations, or to the confidentiality 

of any information related to such persons or operations. In such event, NM 

FACILITIES shall notify SCHOOL of its actions as soon as practicable thereafter. 

NM FACILITIES shall have no obligation to SCHOOL or any student or faculty 

member summarily removed pursuant to this section. 

2.4. In the event any student or SCHOOL faculty becomes ill, injured or is improperly 

exposed to hazard/hazardous materials while on NM FACILITIES’ premises, NM 

FACILITIES shall, upon the request of such student or faculty and consistent with 

the NM FACILITIES’ capabilities and policies, or as is appropriate in an 

emergency, provide or arrange for the provision of necessary immediate or 

emergent care. However, all students or faculty who receive medical care on NM 

FACILITIES’ premises shall be responsible for the full cost of such care unless the 

law or NM FACILITIES’ policies provide otherwise. 
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2.5. NM FACILITIES shall designate and submit in writing to SCHOOL, the name and 

professional and academic credentials of a person to be responsible for oversight of 

the student educational experiences at NM FACILITIES. That person shall be 

called Program Coordinator, and shall maintain contact with SCHOOL’s 

designated liaison to assure mutual participation in and oversight of the Program. 

2.6. NM FACILITIES shall notify SCHOOL in writing of any change of the Program 

Coordinator. 

2.7. NM FACILITIES shall provide a planned, supervised program of educational 

experiences as specified in the most recent outline of the Program as agreed to by 

the parties. 

2.8. NM FACILITIES shall, on reasonable advance request, permit SCHOOL or any 

agencies responsible for approving SCHOOL or accrediting its curriculum to 

inspect NM FACILITIES’ clinical locations, services available for clinical 

experiences, students’ records, and such other items reasonably pertaining to the 

Program. In NM FACILITIES’ sole discretion, NM FACILITIES may: (a) restrict 

such inspection to the extent reasonably necessary to protect private or confidential 

patient or NM FACILITIES information, (b) restrict such inspection to the extent 

necessary to comply with the law; and/or (c) require SCHOOL or accrediting 

agency to execute an appropriate confidentiality and non-disclosure agreement 

provided by NM FACILITIES. 

2.9. NM FACILITIES shall, at the commencement of a student's placement, provide the 

student with an orientation of NM FACILITIES and its administrative policies, 

rules, regulations, standards and practices relevant to the Program. 

2.10. NM FACILITIES shall provide each student with a name tag identifying him or her 

as a student, which name tag shall be worn at all times when Student is participating 

in the Program at NM FACILITIES’ premises. 

2.11. NM FACILITIES shall administer education records of students in accordance with 

the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, and all other 

applicable provisions of federal or state law. 

2.12. SCHOOL acknowledges the NM FACILITIES’ commitment to comply with its 

corporate compliance program and code of conduct, and all applicable laws and 

regulations. SCHOOL agrees to comply, and to inform  cause its faculty and 

students of the requirement to comply, with the NM FACILITIES’ Code of 

Conduct and all applicable laws and regulations during the term of this Agreement. 

2.13. SCHOOL, its faculty providing services hereunder, and its students participating in 

the Program shall, to the extent relevant, comply with The Joint Commission or 

other accrediting entity standards and, upon request of NM FACILITIES, shall 

cooperate in any survey conducted by The Joint Commission or a similar 

accrediting body at NM FACILITIES. 
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2.14. NM FACILITIES shall procure and maintain at its own expense at all times during 

the term of the Agreement, and on an occurrence basis if possible, Professional 

Liability and Commercial General Liability insurance to cover  its officers, agents, 

faculty, and employees in the minimum amount of Two Million Dollars 

($2,000,000) per occurrence and Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) in annual 

aggregate. Each policy of insurance described above shall be issued by one or more 

insurance companies rated “A” or better and with financial size of “IX” or larger, 

both as measured by A.M Best. Should any of the above insurance requirements be 

met through the provision of coverage on a “claims-made” basis, NM FACILITIES 

shall maintain such coverage for a period of five (5) years after the termination date 

of this Agreement. 

3. JOINT RESPONSIBILITIES

3.1. The beginning dates and length of the Program shall be agreed upon by the parties. 

3.2. The period of time for each student's clinical education shall be agreed upon at least 

one month before the beginning of the Program. 

3.3. The number of students eligible to participate in the Program shall be agreed to by 

the parties and may be altered by agreement.  NM FACILITIES reserves the right 

in its sole discretion to limit the number of students participating in the Program at 

any one time. 

3.4. Neither party shall discriminate against a qualified student or participating 

SCHOOL faculty considered for or enrolled in the Program on the basis of race, 

color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin, ancestry, age, marital status, 

order of protection status, physical or mental disability unrelated to the ability to 

participate in the Program, military status, or unfavorable discharge from the 

military service, citizenship status, or any other status protected by law.  In addition, 

each party agrees that it will comply with, and cause its officers, directors, 

employees, agents and representatives to comply with, all applicable laws, statutes 

and ordinances and all amendments thereto relating to the performance of services 

hereunder. These include: all applicable federal, state, municipal or local statutes, 

laws, ordinances or regulations, including without limitation, where applicable, 

those (i) relating to conditions of employment, including without limitation, Title 

VII and Title IX of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, the Age 

Discrimination in Employment Act, as amended, the Employee Retirement Income 

Security Act, as amended, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, the Family 

Medical and Leave Act, as amended, the Fair Labor Standards Act, as amended, 

the Equal Pay Act, as amended, Section 1981 of U.S.C. Title 42, as amended, the 

Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act, as amended, the Uniformed 

Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act, as amended, the Genetic 

Information Nondiscrimination Act, as amended, the Immigration and Reform 

Control Act of 1986, as amended, the National Labor Relations Act, as amended, 

the American with Disabilities Act, as amended, Executive Order 11246, the 

Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, 38 USC §4212, and 
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all applicable requirements of 41 CFR, §§ 60-1.4(a), 60-250.5(a) and 60-741.5(a), 

and the Illinois Human Rights Act, as amended; as well as (ii) all laws relating to 

safety and health in the workplace, including without limitation, the Occupational 

Safety and Health Act of 1970, as amended; (iii) all laws relating to the payment of 

employee and employer taxes for and on behalf of employees, including without 

limitation, Internal Revenue Code, Illinois Unemployment Insurance Act, Illinois 

Workers Compensation and Occupational Disease Acts, and all applicable home 

rule taxes; and (iv) all laws relating to the delivery of health care, including without 

limitation, Medicare and Medicaid, the False Claims Act, Fraud and Abuse 

amendments, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, and 

the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. 

3.5. Methods for evaluating the educational experiences of the students will be agreed 

to by the parties. Regular communication will be maintained by appropriate 

SCHOOL and NM FACILITIES’ staff for the purpose of reviewing and evaluating 

current educational experiences being offered to students. 

3.6. The parties shall assist one another in maintaining the standards necessary for 

SCHOOL or its Program to be and remain eligible for accreditation by the 

appropriate agency or body. 

3.7. Each of the parties to this Agreement shall be responsible for the acts and omissions 

of its respective employees, faculty members, students, officers, directors and 

agents relative to this Agreement. 

3.8. SCHOOL will provide to NM FACILITIES, upon request, evidence of such 

participating student’s compliance with all training, education, orientation, and 

screening required by this Agreement.   

4. TERM AND TERMINATION

The term of this Agreement shall be for three (3) years, commencing on June 1, 2020

and terminating on June 1, 2023. Either party to this Agreement may terminate the

Agreement earlier without cause upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to the other

party, provided, however, that in the event that this Agreement is terminated or expires

during a period in which students are participating in educational experiences, the NM

FACILITIES shall use best efforts to ensure that each of the students participating in such

experience at the time of termination shall be permitted to continue, subject to all

other terms of this Agreement, until the educational experiences are completed.

5. NOTICES

All notices required under this Agreement must be sent by registered or certified mail 

properly addressed, postage pre-paid, return receipt requested or by expedited or personal 

delivery to the addresses provided by the parties from time to time. For notices sent to NM 

FACILITIES, copies must also be sent to Office of General Counsel, 211 E. Ontario Street, 

Suite 1800, Chicago, IL 60611. 
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6. CONFIDENTIALITY/HIPAA

6.1. In the course of providing services hereunder, the parties may gain access to certain 

information that is either confidential or proprietary in nature, unauthorized 

disclosure of which could cause irreparable damage to either party. The parties 

therefore agree that all confidential or proprietary information, including any 

patient or student information, is “Confidential” and shall remain so during the term 

of this Agreement and thereafter. Each party agrees that they will hold in strict 

confidence and will cause their respective employees, staff, faculty and students 

not to use or disclose to any other person, firm, corporation or other entity, any 

Confidential information about one another and their respective employees, agents, 

patients or students except with the prior written authorization of the affected party, 

patient or patient’s representative or student. Each party further agrees not to use 

the other party’s Confidential Information except in the course of performing herein 

and will not use such Confidential Information for its own benefit or for the benefit 

of any third party except as provided in this section. The mingling of the disclosing 

party’s Confidential Information shall not affect the confidential nature or 

ownership of same as stated herein. All of the disclosing party’s Confidential 

Information is and shall remain the property of the disclosing party. Upon the 

disclosing party’s request or the termination of this Agreement, the receiving party 

shall return, transfer, destroy or assign to the disclosing party all of the disclosing 

party’s Confidential Information and all copies thereof. 

6.2. Each party agrees to comply with all relevant rules and regulations of the Health 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and to cause their 

respective officers, directors, employees, agents and students to comply with such 

rules and regulations. SCHOOL agrees to train its students on, and the students 

shall be required to comply with, the NM FACILITIES’ policies and procedures 

related to the confidentiality of patient information and the use of same. This 

Agreement shall be automatically amended to the extent necessary to fully comply 

with any and all amendments to HIPAA’s rules and regulations and if the parties 

cannot agree on such amendments that, in NM FACILITIES’ reasonable opinion, 

would bring this Agreement into full HIPAA compliance or if any party determines 

that compliance would be too costly, then this Agreement may be terminated by 

that party.  

6.3. This Section 6 shall survive termination of this Agreement. 

7. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS

Neither SCHOOL nor any of its students (including any student assigned to the Program), 

employees, faculty or staff shall be or claim to be, by way of participation in this 

Agreement, the employee, agent, servant or joint employee of NM FACILITIES or any of 

its related or affiliated entities, for any purpose whatsoever. In particular, NM FACILITIES 

shall not owe or be required to pay to or on behalf of any SCHOOL staff or student any 

compensation in the nature of salary, vacation, disability or other benefits and insurance, 

including, without limitation, the payment or withholding of federal or state employment 
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taxes, and/or workers’ compensation, and/or unemployment taxes, insurance and/or 

benefits. 

8. Intentionally omitted.

9. ADDITIONAL TERMS

9.1. Use of Marks. Neither party will not use the other party’s service marks, 

trademarks, or trade or corporate names without prior written consent of the other 

party , including, without limitation, use within any advertising, marketing 

materials, or publicity releases. 

 9.2. Non-Exclusivity. The parties agree that this Agreement is non-exclusive and that 

either party is free to enter into similar agreements with other parties. 

9.3. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each 

of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one 

and the same agreement. For purposes of this Agreement, a document (or signature 

page thereto) signed and transmitted by facsimile machine or other electronic 

means, including PDF, is to be treated as an original document. The signature of 

any party on any such document, for purposes hereof, is to be considered an original 

signature, and the document transmitted is to be considered to have the same 

binding effect as an original signature on an original document. 

9.4. Entire Agreement/Modifications. This document shall be the entire understanding   

agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter set forth herein, 

and all prior agreements, understandings, covenants, promises, warranties, and 

representations, oral or written, not incorporated herein are superseded hereby.  The 

introductory recitals are true and correct and are incorporated herein as if fully set 

forth herein. 

9.5. Amendments and Waivers. Except as otherwise set forth herein, this Agreement 

may not be amended, modified, altered, supplemented or changed in any way and 

no provision may be waived except in writing, signed by the authorized agents of 

the parties and attached hereto as an amendment. 

9.6. Assignment. Neither SCHOOL nor NM FACILITIES may assign this Agreement, 

in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of the other party, except that 

NM FACILITIES may assign this agreement to any of its corporate affiliates now 

existing or organized or existing in the future. 

9.7. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance 

with the laws of the State of Illinois without regard to its conflict of laws provisions. 

All disputes shall be resolved in Cook County. 

9.8. Dispute Resolution. In the event of any dispute resolution, each party shall bear its 

own expenses, costs, and attorney fees incurred in any such action. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Educational Affiliation 
Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized representatives, all on the day and year first set 

forth above. 

NM FACILITIES: 

NORTHWESTERN MEDICAL GROUP 

By: 
Name: Lisa M. Williams, MS, APN-CNS, AARCN 
Its: NMG, Director of Professional Practice and 
Development for APPs 

NORTHWESTERN MEDICINE® 

CENTRAL DUPAGE HOSPITAL 

By: 
Name: Suzanne McCoy, RN, DNP, NNP-BC, NEA-BC 
Its: Senior Vice President, CNE 

NORTHWESTERN LAKE FOREST 

HOSPITAL 

By: 
Name: Karen Mahnke, MSN, APN, CNS-BC, NEA-BC 
Its: Director, Operations and Associate CNE 

MARIANJOY REHABILITATION 

HOSPITAL & CLINICS, INC. 

By: 
Name: Anne K. Hubling, DNP, MHSA, RN, 

CPHQ, NEA-BC 
Its: Vice President, CNE 

NORTHWESTERN MEDICINE® VALLEY 

WEST HOSPITAL 

By: 
Name: Corinne Haviley, PhD, MS, RN 
Its: Vice President, CNE 

SCHOOL: 

TRITON COLLEGE 

By: 
Name:   Mark R. Stephens 
Its:         Board Chairman 

By: 

Its: NMH. Associate CNE, Director Professional Practice and 
Development 

NORTHWESTERN MEDICINE®DELNOR 

HOSPITAL 

By: 
Name: 
Its: 

Gina Reid-Tinio, PhD, MS, MPH, RN-BC 
Vice President, CNE 

NORTHWESTERN MEDICINE® REGIONAL 

MEDICAL GROUP 

By: 
Name: Nancy Alcorn-Kell 
Its: Vice President, Operations 

NORTHWESTERN MEDICINE® KISHWAUKEE 

HOSPITAL 

By: 
Name: Corinne Haviley, PhD, MS, RN 
Its: Vice President, CNE 

NORTHWESTERN MEDICINE® HUNTLEY, 

MCHENRY AND WOODSTOCK HOSPITALS 

By: 
Name: Catie L Schmit MSN, RN, CEN, NE-BC 
Its: Vice President, CNE 

Name:   Elizabeth Potter 
Its:        Board Secretary 
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NORTHWESTERN M.EMORIAL HOSPITAL 

By�M 
Name:�, AOCN, f'AAN 
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EXHIBIT A 

A copy of each Student’s signed Exhibit A shall be maintained by the NM FACILITIES hosting 

the Program (“NM FACILITIES”) throughout the term of this Educational Affiliation Agreement 

and for a period no less than seven (7) years thereafter. 

I, the undersigned student at TRITON COLLEGE (SCHOOL) hereby agree to the 

following as conditions to my placement in the Program at NMHC: 

1. I understand that I am not acting as an employee, agent or servant of NMHC for any

purposes whatsoever when engaged in educational activities for which I will receive credit

from SCHOOL.

2. I have passed a physical examination and criminal background check in accordance with

the policies of NMHC, which examination shall include a TB test (and a chest x-ray if the

TB test is positive), mumps, rubella, rubeola, varicella and Hepatitis-B immunity, and

satisfactory result on any other screening tests required by NMHC. I agree that I will update

such tests/immunizations as required by NMHC during the duration of the Program.

Additionally, I understand that SCHOOL will provide to NMHC the results of a ten (10)

panel drug screening and background check upon request.

3. I have been or will agree to be trained in infection control and occupational exposure risk

and reduction in compliance with OSHA’s blood borne pathogen and tuberculosis

regulations and guidelines;

4. I have procured full health insurance coverage. Such coverage, for both basic health

services as well as emergency care, must be maintained for the duration of my participation

in the placement and a copy of the proof of insurance has been or will be provided to

NMHC upon request. I understand that I am responsible for the full cost of my own medical

care, transportation and/or living arrangements;

5. I have been informed by SCHOOL of my responsibilities under the Educational Affiliation

Agreement between SCHOOL and NMHC.

6. I understand that all identifiable patient information, including without limitation the name

of a patient and the fact that he or she is being treated by NMHC, is confidential and may

not be disclosed by me except where it is necessary to the treatment of a patient and then

only to a member of the treatment team. I may not access, copy or maintain any such

confidential patient information, in either hard copy or electronic form, except for the

purposes of the Program, and if I improperly or inadvertently violate this obligation, I shall

immediately report the violation to my supervisor at NMHC and either tender the copies

to that person or destroy them. I also understand that any failure to comply with these

confidentiality provisions may result in my immediate termination from the Program.

These obligations shall survive termination of this Agreement;

7. I shall report to NM FACILITIES on time on the days scheduled and shall comply with all

relevant NMHC policies, procedures, rules and regulations, including without limitation,

NMHC’S drug-free and smoke-free workplace policies, infection control practices and fire
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and safety regulations, and I agree to participate, if requested, in relevant NMHC’S 

sponsored programs relating to patient care issues, quality control and utilization reviews; 

8. I shall obtain prior written approval of NMHC and SCHOOL before publishing any

material relating to the educational experience;

9. I shall conform to the relevant standards and practices of SCHOOL while training in NM

FACILITIES so long as those standards and practices do not contradict those of NMHC.

10. I shall provide, at my cost, the necessary and appropriate uniforms if required by NMHC,

as well as all transportation and/or living arrangements;

11. I will be responsible for the full cost of any medical care that I may receive at NM

FACILITIES unless the law or NMHC’S policies provide otherwise; and

12. I will submit to a criminal background check and government health program exclusions

check. I understand that NMHC may cancel my placement if it determines that I have been

convicted of a felony or criminal misdemeanor that could reasonably be expected to impact

the health, safety or welfare of NM FACILITIES or its patients, employees, staff, visitors

or assets, I am excluded from participation in any federal or state healthcare program, or I

am known to be a drug trafficker or terrorist. All background checks shall be conducted in

strict compliance with NMHC’S relevant policies and Illinois and federal law. By my

signature below, I acknowledge that I have not been convicted of any misdemeanor or

felony that could impact the health, safety or welfare of the patients, employees or visitors

of the Hospital, or the safety and security of its property and assets.

13. I will have the status of “Student” while at NM FACILITIES and I may not replace NM

FACILITIES staff, or render patient care or service except as identified for educational

value and delineated in the Program as agreed to by SCHOOL and NMHC. Any direct

contact between me and a patient shall be under the proximate supervision of a member of

the NM FACILITIES’ staff.

14. I will wear the name tag provided by NMHC, identifying me as a student, at all times while

on NM FACILITIES’ premises.

Signature:       Date:

Printed Name:
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 TRITON COLLEGE, District 504 

 Board of Trustees 
 

 Meeting of    December 15, 2020 

ACTION EXHIBIT NO.   16535 

 

SUBJECT:   TITLES FOR LIBRARY REMOVAL/WEEDING  

 

RECOMMENDATION:  That the Board of Trustees approve the removal/weeding of the 

following 1,852 Library titles with an estimated value of $1,852. 

 

 

 

RATIONALE:  The following titles are outdated and information is readily available in other 

or newer print materials or already subscribed to databases. Any recent circulation of the 

materials is low. Efforts will be made to contact local libraries for material donations. 

 

Submitted to Board by:   ______________________________________________________ 

                                            Dr. Jodi Koslow Martin, VP of Enrollment Mgt & Student Affairs      

  

 

 

Board Officers’ Signatures Required: 
 

 

______________________________     ______________________________  ____________ 

                Mark R. Stephens                                  Elizabeth Potter                          Date 

                      Chairman                                                Secretary 
 

Related forms requiring Board signature:  Yes  ☐      No  ☒ 
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TITLE_BRIEF

DISPLAY_CALL_

NO
Withdrawn Duplicate Damaged Dated Low Circs Superseded Initials

Talking philosophy : a workbook B49 .S63 1990 x x

Philosophy & this actual world: an 

introduction to practical 

philosophical inquiry B72 .B45 2003
x x

Yoga: the spirit and practice of 

moving into stillness

B132 .Y6 S398 

1996 x x

John Stuart Mill B1607 .E55 x x

Religion within the limits of reason 

alone

B2791.E5 

G71960 x x

Exploring philosophy : the 

philosophical quest BD21 .A381995 x x

Psyschological sciences: a review of 

modern psychology

BF38.5 

.B441973 x x

Introduction to the study of human 

behavior BF38.5 .K33 x x

Great jobs for psychology majors BF76 .D44 2001 x x

The psychology major : career 

options and strategies for success BF76 .L36 2003 x x

Your undergraduate psychology 

project: a BPS guide 

BF76.5 .F68 

2004 x x

Doing psychology research

BF76.5 .H67 

1998 x x

How to write psychology papers 

BF76.5 .P27 

1999 x x

Pocket guide to APA style : 2009 

update

BF76.7 .P47 

2010 c.2 x x x

Publication manual of the American 

Psychological Association

BF76.7 .P83 

2010b c.2 x x x

Writing papers in psychology

BF76.7 .R67 

2001 x x

Writing papers in psychology

BF76.7 .R67 

2003 x x

How to find out in psychology : a 

guide to the literature and methods 

of research

BF76.8 .B67 

1984
x x

Mastering APA style : instructor's 

resource guide

BF76.8 .G45 

2010 x x
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Mastering APA style : student's 

workbook and training guide

BF76.8 .G452 

2010 x x

The psychology major's handbook BF77 .P76 2003 x x

With service in mind : concepts and 

models for service-learning in 

psychology

BF77 .W58 

1998
x x

Pioneers of psychology BF95 .F31979 x x

American psychology in historical 

perspective : addresses of the 

presidents of the American 

Psychological Association BF108.U5 A43

x x

Psychology : a very short introduction

BF121 .B849 

1998 x x

What is psychology?

BF121 .C595 

1999 x x

Essentials of psychology : 

exploration and application

BF121 .C624 

2000 x x

Introduction to psychology : 

gateways to mind and behavior 

BF121 .C625 

2000 x x

Psychology

BF121 .D35 

2000 x x

Psychology

BF121 .K34 

2001 x x

Psychology

BF121 .S265 

2003 x x

Psychology

BF121 .U33 

1999 x x

Handbook of multicultural 

assessment : clinical, psychological, 

and educational applications

BF176 .H36 

2001

x x x

Experimental methodology

BF181 

.C481997 x x

Doing psychology experiments

BF181 .M315 

2000 x x

Behavior analysis : foundations and 

applications to psychology

BF199 .L47 

1999 x x

Human learning

BF318 .O76 

1999 x x

Handbook for clinical memory 

assessment of older adults

BF378.A33 

H361986 x x x
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Assessment of children

BF432.C48 

S281992 x x

The nature of grief : the evolution 

and psychology of reactions to loss

BF575.G7 A73 

1999 x x

Men don't cry-- women do : 

transcending gender stereotypes of 

grief

BF575.G7 M38 

2000
x x

Change or die : the three keys to 

change at work and in life

BF637.C4 D48 

2008 x x

Who moved my cheese? : an a-

mazing way to deal with change in 

your work and in your life

BF637.C4 J64 

2000
x x

Handbook of counselling

BF637.C6 

H3121997 x x

Handbook of counseling psychology

BF637.C6 

H315 2000 x x

Counseling the culturally different : 

theory and practice

BF637.C6 S85 

1999 x x

Outliers : the story of success

BF637.S8 

G533 2008 c.2 x x

The verbally abusive relationship : 

how to recognize it and how to 

respond

BF637.V47 E93 

1996
x x

The psychology of self-esteem : a 

revolutionary approach to self-

understanding that launched a new 

era in modern psychology BF697 .B7 2001

x x

Personality theories : development, 

growth, and diversity

BF698 

.A36141997 x x

Perspectives on personality

BF698 .C22 

1996 x x x

A sympathetic understanding of the 

child: birth to sixteen

BF721 

.E3661993 x x

Black sun signs : an African 

American guide to the zodiac

BF1714.A37 

B27 1996 x x x

Black sun signs : an African 

American guide to the zodiac

BF1714.A37 

B27 1996 x x

Social, political, and legal philosophy BJ21 .S63 2001 x x

Interpreting the sacred : ways of 

viewing religion

BL48 .P215 

1992 x x
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The ghost in the universe: God in 

light of modern science

BL240.3 .E35 

2002 x x

The God delusion

BL2775.3 .D39 

2006 x x

Judaism and modern man; an 

interpretation of Jewish religion

BM561 .H44 

1970 x x

The art of happiness : a handbook 

for living

BQ7935.B774 

A78 2009 x x

A religious history of the American 

people BR515 .A4 1972 x x

The Jerome Biblical commentary

BS491.2 .B7 

1968 x x

Talking philosophy : a workbook B49 .S63 1990 x x

Philosophy & this actual world: an 

introduction to practical 

philosophical inquiry B72 .B45 2003
x x

Yoga: the spirit and practice of 

moving into stillness

B132 .Y6 S398 

1996 x x

John Stuart Mill B1607 .E55 x x

Religion within the limits of reason 

alone

B2791.E5 

G71960 x x

Exploring philosophy : the 

philosophical quest BD21 .A381995 x x

Psyschological sciences: a review of 

modern psychology

BF38.5 

.B441973 x x

Introduction to the study of human 

behavior BF38.5 .K33 x x

Great jobs for psychology majors BF76 .D44 2001 x x

The psychology major : career 

options and strategies for success BF76 .L36 2003 x x

Your undergraduate psychology 

project: a BPS guide 

BF76.5 .F68 

2004 x x

Doing psychology research

BF76.5 .H67 

1998 x x

How to write psychology papers 

BF76.5 .P27 

1999 x x

Pocket guide to APA style : 2009 

update

BF76.7 .P47 

2010 c.2 x x x

Publication manual of the American 

Psychological Association

BF76.7 .P83 

2010b c.2 x x x
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Writing papers in psychology

BF76.7 .R67 

2001 x x

Writing papers in psychology

BF76.7 .R67 

2003 x x

How to find out in psychology : a 

guide to the literature and methods 

of research

BF76.8 .B67 

1984
x x

Mastering APA style : instructor's 

resource guide

BF76.8 .G45 

2010 x x

Mastering APA style : student's 

workbook and training guide

BF76.8 .G452 

2010 x x

The psychology major's handbook BF77 .P76 2003 x x

With service in mind : concepts and 

models for service-learning in 

psychology

BF77 .W58 

1998
x x

Pioneers of psychology BF95 .F31979 x x

American psychology in historical 

perspective : addresses of the 

presidents of the American 

Psychological Association BF108.U5 A43

x x

Psychology : a very short introduction

BF121 .B849 

1998 x x

What is psychology?

BF121 .C595 

1999 x x

Essentials of psychology : 

exploration and application

BF121 .C624 

2000 x x

Introduction to psychology : 

gateways to mind and behavior 

BF121 .C625 

2000 x x

Psychology

BF121 .D35 

2000 x x

Psychology

BF121 .K34 

2001 x x

Psychology

BF121 .S265 

2003 x x

Psychology

BF121 .U33 

1999 x x

Handbook of multicultural 

assessment : clinical, psychological, 

and educational applications

BF176 .H36 

2001

x x x
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Experimental methodology

BF181 

.C481997 x x

Doing psychology experiments

BF181 .M315 

2000 x x

Behavior analysis : foundations and 

applications to psychology

BF199 .L47 

1999 x x

Human learning

BF318 .O76 

1999 x x

Handbook for clinical memory 

assessment of older adults

BF378.A33 

H361986 x x x

Assessment of children

BF432.C48 

S281992 x x

The nature of grief : the evolution 

and psychology of reactions to loss

BF575.G7 A73 

1999 x x

Men don't cry-- women do : 

transcending gender stereotypes of 

grief

BF575.G7 M38 

2000
x x

Change or die : the three keys to 

change at work and in life

BF637.C4 D48 

2008 x x

Who moved my cheese? : an a-

mazing way to deal with change in 

your work and in your life

BF637.C4 J64 

2000
x x

Handbook of counselling

BF637.C6 

H3121997 x x

Handbook of counseling psychology

BF637.C6 

H315 2000 x x

Counseling the culturally different : 

theory and practice

BF637.C6 S85 

1999 x x

Outliers : the story of success

BF637.S8 

G533 2008 c.2 x x

The verbally abusive relationship : 

how to recognize it and how to 

respond

BF637.V47 E93 

1996
x x

The psychology of self-esteem : a 

revolutionary approach to self-

understanding that launched a new 

era in modern psychology BF697 .B7 2001

x x

Personality theories : development, 

growth, and diversity

BF698 

.A36141997 x x

Perspectives on personality

BF698 .C22 

1996 x x x
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A sympathetic understanding of the 

child: birth to sixteen

BF721 

.E3661993 x x

Black sun signs : an African 

American guide to the zodiac

BF1714.A37 

B27 1996 x x x

Black sun signs : an African 

American guide to the zodiac

BF1714.A37 

B27 1996 x x

Social, political, and legal philosophy BJ21 .S63 2001 x x

Interpreting the sacred : ways of 

viewing religion

BL48 .P215 

1992 x x

The ghost in the universe: God in 

light of modern science

BL240.3 .E35 

2002 x x

The God delusion

BL2775.3 .D39 

2006 x x

Judaism and modern man; an 

interpretation of Jewish religion

BM561 .H44 

1970 x x

The art of happiness : a handbook 

for living

BQ7935.B774 

A78 2009 x x

A religious history of the American 

people BR515 .A4 1972 x x

The Jerome Biblical commentary

BS491.2 .B7 

1968 x x

Approaches to popular culture /

HM101 

.A6471976
x x

Innovation: the basis of cultural 

change / HM101 .B26
x x

Culture and society : 

contemporary debates /

HM101 

.C89551990
x x

5000 years of popular culture : 

popular culture before printing / HM101 .F52
x x

Training for change agents : a 

guide to the design of training 

programs in education and other 

fields / HM101 .H385

x x

One nation, two cultures /

HM101 .H49 

1999
x x

Celebration of awareness : a call 

for institutional revolution /

HM101 

.I53413
x x
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Anthropology and social change,

HM101 

.M2366
x x

Culture and commitment : the 

new relationships between the 

generations in the 1970s /

HM101 

.M381978B

x x

Social change and history : 

aspects of the Western theory of 

development / HM101 .N575

x x

Social theory for a changing 

society /

HM101 

.S693481991
x x

Passion and social constraint / HM101 .V2 x x

Handbook of research methods 

in social and personality 

psychology /

HM1019 .H36 

2000

x x

Classic and contemporary 

readings in social psychology /

HM1033 

.C597 2001
x x

Inner lives and social worlds : 

readings in social psychology /

HM1033 .I56 

2003
x x

Social anthropology /

HM107 

.L491966
x x

Worst-case scenarios /

HM1101 

.S864 2007
x x

Social intelligence : the 

revolutionary new science of 

human relationships /

HM1106 .G66 

2006

x x

Social dynamics /

HM1111 .S55 

2001
x x

Violent environments /

HM1116 .V56 

2001
x x

Subalternity and representation 

: arguments in cultural theory /

HM1136 .B48 

1999
x x

Friendship : an exposé /

HM1161 .E67 

2006
x x
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Culture and equality : an 

egalitarian critique of 

multiculturalism /

HM1271 .B37 

2001

x x

Nonviolence : twenty-five 

lessons from the history of a 

dangerous idea /

HM1281 .K87 

2006

x x

The structure and dynamics of 

organizations and groups /

HM131 

.B461966
x x

Reference group theory and 

delinquency, HM131 .C739
x x

Role change : a resocialization 

perspective /

HM131 

.F3851990
x x

The alienation of modern man; 

an interpretation based on Marx 

and Tönnies. HM131 .P3

x x

Making groups effective /

HM131 

.Z361982
x x

My needs, your needs, our 

needs. HM132 .G53
x x

Appearances and realities. HM132 .I3 x x

The politics of experience /

HM132 

.L331967A
x x

Being together; our relationships 

with other people. HM132 .O713
x x

The use of speech /

HM132 

.S343813 1983

x x

A place on the corner / HM133 .A55 x x

Encounter / HM133 .B85 x x

Face to face : the small-group 

experience and interpersonal 

growth / HM133 .E453

x x

New perspectives on encounter 

groups. HM133 .S76
x x
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The hidden society. HM136 .A8 x x

The resolution of conflict; 

constructive and destructive 

processes.

HM136 

.D391973

x x

Status and sacredness : a 

general theory of status 

relations and an analysis of 

Indian culture /

HM136 .M52 

1993

x x

The mediation process : practical 

strategies for resolving conflict /

HM136 

.M6841986

x x

Why leaders can't lead : the 

unconscious conspiracy 

continues /

HM141 

.B4341989

x x

Studies in leadership; leadership 

and democratic action,

HM141 

.G651965

x x

Leaders, groups, and influence HM141 .H58 x x

Governing elites; studies in 

training and selection. HM141 .W48
x x

Inequality in an age of decline / HM146 .B59 x x

Challenge for survival: land, air, 

and water for man in 

megalopolis. HM206 .C4

x x

Human ecology,

HM206 

.Q51971
x x

Political pilgrims : travels of 

Western intellectuals to the 

Soviet Union, China, and Cuba, 

1928-1978 / HM213 .H57

x x

Intellectuals /

HM213 .J64 

1990
x x

The decline of the intellectual /

HM213 .M58 

1994
x x
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A passion for justice : emotions 

and the origins of the social 

contract /

HM216 

.S5851995

x x

Emile Durkheim and the 

reformation of sociology /

HM22.F8 

D8541988
x x

The sociology of Emile Durkheim 

/ HM22.F8 D863
x x

Durkheim: morality and milieu.

HM22.F8 

D8951972
x x

Max Weber; an intellectual 

portrait.

HM22.G3 

W421962
x x

Max Weber and Karl Marx /

HM22.G3 

W454531982
x x

The iron cage : an historical 

interpretation of Max Weber.

HM22.G3 

W455
x x

Making sense of modern times : 

Peter L. Berger and the vision of 

interpretive sociology /

HM22.U6 

B4561986

x x

Social speculations; visions for 

our time. HM221 .K68
x x

Technological change : its impact 

on man and society / HM221 .M47
x x

Data smog : surviving the 

information glut /

HM221 

.S5151997
x x

The Underside of high-tech : 

technology and the deformation 

of human sensibilities /

HM221 

.U531986

x x

Twenty lectures : sociological 

theory since World War II /

HM24 

.A4661987
x x

Orthodox consensus and radical 

alternative: a study in 

sociological theory. HM24 .A85

x x

Simple models of group behavior HM24 .B36
x x
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Four sociological traditions /

HM24 

.C6521994
x x

Five scenarios for the year 2000 /

HM24 

.F451986
x x

Knowledge and belief in politics : 

the problem of ideology /

HM24 

.K5881973
x x

The language of sociology / HM24 .L33 x x

Ideology and utopia; an 

introduction to the sociology of 

knowledge, HM24 .M27

x x

The ethical imperative; the crisis 

in American values, HM24 .M38
x x

Cognition, social behavior, and 

the environment / HM251 .C64
x x

Character and social structure : 

the psychology of social 

institutions /

HM251 .G4 

1964

x x

Radical man : the process of 

psycho-social development /

HM251 

.H221971
x x

Who shall survive? : foundations 

of sociometry, group 

psychotherapy and sociodrama /

HM251 

.M651953

x x

The psychology of social norms.

HM251 

.S551965
x x

Society and personality; an 

interactionist approach to social 

psychology. HM251 .S57

x x

Social psychology: a cognitive 

approach HM251 .S835
x x

Psychology: a social science. HM251 .W247 x x

Communication and social order. HM258 .D8
x x
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Persuasion : the theory and 

practice of manipulative 

communication / HM258 .G675

x x

Beyond culture / HM258 .H29 x x

Mediaworld : programming the 

public / HM258 .P475
x x

The vital network : a theory of 

communication and society / HM258 .W48
x x

Polls & surveys : understanding 

what they tell us /

HM261 

.B691988
x x

Public opinion, polls, and 

democracy /

HM261 

.C691989
x x

Public opinion and American 

democracy. HM261 .K4
x x

The people factor; managing the 

human climate. HM263 .L459
x x

Public relations, principles, 

cases, and problems /

HM263 

.M6361985
x x

Mass persuasion in history : an 

historical analysis of the 

development of propaganda 

techniques /

HM263 

.T471977

x x

The anatomy of power /

HM271 .G27 

1983
x x

The anatomy of freedom : 

feminism, physics, and global 

politics /

HM271 

.M5861982

x x

Conquest of violence; the 

Gandhian philosophy of conflict,

HM278 .B6 

1965
x x

The rebel : an essay on man in 

revolt /

HM281 

.C3513 1991
x x

Why men rebel. HM281 .G82 x x
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Surviving to 3000; an 

introduction to the study of 

lethal conflict HM281 .P69

x x

National liberation : revolution 

in the third world / HM283 .N36
x x

The New Left; six critical essays.

HM291 .C68 

1971
x x

Prophetic politics : critical 

interpretations of the 

revolutionary impulse /

HM291 .C68 

1972

x x

Frame analysis : an essay on the 

organization of experience / HM291 .G583
x x

The presentation of self in 

everyday life.

HM291 

.G61959
x x

The things they say behind your 

back /

HM291 .H513 

1982
x x

No contest : the case against 

competition /

HM291 

.K6341986
x x

Patterns in human interaction HM291 .L39 x x

The mechanical bride : folklore 

of industrial man /

HM291 

.M351967
x x

Power and innocence : a search 

for the sources of violence / HM291 .M393
x x

Alienation : Marx's conception 

of man in capitalist society /

HM291 .O58 

1976
x x

Deviants and deviance : an 

introduction to the study of 

disvalued people and behavior / HM291 .S22

x x

Violence and the prevention of 

violence /

HM291 

.V4571995
x x

War: the anthropology of armed 

conflict and aggression. HM36.5 .A25
x x

Choice theory : a very short 

introduction /

HM495 .A448 

2002
x x
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Rationalizing capitalist 

democracy : the Cold War 

origins of rational choice 

liberalism /

HM495 .A46 

2003

x x

Sociology : a very short 

introduction /

HM51 .B78 

2000
x x

Contemporary issues in Society /

HM51 

.C59961991
x x

Sociology for people : toward a 

caring profession /

HM51 

.L3521988
x x

Sociology for whom? / HM51 .L353 x x

The sociological worldview /

HM51 

.R421991
x x

Sociology /

HM51 

.S6361994
x x

Max Weber's methodologies : 

interpretation and critique /

HM511 .E45 

2002
x x

Everything bad is good for you : 

how today's popular culture is 

actually making us smarter /

HM621 .J64 

2006

x x

Social structure and emotion /

HM706 .S63 

2008
x x

Social ecology : a critical analysis 

/

HM73 .A5 

1964
x x

Social impact assessment : an 

introduction /

HM801 .B27 

2000
x x

Antisocial behavior : personality 

disorders from hostility to 

homicide /

HM811 .W65 

1999

x x

The world is flat : a brief history 

of the twenty-first century /

HM846 .F74 

2006
x x

Cultural production in a digital 

age /

HM851 .C85 

2005
x x
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The great disruption : human 

nature and the reconstitution of 

social order /

HM851 .F85 

2000

x x

Here comes everybody : the 

power of organizing without 

organizations /

HM851 

.S5465 2008

x x

Woman's day crockery cuisine : 

slow-cooking recipes for family 

and entertainment /

LARGEP 

TX827 .T48 

1978

x x

Handbook of technical writing T11 .B78 2015 x x

The World's Columbian 

Exposition : the Chicago World's 

Fair of 1893 /

T500.B1 B64 

2002

x x

Compass land surveying; a guide 

for surveyors, attorneys, 

landowners, and others, TA563 .S55

x x

Acid rain /

TD196.A25 

B691983
x x

Building services handbook /

TH151 .B84 

2017
x x

Roman builders : a study in 

architectural process /

TH16 .T38 

2003
x x

Industrial buildings : 

conservation and regeneration /

TH4511 .I47 

2000
x x

Wood in the landscape : a 

practical guide to specification 

and design /

TH4961 

.W557 2000

x x

Building with large clay blocks : 

details, products, built examples 

/

TH5311 .H84 

2004

x x

What every home owner needs 

to know about mold and what to 

do about it /

TH9035 .L36 

2003

x x
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The mold survival guide for your 

home and for your health /

TH9035 .M39 

2004
x x

Carpet monsters and killer 

spores : a natural history of toxic 

mold /

TH9035 .M65 

2004

x x

Effective company command for 

company officers in the 

professional fire service, TH9145 .P25

x x

NFPA inspection manual /

TH9176 .N48 

1976
x x

Enclosure fire dynamics /

TH9195 .K37 

2000
x x

The firefighter's best friend : 

lives and legends of Chicago 

firehouse dogs /

TH9505.C4071 

 O77 2003

x x

Absolute beginner's guide to 

building robots /

TJ211 .B63 

2003
x x

Insectronics : build your own 

walking robot /

TJ211 .W43 

2003
x x

Gearheads : the turbulent rise of 

robotic sports /

TJ211.15 .S76 

2003
x x

Modern control technology : 

components and systems /

TJ213 .K516 

2000
x x

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, 

1831-1915 : a study in American 

industrial practice /

TJ625.B2 B76 

1995

x x

Hydraulic fluids : a guide to 

selection, test methods, and use 

/

TJ844 .R33 

2003

x x

Solar electricity /

TK1087 .S66 

2000
x x

Bell : Alexander Graham Bell and 

the conquest of solitude /

TK140.B37 

B781990
x x
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Electricity, electronics, and 

control systems for HVAC /

TK4035.A35 

K568 2000
x x

The art of outdoor lighting : 

landscapes with the beauty of 

lighting /

TK4188 .W47 

2001

x x

Electric circuits /

TK454 .N54 

2001
x x

Fundamentals of digital signal 

processing /

TK5102.9 .V35 

2002
x x

Art theory for web design /

TK5105.888 

.G65 2005
x x

Developing online content : the 

principles of writing and editing 

for the Web /

TK5105.888 

.H357 2002

x x

Hot text : web writing that works 

/

TK5105.888 

.P743 2002
x x

Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003 

/

TK5105.8885.

M53 M385 

2005

x x

Technical mathematics : with 

applications in electronics and 

photonics /

TK7864 .V37 

2003

x x

DC/AC circuits and electronics : 

principles & applications /

TK7867 .H477 

2003
x x

The New York Times circuits : 

how electronic things work /

TK7870 .N497 

2001
x x

The complete encyclopedia of 

antique cars : sport & passenger 

cars 1886-1940 : informative 

text with over 800 color 

photographs /

TL15 .R58 

2003

x x

Spaceflight life support and 

biospherics /

TL1500 .E25 

1996
x x
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American car design now : inside 

the studios of today's top car 

designers /

TL23 .A66 

2003

x x

Automotive quality systems 

handbook /

TL278.5 .H69 

2000
x x

Wings : a history of aviation 

from kites to the space age /

TL515 .C76 

2003
x x

Testing aircraft, exploring space : 

an illustrated history of NACA 

and NASA /

TL521.312 

.B58 2003

x x

NASA and the space industry /

TL521.312 

.B76 1999
x x

Lindbergh : a biography / TL540.L5 M63 x x

Flying the old planes / TL540.T29 A33
x x

Reconsidering Sputnik : forty 

years since the Soviet satellite /

TL789.8.R9 

R43 2000
x x

The last man on the moon : 

astronaut Eugene Cernan and 

America's race in space /

TL789.8.U6 

A52435 1999

x x

A man on the moon : the 

voyages of the Apollo astronauts 

/

TL789.8.U6 

A52441994

x x

The Mercury 13 : the true story 

of thirteen women and the 

dream of space flight /

TL789.85.A1 

A28 2004

x x

Find where the wind goes : 

moments from my life /

TL789.85.J46 

J45 2001
x x

Mae Jemison : a space biography 

/

TL789.85.J46 

Y36 1998
x x

Korolev : how one man 

masterminded the Soviet drive 

to beat America to the moon /

TL789.85.K62 

H371997

x x
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Ronald McNair /

TL789.85.M36 

N341990
x x

Powering Apollo : James E. 

Webb of NASA /

TL789.85.W43 

L361995
x x

Introduction to space : the 

science of spaceflight /

TL791 

.D361995
x x

Chariots for Apollo : the untold 

story behind the race to the 

moon /

TL795 .P38 

1999

x x

The difficult road to Mars : a 

brief history of Mars exploration 

in the Soviet Union /

TL799.M3 P47 

1999

x x

Choosing the right stuff : the 

psychological selection of 

astronauts and cosmonauts /

TL856 

.S261994

x x

Challenger : the final voyage /

TL867 .L49 

1988
x x

Disasters and accidents in 

manned spaceflight /

TL867 .S53 

2000
x x

Challenges of human space 

exploration /

TL873 .F74 

2000
x x

Climax : the history of Colorado's 

Climax Molybdenum Mine /

TN490.M7 

V68 1996

x x

Understanding injection mold 

design /

TP1150 .R45 

2001
x x

Biotechnology /

TP248.215 

.B56 2000
x x

Eating in the dark : America's 

experiment with genetically 

engineered food /

TP248.65.F66 

H37 2003

x x

Refrigeration and air-

conditioning /

TP492 .T75 

2000
x x
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Study guide/lab manual to 

accompany Refrigeration and air 

conditioning technology, 4th 

edition : concepts, procedures, 

and troubleshooting techniques /

TP492 .W6 

2000

x x

Cider : making, using & enjoying 

sweet & hard cider /

TP563 

.P761997
x x

Beer is best : a history of beer / TP577 .W3 x x

Fine ceramics : technology and 

applications /

TP807 

.N661978
x x

Chinese glazes : their origins, 

chemistry, and recreation /

TP812 .W65 

1999
x x

Phototypesetting : a design 

manual /

TR1010 

.C731978
x x

An illustrated bio-bibliography of 

Black photographers, 1940-1988 

/

TR139 

.W551989

x x

Overview; a life-long adventure 

in aerial photography TR140.G6 A3
x x

The instant image : Edwin Land 

and the Polaroid experience /

TR140.L28 

O47
x x

Get the picture : a personal 

history of photojournalism /

TR140.M595 

A3 2002
x x

Timothy O'Sullivan, America's 

forgotten photographer; the life 

and work of the brilliant 

photographer whose camera 

recorded the American scene 

from the battlefields of the Civil 

War to the frontiers of the West, TR140.O8 H6

x x

Gordon Parks, photographer /

TR140.P35 

B47 1990
x x
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Eyes of memory : photographs 

from the archives of Herbert and 

Leni Sonnenfeld /

TR140.S637 

A3 2004

x x

Natural-light photography /

TR145 

.A42VOL.4
x x

The photography handbook /

TR145 .W785 

1999
x x

The complete idiot's guide to 

photography like a pro /

TR146 .C46 

2000
x x

Hoaxes, humbugs, and 

spectacles : astonishing 

photographs of smelt wrestlers, 

human projectiles, giant 

hailstones, contortionists, 

elephant impersonators, and 

much, much more! /

TR147 .S55 

1990

x x

From dry plates to ektachrome 

film : a story of photographic 

research / TR15 .M37

x x

The history of photography : 

from 1839 to the present day /

TR15 .N47 

1964
x x

Latent image; the discovery of 

photography. TR15 .N475
x x

Photography and politics in 

America : from the New Deal 

into the Cold War /

TR23 .B48 

1999

x x

American photography : a 

critical history 1945 to the 

present /

TR23 

.G731984

x x

The creation / TR510 .H25 x x

Photography : an independent 

art : photographs from the 

Victoria and Albert Museum, 

1839-1996 / TR6 .L64 1997

x x
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Photographing architecture and 

interiors /

TR630 .S48 

2000
x x

Camera lucida : reflections on 

photography / TR642 .B3713
x x

Photodiscovery : masterworks of 

photography, 1840-1940 / TR650 .P46
x x

The criticism of photography as 

art; the photographs of Jerry 

Uelsmann. TR650 .W3

x x

Signs of life : photographs / TR654 .P2 x x

Scenic photography 101 : a crash 

course in shooting better 

pictures outdoors /

TR660 .D73 

1999

x x

Monument /

TR660.5 

.D385 1999
x x

Seeing landscapes : the creative 

process behind great 

photographs /

TR660.5 .W35 

1999

x x

Avedon at work : in the 

American West /

TR680 .W56 

2003
x x

Femme fatale : famous beauties 

then and now /

TR681.F3 N67 

2001
x x

Closeup photography /

TR683 .C65 

2000
x x

Eisenstaedt--Germany /

TR820 

.E391981
x x

The right picture /

TR820.5 

.H491986
x x

Practical cinematography /

TR850 .W53 

2000
x x

Handbook of animation 

techniques / TR897.5 .L49
x x

The animator's survival kit /

TR897.5 .W55 

2001
x x
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Flash hacks /

TR897.7 

.B48797 2004
x x

CAD/CAM : applications for 

business /

TS155.6 

.H831985
x x

Systems for planning and control 

in manufacturing : systems and 

management for competitive 

manufacture /

TS176 .H377 

2002

x x

Laser material processing /

TS183 .S73 

1998
x x

Basic butchering of livestock & 

game /

TS1960 .M55 

2003
x x

Slaughterhouse : the shocking 

story of greed, neglect, and 

inhumane treatment inside the 

U.S. meat industry /

TS1963 .E37 

1997

x x

Carriages; TS2010 .D313 x x

Principles of metal 

manufacturing processes /

TS205 .B299 

1999
x x

Welding essentials : questions & 

answers /

TS227 .G25 

2001
x x

Health and safety in welding and 

allied processes /

TS227.8 

.H431993
x x

The nature of diamonds /

TS753 .N38 

1998
x x

Brazing handbook /

TT267 .B66 

1991
x x

Color and design; fashion in 

men's and women's clothing and 

home furnishings.

TT507 

.C481951

x x

Chanel, the couturiere at work /

TT507 .D4 

1996
x x

Fashion : the inside story /

TT507 

.D5271985
x x
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Style /

TT507 .K617 

1995
x x

Profiling fabrics : properties, 

performance & construction 

techniques /

TT557 

.G561981

x x

Traditional crafts of Ireland /

TT59 .T73 

2003
x x

The handknitter's handbook /

TT820 

.S771986
x x

Classy knitting : a guide to 

creative sweatering for 

beginners /

TT825 .C65 

1984

x x

Better homes and gardens 

patchwork & quilting.

TT835 

.B371984
x x

A communion of the spirits : 

African-American quilters, 

preservers, and their stories /

TT835 .F744 

1996

x x

The patchwork pattern book /

TT835 

.H651981
x x

The book of smocking /

TT840 

.K431985
x x

The woolcraft book : spinning, 

dyeing and weaving /

TT847 

.J251982
x x

Weaving; a creative approach 

for beginners. TT848 .C64
x x

Rugs & wall hangings : period 

designs and contemporary 

techniques / TT850 .S37

x x

Origami 1-2-3 /

TT870 .P473 

2001
x x

Mom, Inc. : taking your work 

skills home /

TX147 .G58 

2000
x x

Heloise from A to Z.

TX158 .H434 

2004
x x
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How the queen cleans 

everything : handy advice for a 

clean house, cleaner laundry, 

and a year of timely tips /

TX324 .C62 

2002

x x

420 ways to clean everything /

TX324 .W94 

1989
x x

Savvy online shopping : your 

guide to getting the best 

products--at the best prices--on 

line! /

TX335 .F72 

2000

x x

Brilliant food tips and cooking 

tricks : 5,000 ingenious kitchen 

hints, secrets, shortcuts, and 

solutions /

TX349 .J32 

2001

x x

Near a thousand tables : a 

history of food /

TX353 .F437 

2004
x x

Eating in America : a history / TX353 .R64 x x

Unmentionable cuisine / TX371 .S38 x x

Herbs, spices, and flavorings /

TX406 .S74 

1982
x x

The food safety information 

handbook /

TX531 .R57 

2001
x x

How safe is our food supply? /

TX533 .M374 

1990
x x

Food poisoning and food 

hygiene /

TX537 .H6 

1993
x x

How to cook a wolf /

TX633 .F5184 

1988
x x

Old cook books : an illustrated 

history /

TX645 .Q38 

1978
x x

A history of cooks and cooking /

TX645 .S97 

2000
x x

The soul of a chef : the journey 

toward perfection /

TX649.A1 R84 

2001x
x x
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Kitchen confidential : 

adventures in the culinary 

underbelly /

TX649.B68 A3 

2000

x x

Craig Claiborne's feast made for 

laughter.

TX649.C55 

A33 1982
x x

The apprentice : my life in the 

kitchen /

TX649.P47 A3 

2003
x x

Julia's kitchen wisdom : essential 

techniques and recipes from a 

lifetime of cooking /

TX651 .C523 

2000

x x

The curious cook : more kitchen 

science and lore /

TX651 .M268 

1990
x x

On food and cooking : the 

science and lore of the kitchen /

TX651 .M27 

2004
x x

1001 questions answered about 

cooking / TX652.7 .A3
x x

Betty Crocker's easy low-fat 

cooking.

TX714 .C762 

1994
x x

The carbohydrate addict's 

cookbook : 250 all-new low-carb 

recipes that will cut your 

cravings and keep you slim for 

life /

TX714 .H437 

2000

x x

Charlie Trotter's cookbook /

TX714 .T77 

1994
x x

Southern cook book

TX715 .B8492 

1968
x x

The Ebony cookbook : a date 

with a dish /

TX715 .D326 

1973
x x

American food : the gastronomic 

story /

TX715 .J76 

1975
x x

LaBelle cuisine : recipes to sing 

about /

TX715 .L127 

1999
x x
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Essence brings you great cooking 

/

TX715 .N254 

1994
x x

Low-fat soul /

TX715 .N256 

1996
x x

New creative techniques from a 

French master chef /

TX715 .R68 

2003
x x

Damnyankee in a Southern 

kitchen : a revival feast / TX715 .W929
x x

The American history cookbook /

TX715 .Z36 

2003
x x

The blues highways cookbook /

TX715.2.S38 

G57 2000
x x

Mrs. Wilkes' Boardinghouse 

cookbook : recipes and 

recollections from her Savannah 

table /

TX715.2.S68 

W48 2001

x x

A taste of Latin America : recipes 

and stories /

TX716.A1 

O7824 1999
x x

The French chef cookbook / TX719 .C44 x x

French provincial cooking /

TX719 .D283 

1999
x x

Louis Diat's French cooking for 

Americans /

TX719 .D5 

1946b
x x

The French Laundry cookbook /

TX719 .K35 

1999
x x

Austrian cooking and baking /

TX721 .B35 

1975
x x

Italian food /

TX723 .D3 

1999
x x

Food culture in Italy /

TX723 .P37 

2004
x x

Food of North Italy : authentic 

recipes from Piedmont and 

Lombardy /

TX723 .V47 

2002

x x
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Portuguese homestyle cooking /

TX723.5.P7 

O78 2001
x x

The foods and wines of Spain /

TX723.5.S7 

C3574 1982
x x

Ken Hom's quick wok : the 

fastest food in the East /

TX724.5.C5 

H67 2001
x x

The family herbal cookbook /

TX724.5.C5 T3 

1995
x x

A taste of Chinatown : America's 

native Chinese cuisine /

TX724.5.C5 

W371991

x x

Bengali cooking : seasons and 

festivals /

TX724.5.I4 

B36 1997
x x

A taste of Madras : a South 

Indian cookbook /

TX724.5.I4 

K56 1996
x x

Food of Japan /

TX724.5.J3 

B66 2002
x x

Japanese cooking : a simple art /

TX724.5.J3 

T836
x x

Keo's Thai cuisine /

TX724.5.T5 

K46 1999
x x

The art of Spanish cooking / TX725 .W36 x x

A treasury of great recipes : 

famous specialties of the world's 

foremost restaurants adapted 

for the American kitchen /

TX725.A1 P7 

1974

x x

Multicultural cookbook of life-

cycle celebrations /

TX725.A1 

W43 2000
x x

The American ethnic cookbook 

for students /

TX725.A1 Z35 

2001
x x

The African kitchen : a day in the 

life of a safari chef /

TX725.A4 S76 

2000
x x
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Secrets of healthy Middle 

Eastern cuisine /

TX725.M628 

A26 1999
x x

James Beard's menus for 

entertaining /

TX731 

.B3731997
x x

Helen Corbitt cooks for company 

/ TX731 .C66
x x

The National Trust & the West 

Country Tourist Board's book of 

afternoon tea / TX736 .N25

x x

Cooking light superfast suppers : 

speedy solutions for dinner 

dilemmas /

TX738 .C66 

2003

x x

Healthy holidays : total health 

entertaining all year round /

TX739 .H46 

2002
x x

Bon appétit the Christmas 

season /

TX739.2.C45 

B67 2000
x x

Camille Glenn's old-fashioned 

Christmas cookbook.

TX739.2.C45 

G541996
x x

Christmas /

TX739.2.C45 

M5497 2003
x x

Tapas, the little dishes of Spain /

TX740 

.C3141985
x x

The art of salad making. TX740 .T77 x x

The healthy kitchen : recipes for 

a better body, life, and spirit /

TX741 .W45 

2002b
x x

The book of sushi /

TX747 .O45 

1981
x x

Homemade bread / TX769 .H64 x x

The new good cake book : over 

125 delicious recipes that can be 

prepared in 30 minutes or less /

TX771 .D35 

1997

x x

Cake /

TX771 .G34 

2003
x x
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Family Circle best-ever cakes & 

cookies : plus pies, tarts, and 

other desserts /

TX773 .F314 

2001

x x

Cheesecake madness /

TX773 .S356 

1996
x x

The pastry chef /

TX773 .S924 

1983b
x x

Naturally sweet desserts : the 

sugar-free dessert cookbook /

TX773 

.W431990
x x

The ultimate candy book : more 

than 700 quick and easy, soft 

and chewy, hard and crunchy 

sweets and treats /

TX791 .W382 

2000

x x

The victory garden cookbook /

TX801 .M67 

1982
x x

A book of vegetables / TX801 .S77 x x

The best 125 meatless pasta 

dishes /

TX809.M17 

T59 1992
x x

Cooking with herbs & spices : 

new revised and enlarged 

edition of An herb and spice 

cook book /

TX819.H4 C55 

1970

x x

Advanced practical cookery /

TX820 .C388 

1995
x x

Practical professional cookery /

TX820 .C69 

1992
x x

Food for fifty.

TX820 .F663 

2018
x x

The high road to health /

TX837 .W15 

1990
x x

Global vegetarian cooking : quick 

& easy recipes from around the 

world /

TX837 .W438 

2001

x x
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Paul Kirk's championship 

barbecue : bbq your way to 

greatness with 575 lip-smackin' 

recipes from the baron of 

barbecue /

TX840.B3 

K454237 2004

x x

Victorian holidays : an illustrated 

guide to favourite guest houses, 

bed & breakfast inns, and 

restaurants of Cape May, New 

Jersey, America's oldest 

seashore resort /

TX907 

.C761982

x x

American hotels & their 

restaurants / TX909 .S25
x x

Building restaurant profits : how 

to ensure maximum results /

TX911.3.F5 

H69 2003
x x

Quality service : the restaurant 

manager's bible /

TX911.3.M27 

M31991
x x

Organizational behaviour for 

hospitality management /

TX911.3.M27 

W6671994
x x

Marketing hotels into the 90s : a 

systematic approach to 

increasing sales /

TX911.3.M3 

G74 1983

x x

Managing employee relations in 

the hotel and catering industry /

TX911.3.P4 

L831995
x x

Careers in the restaurant 

industry /

TX911.3.V62 

L44 1990
x x

Waiter & waitress training : how 

to develop your staff for 

maximum service & profit /

TX925 .A73 

2003

x x

The Professional host /

TX925 

.C221981
x x

The sign of the burger : 

McDonald's and the culture of 

power /

TX945.5.M33 

K57 2002

x x
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McDonald's : behind the arches /

TX945.5.M33 

L68 1995
x x

The resident manager : an on-

site management handbook of 

multi-unit residential housing / TX955 .R3

x x

Louis Pasteur and germs /

JUV Q143.P2 

P42 1994
x x

Jupiter /

JUV QB661 

.L36 1991
x x

Microscopes and telescopes /

JUV QH278 

.W54 1983
x x

The tree of life : the wonders of 

evolution /

JUV QH367.1 

.J33 1993
x x

Nicky the nature detective /

JUV QH51 

.S8613 1988
x x

Sea turtles /

JUV QL666.C5 

J3 1972
x x

Snakes /

JUV QL666.O6 

S8757 1992
x x

Kangaroos /

JUV 

QL737.M35 

B78 1991

x x

What comes out of an egg? /

JUV QP251.5 

.P73
x x

What comes out of an egg? / By 

Ernest Prescott ; illustrated by 

Don Forrest.

JUV QP251.5 

.P73

x x

Use your brain /

JUV QP376 

.S45
x x

My family and other animals /

LARGEP 

QH151 .D8 

1968

x x
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Larousse encyclopedia of 

Byzantine and medieval art / 

general editor René Huyghe.

OVR N5970 

.H813 1963

x x

Images of science : a history of 

scientific illustration /

OVR Q222 

.F671993
x x

The ants /

OVR QL568.F7 

H57 1990
x x

The world of bats. Photos.: Nina 

Leen. Text by Alvin Novick.

OVR 

QL737.C5 L44 

1969

x x

The Book of scientific anecdotes 

/

Q167 

.B661993
x x

Politics and the restraint of 

science /

Q175.52.U5 

C6531983
x x

Academic preparation in science 

: teaching for transition from 

high school to college.

Q183.3.A1 

A23 1990

x x

The age of intelligent machines /

Q335 

.K871992
x x

Arithmetic for teachers QA135 .D95 x x

Building mathematical 

competence in the elementary 

school [by]

QA135 

.S751966

x x

The magic of numbers /

QA141 .B39 

1991
x x

College arithmetic. QA145 .L3 x x

Professor Weissman's laugh with 

math /

QA159 

.W441995
x x

Elementary statistics /

QA276.12 

.T76 2018
x x

Calculus /

QA303 

.A281992
x x

Technical calculus with analytic 

geometry /

QA303 .G43 

1992
x x
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Mathematics made simple /

QA39.2 

.S6841990
x x

Excursions in geometry QA445 .O44 x x

Excursions in geometry [by] C. 

Stanley Ogilvy. QA445 .O44
x x

Modern plane geometry for 

college students / QA455 .H98
x x

Linear geometry. QA474 .A76 x x

A history of (pi).

QA484 

.B41971
x x

Shapes, space, and symmetry /

QA491 

.H631991
x x

Polyhedron models for the 

classroom / Magnus J. 

Wenninger.

QA491 

.W41975

x x

Spherical models / QA491 .W43 x x

Spherical models / Magnus J. 

Wenninger. QA491 .W43
x x

Trigonometry / Harley Flanders, 

Justin J. Price. QA531 .F54
x x

Functional trigonometry; a 

treatment of trigonometry 

integrated with vectors, complex 

numbers, and analytic geometry

QA531 .H62 

1966

x x

Trigonometry [by] Elbridge P. 

Vance.

QA531 

.V31969
x x

Trigonometry /

QA533 

.A231992
x x

Analytic trigonometry QA533 .H475 x x

Vector analytic geometry [by] 

Paul A. White. QA551 .W6
x x

A random walk through fractal 

dimensions /

QA614.86 

.K381989
x x
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The fourth dimension : toward a 

geometry of higher reality /

QA699 

.R791984
x x

Geometry, relativity, and the 

fourth dimension /

QA699 .R8 

1977
x x

A Computer perspective, QA76 .E23 x x

Computing essentials /

QA76.5 

.C38531994
x x

Computers : concepts and 

applications for users with BASIC 

/

QA76.5 

.N512321992

x x

The age of multimedia and 

turbonews /

QA76.575 

.W551994
x x

Complete BASIC programming / 

Steven L. Mandell.

QA76.73.B3 

M351984
x x

C by example /

QA76.73.C15 

K351994
x x

Microsoft OLE control 

developer's kit : user's guide and 

reference /

QA76.73.C15 

M524 1994

x x

C language reference /

QA76.73.C153 

C551994
x x

Pascal simplified : a guide for the 

first-time user /

QA76.73.P2 

G741986
x x

Managing computer viruses /

QA76.76.C68 

L681992
x x

UNIX system readings and 

applications /

QA76.76.O63 

U5531986
x x

Using X : troubleshooting the X 

Window System, motif, and 

open look /

QA76.76.W56 

J6391992

x x

Xlib programming manual : for 

version 11 of the X Window 

System /

QA76.76.W56 

N931993

x x
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X Window System user's guide : 

OSF/Motif 1.2 edition /

QA76.76.W56 

Q4 1993cx
x x

Xlib reference manual /

QA76.76.W56 

X751993
x x

IBM AS/400 : a business 

perspective /

QA76.8.I25919 

 H671994
x x

Technobabble /

QA76.9.C66 

B3751991
x x

The industrialization of 

intelligence : mind and machine 

in the modern age /

QA76.9.C66 

K461989

x x

Visions of the future : art, 

technology, and computing in 

the twenty-first century /

QA76.9.C66 

V571992

x x

The metaphysics of virtual 

reality /

QA76.9.H85 

H451993
x x

Sir Isaac Newton's Mathematical 

principles of natural philosophy 

and his System of the world,

QA803 

.A451934

x x

New foundations for classical 

mechanics /

QA805 

.H581990
x x

Gödel, Escher, Bach : an eternal 

golden braid /

QA9.8 

.H631989
x x

Effective graphic communication. QA90 .E59
x x

How to draw charts & diagrams /

QA90 

.R631988
x x

3.1416 and all that, by Philip J. 

Davis and William G. Chinn. QA93 .D3
x x

Numbers & such; a lively guide 

to the new math for parents QA93 .F44
x x
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The joy of mathematics : 

discovering mathematics all 

around you /

QA93 

.P3651989

x x

Innumeracy : mathematical 

illiteracy and its consequences /

QA93 .P38 

1988

x x

The spell of mathematics, QA93 .R416 x x

Theory of perfectly plastic solids 

/

QA931 

.P7871968
x x

Mathematics, its magic and 

mastery / Aaron Bakst.

QA95 

.B151967
x x

Topics in recreational 

mathematics, QA95 .C28
x x

A tangled tale /

QA95 

.D621974
x x

Mathematical carnival : from 

penny puzzles, card shuffles and 

tricks of lightning calculators to 

roller coaster rides into the 

fourth dimension /

QA95 .G286 

1975

x x

Mathematical circus : more 

puzzles, games, paradoxes and 

other mathematical 

entertainments from Scientific 

American /

QA95 .G289 

1992

x x

The Moscow puzzles; 359 

mathematical recreations [by] 

Boris A. Kordemsky. QA95 .K5613

x x

Riddles in mathematics : a book 

of paradoxes / QA95 .N61975
x x

Puzzles and paradoxes / QA95 .O2 x x

How to enjoy mathematics with 

your child.

QA95 

.R671970
x x
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Satan, Cantor, and infinity : and 

other mind-boggling puzzles / QA95 .S5 1992
x x

Game, set, and math : enigmas 

and conundrums /

QA95 

.S7251989
x x

Yearbook of astronomy. QB1 .Y4 x x

Time for the stars : astronomy in 

the 1990s /

QB15 .L54 

1992
x x

In search of ancient astronomies 

/ QB16 .I5
x x

Timescale : an atlas of the fourth 

dimension /

QB209 .C34 

1983
x x

Greek and Roman sundials / QB215 .G5 x x

Greenwich time and the 

discovery of the longitude / QB223 .H75
x x

Darkness at night : a riddle of 

the universe /

QB28 .H37 

1987
x x

The gradual acceptance of the 

Copernican theory of the 

universe. QB28 .S8 1972

x x

Benjamin Banneker /

QB36.B22 C66 

1989
x x

Galileo studies : personality, 

tradition, and revolution /

QB36.G2 D7 

1970
x x

Target earth! : asteroid collisions 

past and future /

QB377 

.E751991
x x

Dialogue concerning the two 

chief world systems, Ptolemaic 

& Copernican;

QB41 .G1356 

1891

x x

The Copernican revolution : 

planetary astronomy in the 

development of Western 

thought /

QB41.C815 K8 

1957

x x

Kepler's Dream. QB41.K422 L4 x x
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Essentials of astronomy /

QB43.2 .M67 

1977
x x

Nemesis : the death-star and 

other theories of mass 

extinction /

QB44.2 .G65 

1985

x x

Genesis : the origins of man and 

the universe / John Gribbin. QB44.2 .G753
x x

The space telescope : a study of 

NASA, science, technology, and 

politics /

QB500.267 

.S55 1989

x x

Evolution of the solar system / QB501 .A528 x x

Asimov on astronomy. QB51 .A78 x x

The sun shines bright / QB51 .A79 x x

The restless sun /

QB521 .W46 

1989
x x

Is anyone out there? : the 

scientific search for 

extraterrestrial intelligence /

QB54 .D72 

1992

x x

Extraterrestrials : science and 

alien intelligence /

QB54 .E947 

1985
x x

Guide to observing the moon /

QB581 .G83 

1986
x x

Geology of the moon; a 

stratigraphic view

QB591 

.M861972
x x

Theory of planetary 

atmospheres : an introduction 

to their physics and chemistry /

QB603.A85 

C48

x x

Venus, an errant twin /

QB621 

.B871985
x x

The Earth and its satellite. Edited 

by John Guest.

QB631 

.E281971
x x

Tales of the earth : paroxysms 

and perturbations of the blue 

planet /

QB631 

.O341993

x x
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Burnham's celestial handbook : 

an observer's guide to the 
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Life in Darwin's universe : 

evolution and the cosmos / QH371 .B86
x x

Did the Devil make Darwin do it? 

: modern perspectives on the 

creation-evolution controversy /

QH371 

.D521983

x x

Darwinism defended : a guide to 

the evolution controversies /

QH371 .R76 

1982
x x

Statistics for biology : a practical 

guide for the experimental 

biologist / QH405 .B47

x x

Biostatistics [by] Alvin E. Lewis. QH405 .L47 x x

Introgressive hybridization.

QH423 .A5 

1968
x x

A feeling for the organism : the 

life and work of Barbara 

McClintock / Evelyn Fox Keller.

QH429.2.M38 

K441983

x x

Genes, radiation, and society : 

the life and work of H.J. Muller /

QH429.2.M84 

C37
x x

Genetics, a molecular approach /

QH430 .B76 

1990
x x

Genetics of man /

QH430 .F7 

1986
x x

Biology of the gene /

QH430 

.L481980
x x

The language of life; an 

introduction to the science of 

genetics,

QH431 

.B41625

x x
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The language of life; an 

introduction to the science of 

genetics, by George and Muriel 

Beadle.

QH431 

.B41625

x x

The molecular biology of 

development, QH431 .B6344
x x

The genetics of human 

populations [by] L.L. Cavalli-

Sforza [and] W.F. Bodmer. QH431 .C394

x x

Genetics of the evolutionary 

process QH431 .D577
x x

Heredity and evolution in human 

populations /

QH431 

.D83951965
x x

The new genetics. QH431 .E63 x x

Heredity, East and West; 

Lysenko and world science.

QH431 

.H891969
x x

Genetics : human aspects / QH431 .M279 x x

Human heredity /

QH431 

.N421974
x x

Applied genetics; the technology 

of inheritance.

QH431 

.P3251969
x x

Man and heredity QH431 .R65 x x

Elementary genetics [by] W. 

Ralph Singleton. Drawings by Te-

hsiu Ma.

QH431 

.S641967

x x

An introduction to human 

genetics /

QH431 

.S951980
x x

Selected papers on molecular 

genetics; a collection of reprints, QH431 .T29

x x

Human genetics : problems and 

approaches / QH431 .V59
x x

Molecular biology of the gene /

QH431 

.W3681970
x x
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Genetic variation of viruses /

QH434 

.G41980
x x

The selfish gene.

QH437 .D38 

1989
x x

Signs of life : the language and 

meanings of DNA /

QH437 

.P651994
x x

Ethical issues in human genetics 

: genetic counseling and the use 

of genetic knowledge / QH438.7 .E83

x x

Genetics now : ethical issues in 

genetic research / QH442 .B8
x x

Genetics now : ethical issues in 

genetic research / Edited by 

John J. Buckley. QH442 .B8

x x

Man-made life : an overview of 

the science, technology and 

commerce of genetic engineering

QH442 

.C461983

x x

Molecular cloning of 

recombinant DNA : proceedings 

of the Miami winter symposia, 

January 1977 / QH442 .M64

x x

Recombinant DNA research and 

the human prospect : a 

sesquicentennial symposium of 

Wesleyan University, 

Middletown, Connecticut, 

March 4-6, 1982 /

QH442 

.R4141983

x x

Algeny /

QH442 

.R531983
x x

Biohazard /

QH442 

.R631977
x x
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The ultimate experiment : man-

made evolution /

QH442 

.W31977
x x

Perilous knowledge : the human 

genome project and its 

implications /

QH445.2 

.W55 1993

x x

The reluctant naturalist : an 

unnatural field guide to the 

natural world /

QH45.5 

.M661984

x x

Earth watch: notes on a restless 

planet / QH45.5 .S53
x x

The ecology of urban habitats /

QH451.5.C6 

G531991
x x

The genetic basis of evolutionary 

change / QH455 .L48
x x

Sex in nature / Chris Catton & 

James Gray.

QH481 

.C371985
x x

Physics and biology /

QH505 

.V643131982
x x

Physics and biology / M.V. 

Volkenstein.

QH505 

.V643131982
x x

Chromosomal proteins and their 

role in the regulation of gene 

expression : proceedings of the 

Florida Colloquium on Molecular 

Biology, March 13-14, 1975 /

QH506 

.F551975

x x

The thread of life : an 

introduction to molecular 

biology / QH506 .K4

x x

Molecular biology and 

biotechnology /

QH506 

.M66151991
x x

Membrane transport driven by 

ion gradients /

QH507 

.M41985
x x
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Early childhood : the 

development of self-regulatory 

mechanisms /

QH508 

.E271971

x x

Early childhood : the 

development of self-regulatory 

mechanisms /

QH508 

.E271971

x x

The amateur naturalist /

QH51 .D87 

1983
x x

Bioenergetics: the molecular 

basis of biological energy 

transformations QH511 .L4

x x

Biological rhythms and human 

performance;

QH527 

.C641971
x x

The living clocks /

QH527 

.W371971
x x

Life-spans, or, how long things 

last /

QH528.5 .K46 

1979
x x

Primary succession on land /

QH540 .P74 

1993
x x

Conservation for survival : an 

ecological strategy / QH541 .C87
x x

Conservation for survival : an 

ecological strategy / Kai Curry-

Lindahl. QH541 .C87

x x

Environmental science /

QH541 

.E571978
x x

Wildlife communities from the 

tundra to the tropics in North 

America QH541 .H88

x x

The challenge of ecology QH541 .K83 x x

One cosmic instant; man's 

fleeting supremacy

QH541 

.L581973
x x
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The arena of life: the dynamics 

of ecology [by] Lorus and 

Margery Milne. QH541 .M52

x x

Global ecology /

QH541 

.T8191991
x x

The next one hundred years : 

shaping the fate of our living 

earth /

QH541 

.W371990

x x

The prairie world / David F. 

Costello ; with photographs by 

the author.

QH541.5.P7 

C6

x x

Tropical rain forest ecology /

QH541.5.R27 

M331992
x x

Pollution and marine ecology; 

proceedings.

QH541.5.S3 

C61966
x x

Wildlife of the rivers /

QH541.5.S7 

A45
x x

Imperiled planet : restoring our 

endangered ecosystems /

QH545.A1 I47 

1990
x x

Principles of environmental 

toxicology /

QH545.A1 Z35 

1991
x x

The recurring silent spring /

QH545.P4 

H96 1989
x x

Silent spring revisited /

QH545.P4 S55 

1987
x x

The late, Great Lakes : an 

environmental history /

QH545.W3 

A68 1986
x x

Adaptation and natural 

selection; a critique of some 

current evolutionary thought QH546 .W55

x x

An atlas of fine structure : the 

cell, its organelles, and inclusions QH581 .F3

x x
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Cytology [by] G. B. Wilson [and] 

John H. Morrrison.

QH581 .W76 

1966
x x

Cytology [by] G. B. Wilson [and] 

John H. Morrrison.

QH581 .W76 

1966
x x

Cell biology [by] Robert M. 

Dowben. QH581.2 .D68
x x

Cytology /

QH581.2 .M3 

1978
x x

Cell structure: an introduction to 

biological electron microscopy

QH581.2 

.T651968

x x

Animal cell culture /

QH585.2 

.M671993
x x

Peroxisomes and glyoxysomes /

QH603.M35 

P471982
x x

Basic principles of molecular 

genetics [by] Irwin H. Herskowitz. QH605 .H45

x x

Cell physiology /

QH631 

.G51979
x x

Basic radiation biology QH652 .P59 x x

Discordant harmonies : a new 

ecology for the twenty-first 

century /

QH75 .B67 

1990

x x

A different kind of country [by] 

Raymond F. Dasmann. QH75 .D37
x x

Conserving life on earth /

QH75 

.E351972
x x

Extinction : the causes and 

consequences of the 

disappearance of species / Paul 

and Anne Ehrlich. QH75 .E36

x x

Since Silent spring / QH75 .G68 x x
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A wealth of wild species : 

storehouse for human welfare /

QH75 

.M931983
x x

The new environmental age /

QH75 

.N531987
x x

The politics of wilderness 

preservation /

QH76 

.A441982
x x

Restoring the earth : how 

Americans are working to renew 

our damaged environment /

QH76 

.B471985

x x

What we save now; an Audubon 

primer of defense. QH76 .L56
x x

The great extermination : a 

guide to Anglo-Australian 

cupidity wickedness & waste /

QH77.A8 

M367

x x

Tropical deforestation and 

species extinction /

QH78 .T76 

1992
x x

Hill country harvest [by] Hal 

Borland. QH81 .B743
x x

How to talk to birds and other 

uncommon ways of enjoying 

nature the year round

QH81 

.D2191972

x x

Pilgrim at Tinker Creek /

QH81 

.D561974
x x

Pilgrim at Tinker Creek / Annie 

Dillard.

QH81 

.D561974
x x

Teaching a stone to talk : 

expeditions and encounters / 

Annie Dillard.

QH81 

.D5631982

x x

Great possessions : an Amish 

farmer's journal /

QH81 

.K661990
x x

The best nature writing of 

Joseph Wood Krutch. QH81 .K828
x x

A Sand County almanac, and 

Sketches here and there /

QH81 

.L561968
x x
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The dreams of dragons : riddles 

of natural history /

QH81 

.W4381987
x x

Pedigree : the origins of words 

from nature /

QH83 

.P641974
x x

The geography of life QH84 .N37 x x

Kingdom of the ice bear : a 

portrait of the Arctic /

QH84.1 

.M551986
x x

The crystal desert : summers in 

Antarctica /

QH84.2 

.C361992
x x

Wildlife of the islands / QH85 .A46 x x

Wildlife of the islands / William 

H. Amos ; color reproductions by 

C. Angerer & Göschl. QH85 .A46

x x

Island life : a natural history of 

the islands of the world / QH85 .C3
x x

Biological aspects of thermal 

pollution; proceedings. QH90 .N31968
x x

Biological aspects of thermal 

pollution; proceedings. Edited by 

Peter A. Krenkel and Frank L. 

Parker. QH90 .N31968

x x

Into the ocean world; the 

biology of the sea QH91 .W35
x x

Three adventures: Galápagos, 

Titicaca, the Blue Holes

QH91.15 .C66 

1973
x x

Life at the sea's frontiers /

QH91.15 

.P431974
x x

The Atlantic shore; human and 

natural history from Long Island 

to Labrador, by John Hay and 

Peter Farb. QH95.7 .H3

x x

The natural history of lakes /

QH96.15 

.B871987
x x
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Poisonous plants : a color field 

guide /

QK100.A1 

W661985B
x x

Poisonous plants : a color field 

guide / Lucia Woodward.

QK100.A1 

W661985B
x x

Human poisoning from native 

and cultivated plants QK100.N6 H3
x x

Human poisoning from native 

and cultivated plants [by] James 

W. Hardin [and] Jay M. Arena. QK100.N6 H3

x x

Bellamy's New world : a 

botanical history of America /

QK115 

.B451983
x x

Suburban wildflowers : an 

introduction to the common 

wildflowers of your back yard 

and local park /

QK115 

.H3861984

x x

Reading the landscape of 

America /

QK115 

.W371975
x x

Seashore plants of California / E. 

Yale Dawson, Michael S. Foster ; 

new illustrations by Bruce 

Stewart.

QK149 

.D2971982

x x

One hundred and one botanists / QK26 .I751994
x x

The lives of plants /

QK45.2 

.S761983
x x

The lives of plants / Doris M. 

Stone.

QK45.2 

.S761983
x x

An introduction to plant biology

QK47 

.A781970
x x

Trees /

QK475.8 

.C657 1992
x x

Trees in a winter landscape. QK477 .S64 x x
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An introduction to tree-ring 

dating [by] Marvin A. Stokes and 

Terah L. Smiley. QK477 .S8

x x

Knowing your trees,

QK482 

.C271965
x x

Illinois wild flowers /

QK484.I3 

V671978
x x

The plant kingdom /

QK49 

.T741971
x x

Flowering plants of the world /

QK495.A1 F58 

1993
x x

Colorful cacti of the American 

desert /

QK495.C115 

L361974
x x

The iris /

QK495.I75 

M36
x x

The iris / Brian Mathew.

QK495.I75 

M36
x x

The native orchids of Florida QK495.O64 L9 x x

Orchids of Papua New Guinea : 

an introduction /

QK495.O64 

M531978
x x

Green inheritance : the World 

Wildlife Fund book of plants /

QK50 

.H831985
x x

The secret life of plants /

QK50 

.T651973
x x

The plants, by Frits W. Went and 

the editors of Life. QK50 .W43
x x

The plants, by Frits W. Went and 

the editors of Life. QK50 .W43
x x

Research methods in plant 

science QK51 .K53
x x

Research methods in plant 

science [by] Richard M. and 

Deana T. Klein. QK51 .K53

x x
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The Biology of Euglena /

QK569.E9 

B561968
x x

Fundamentals of mycology /

QK603 

.B881968B
x x

The biology of fungi /

QK603 

.I531993
x x

Mushrooms, molds, and 

miracles; the strange realm of 

fungi. QK604 .K3

x x

How to recognize 30 edible 

mushrooms /

QK617 .D4913 

1977
x x

Ultrastructural plant cytology, 

with an Introduction to 

molecular biology, QK725 .F72

x x

Introduction to plant ecology.

QK901 

.A81969
x x

Introduction to plant ecology.

QK901 

.A81969
x x

Vegetation of the earth in 

relation to climate and the eco-

physiological conditions /

QK901 

.W26131973

x x

Vegetation of the earth in 

relation to climate and the eco-

physiological conditions

QK901 

.W26131973

x x

Companion plants & how to use 

them QK911 .P44
x x

Botany in the field : an 

introduction to plant 

communities for the amateur 

naturalist /

QK911 

.S361984

x x

The sex life of flowers /

QK926 

.M4181984
x x

Deciduous forests of eastern 

North America.

QK938.F6 B7 

1964
x x
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The Audubon Society book of 

wildflowers / QK98 .L75
x x

The Audubon Society book of 

wildflowers / by Les Line and 

Walter Henricks Hodge. QK98 .L75

x x

The art of botanical illustration : 

an illustrated history /

QK98.15 .B58 

1994
x x

Diversity and evolution of land 

plants /

QK983 .I54 

1992
x x

An illustrated history of the 

herbals / QK99.A1 A5
x x

A field guide to dangerous 

animals of North America, 

including Central America

QL100 .L48 

1983

x x

Between Pacific tides

QL138 

.R51968
x x

Sea of Cortez; a leisurely journal 

of travel and research, with a 

scientific appendix comprising 

materials for a source book on 

the marine animals of the 

Panamic faunal province.

QL138 

.S821971

x x

Under water : the northern lakes 

/ QL146 .S75
x x

The National Audubon Society 

field guide to North American 

seashore creatures / Norman A. 

Meinkoth.

QL151 

.M441981

x x

Time is short and the water 

rises; Operation Gwamba: the 

story of the rescue of 10,000 

animals from certain death in a 

South American rain forest. QL246 .W3

x x
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Animal days /

QL31.M79 

A351980
x x

Sand rivers /

QL337.T3 

M371981
x x

The invertebrates : a new 

synthesis /

QL362 

.B261993
x x

Invertebrate zoology

QL362 

.B271968
x x

The encyclopedia of land 

invertebrate behaviour /

QL364.2 

.P741993
x x

The marvelous animals; an 

introduction to the protozoa. QL366 .C8
x x

Protozoa and other protists /

QL366 

.S531991
x x

Shells

QL405 

.C351972
x x

Arachnida /

QL451 

.S281977
x x

Bugs to bunnies : hands-on 

animal science activities for 

young children /

QL49 

.G641989

x x

The insect societies QL496 .W66 x x

Laboratory techniques in 

zoology. QL53 .M31968
x x

The Role of animals in 

biomedical research /

QL55 

.R651983
x x

The dance language and 

orientation of bees /

QL568.A6 

F6431993
x x

The social behavior of the bees : 

a comparative study /

QL568.A6 

M557
x x

The evolution of vertebrate 

design /

QL607.5 

.R331987
x x
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Fishes : an introduction to 

ichthyology / Peter B. Moyle, 

Joseph J. Cech, Jr. QL615 .M64

x x

Fishes of the Bahamas and 

adjacent tropical waters, by 

James E. Böhlke QL621 .B6

x x

The life of sharks.

QL638.9 

.B8213
x x

The shark: splendid savage of 

the sea.

QL638.9 

.C66131970
x x

Sea turtles : natural history and 

conservation /

QL666.C5 

B871973
x x

Crocodiles: their natural history, 

folklore and conservation [by] 

C.A.W. Guggisberg. QL666.C9 G8

x x

The last of the ruling reptiles; 

alligators, crocodiles, and their 

kin, QL666.C9 N45

x x

Poisonous snakes of the world; a 

manual for use by the U.S. 

Amphibious Forces. QL666.O6 U55

x x

Seabirds of the world /

QL673 

.S291984
x x

The life of birds /

QL673 

.W381975
x x

The Gift of birds. QL676 .G34 x x

A complete guide to bird feeding 

/

QL676.5 

.D441975
x x

The birdwatcher's activity book / 

Donald S. Heintzelman.

QL677.5 

.H431983
x x

A world of watchers /

QL677.5 

.K371986
x x

Population studies of birds, QL677.5 .L3 x x
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Cruickshank's Photographs of 

birds of America : 177 

photographs and text / QL681 .C867

x x

Cruickshank's Photographs of 

birds of America : 177 

photographs and text QL681 .C867

x x

A field guide to the birds : a 

completely new guide to all the 

birds of eastern and central 

North America /

QL681 

.P451980

x x

A field guide to the birds : a 

completely new guide to all the 

birds of eastern and central 

North America

QL681 

.P451980

x x

Pictorial guide to the birds of 

North America. Text and photos. 

by Leonard Lee Rue III. QL681 .R8

x x

The falconer of Central Park /

QL684.N7 

K61984
x x

Birds of tropical America /

QL687.A1 

S571983
x x

The breeding birds of Europe : a 

photographic handbook

QL690.A1 

P46131981
x x

Eagles.

QL696.A2 

B7312
x x

The swans

QL696.A52 

S361972B
x x

The herring gull's world : a study 

of the social behavior of birds /

QL696.C46 

T51967

x x

Hawks in focus : a study of 

Australia's birds of prey /

QL696.F3 

C861981
x x
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Hawks in focus : a study of 

Australia's birds of prey / Jack 

Cupper, Lindsay Cupper.

QL696.F3 

C861981

x x

Owls; their natural and 

unnatural history [by] John 

Sparks and Tony Soper. QL696.S8 S67

x x

Bird migration /

QL698.9 

.M431983
x x

A field guide to the larger 

mammals of Africa / QL731 .D67
x x

The last panda /

QL737.C214 

S28 1993
x x

The canine clan : a new look at 

man's best friend /

QL737.C22 

M391983
x x

Cheetahs of the Serengeti Plains 

: group living in an asocial 

species /

QL737.C23 

C351994

x x

Lions share : the story of a 

Serengeti pride /

QL737.C23 

H351982
x x

The marsh lions : the story of an 

African pride /

QL737.C23 J3 

1983
x x

Golden shadows, flying hooves

QL737.C23 

S291973
x x

Chulo.

QL737.C26 

G541973
x x

The grizzly bear /

QL737.C27 

M361984
x x

Mongooses; their natural history 

and behaviour

QL737.C28 

H51967B
x x

The life and death of whales / QL737.C4 B87 x x

Jacques Cousteau--whales /

QL737.C4 

C69313 1988
x x

The great whales. QL737.C4 M28
x x
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The whale [by Leonard Harrison 

Matthews and others]

QL737.C4 

M321968
x x

Sea guide to whales of the world 

/

QL737.C4 

W361981
x x

The blue whale

QL737.C424 

S58
x x

Wings in the sea : the humpback 

whale /

QL737.C424 

W551985
x x

Dolphin, dolphin /

QL737.C432 

D591982
x x

Dolphin, dolphin / Wade Doak.

QL737.C432 

D591982
x x

Bats : a natural history /

QL737.C5 

H551984
x x

Seal song /

QL737.P64 

D381978
x x

Primate visions : gender, race, 

and nature in the world of 

modern science /

QL737.P9 

H245 1989

x x

The squirrel monkey.

QL737.P925 

R6
x x

Baboon ecology. African field 

research. QL737.P93 A4
x x

In the shadow of man / QL737.P96 L37
x x

Among the elephants /

QL737.P98 

D681978
x x

The dancing mouse, and The 

mind of a gorilla.

QL737.R666 

Y47
x x

The time of the buffalo

QL737.U53 

M31972
x x

Functional mammalian anatomy, 

with special reference to the cat, QL739 .T35

x x
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Of animals and men; a 

comparison of human and 

animal behavior. QL751 .B53

x x

Inside the animal world : an 

encyclopedia of animal behavior 

/

QL751 .B784 

1977

x x

Wild heritage. QL751 .C36 x x

Animal orphanage.

QL751 

.G31968
x x

Ethology, its nature and 

relations with other sciences /

QL751 

.H4921982
x x

Wildlife: tame but free, QL751 .H76 x x

The Mystery of migration / QL754 .M9 x x

Wild animals in captivity /

QL76 

.H4131964
x x

Lifeboats to Ararat / Sheldon 

Campbell.

QL76.5.U62 

S2621978
x x

Zoos and animal rights : the 

ethics of keeping animals /

QL77.5 

.B671993
x x

The vivarium QL78 .H46 x x

Last animals at the zoo : how 

mass extinction can be stopped /

QL82 

.T831992

x x

Endangered and threatened 

vertebrate animals and vascular 

plants of Illinois /

QL84.22.I3 

E521981

x x

Wildlife of the polar regions / QL84.75 .R39 x x

Animals and men QL85 .H313 x x

Animal extinctions : what 

everyone should know /

QL88 

.A551985
x x

Curious creatures in zoology; 

with 130 illus. throughout the 

text. QL89 .A71968

x x

Beastly folklore QL89 .C55 x x
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The Concise Oxford dictionary of 

zoology / QL9 .C66 1991
x x

Grant's atlas of anatomy

QM25 .G73 

2017
x x

On monsters and marvels / QM691 .P3713
x x

Respiration: physiologic 

principles and their clinical 

applications QP121 .R683

x x

Understanding nutrition /

QP141 .U534 

2013
x x

Understanding the liver : a 

history /

QP185 

.C461984
x x

Notebook of medical physiology 

: Endocrinology with aspects of 

maternal, fetal and neonatal 

physiology : a revision text for 

candidates preparing for 

examinations in basis medical 

sciences, including multiple 

choice questions / QP187 .H42

x x

The breast: morphology, 

physiology, and lactation.

QP188.M3 

V67
x x

The pituitary gland; a 

comparative account

QP188.P58 

H57
x x

The baby makers /

QP251 

.F6831988
x x

A guide to reproduction : social 

issues and human concerns /

QP251 

.P651994
x x

Gay, straight, and in-between : 

the sexology of erotic 

orientation /

QP278 

.M661990

x x
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An introduction to kinesiology 

[by] Marion R. Broer. With 

contributions by S. J. Houtz. QP301 .B882

x x

Classical studies on physical 

activity. Edited by Roscoe C. 

Brown, Jr. QP301 .B886

x x

Animal locomotion

QP303 

.G71968A
x x

Basic biomechanics of the 

musculoskeletal system /

QP303 

.N571989
x x

Gymnastics, a mechanical 

understanding /

QP303 

.S641983
x x

Gymnastics, a mechanical 

understanding / Tony Smith.

QP303 

.S641983
x x

Muscle contraction /

QP321 

.B261993
x x

Anatomy & physiology /

QP34.5 .T49 

2016
x x

PNI : the new mind/body healing 

program /

QP356.47 

.D331991
x x

Human biology.

QP36 .M2 

2018
x x

Biology of memory / QP406 .P75 x x

Scent : the mysterious and 

essential powers of smell /

QP458 

.L44131992
x x

Color & human response : 

aspects of light and color 

bearing on the reactions of living 

things and the welfare of human 

beings / QP483 .B57

x x

Visual illusions : their causes, 

characteristics, and applications /

QP495 

.L81965

x x
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Essentials of bio-organic 

chemistry /

QP514.2 

.H361984
x x

Biosynthesis /

QP517.B57 

B561992
x x

Biosynthesis of macromolecules QP521 .I55 x x

The biological chemistry of the 

elements : the inorganic 

chemistry of life /

QP531 

.S541993

x x

Metals and metabolism / QP532 .P48 x x

Biological actions and medical 

applications of dimethyl 

sulfoxide /

QP535.S1 

B551983

x x

Protein and energy : a study of 

changing ideas in nutrition /

QP551 

.C371994
x x

Precursor processing in the 

biosynthesis of proteins /

QP551 

.P71980
x x

C-reactive protein and the 

plasma protein response to 

tissue injury /

QP552.C17 

C21982

x x

Calmodulin and cell functions /

QP552.C28 

C31980
x x

Second International Conference 

on Carriers and Channels in 

Biological Systems--Transport 

Proteins /

QP552.C34 

I571980

x x

Endorphins : new waves in brain 

chemistry /

QP552.E53 

D381984
x x

The amino revolution /

QP561 

.E731989
x x

Raging hormones : do they rule 

our lives? /

QP571 

.V561994
x x

Neurotensin, a brain and 

gastrointestinal peptide /

QP572.N47 

N41982
x x
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The people's guide to vitamins 

and minerals, from A to zinc /

QP771 

.B661989
x x

Micronutrient interactions : 

vitamins, minerals, and 

hazardous elements /

QP771 

.M551980

x x

Understanding vitamins and 

minerals / by the editors of 

Prevention magazine.

QP771 .U63 

1984

x x

Vitamin E, biochemical, 

hematological, and clinical 

aspects /

QP772.T6 

V551982

x x

Modulation of cellular 

interactions by vitamin A and 

derivatives (retinoids) /

QP772.V5 

M651981

x x

Marijuana and health : report of 

a study /

QP801.C27 

I571982
x x

The outer reaches of life /

QR100.9 

.P671994
x x

Microbiology of oceans and 

estuaries / QR106 .W63
x x

An evaluation of the role of 

microbiological criteria for foods 

and food ingredients /

QR115 

.N371985

x x

Basic immunology and its 

medical application /

QR181 .B27 

1980
x x

Textbook of immunology : an 

introduction to 

immunochemistry and 

immunobiology /

QR181 .B28 

1983

x x

Immunology simplified /

QR181 .B846 

1984
x x

The body at war : the story of 

our immune system /

QR181.7 

.D991993
x x
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Body and antibody; a report on 

the new immunology.

QR181.7 

.W541972
x x

Regulatory functions of 

interferons /

QR187.5 

.R41980
x x

Defined immunofluorescence 

and related cytochemical 

methods /

QR187.I48 

D41983

x x

Immunological tolerance to self 

and non-self /

QR188.4 

.I571982
x x

Pioneer microbiologists of 

America. QR21 .C55
x x

Alexander Fleming, the man and 

the myth /

QR31.F5 

M321984
x x

The viruses. QR360 .C8 x x

Pirates of the cell : the story of 

viruses from molecule to 

microbe /

QR364 

.S381985

x x

Microbiology

QR41.2 .C37 

1972
x x

Foundations in microbiology.

QR41.2 .T35 

2015
x x

Foundations in microbiology.

QR41.2 .T35 

2016
x x

Bailey and Scott's Diagnostic 

microbiology : a textbook for the 

isolation and identification of 

pathogenic microorganisms.

QR46 

.B261978

x x

Principles of microbiology /

QR46 

.C351981
x x

Microbiology : principles and 

applications /

QR46 .C877 

1993
x x

Microbiology and pathology /

QR46 

.S631980
x x
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Topley and Wilson's Principles of 

bacteriology, virology, and 

immunity / QR46 .T61975

x x

Oral microbiology /

QR47 

.M351992
x x

International code of 

nomenclature of bacteria, and 

Statutes of the International 

Committee on Systematic 

Bacteriology, and Statutes of the 

Bacteriology Section of the 

International Association of 

Microbiological Societies : 

bacteriological code. QR81 .I57

x x

The United States government 

Internet directory.

REF ZA5075 

.G68
x x

Student guide to research in the 

digital age : how to locate and 

evaluate information sources /

REF ZA3075 

.S74 2006 x x

American library directory; a 

classified list of libraries in the 

United States and Canada, with 

personnel and statistical data.

REF Z731 .A53 

2015
x x

The Standard periodical 

directory.

REF Z6951 

.S78
x x

Short story index. REF Z5917.S5 

C622
x x

Short story index; an index to 

60,000 stories in 4,320 

collections.

REF Z5917.S5 

C6 x x

Index to plays in periodicals, REF Z5781 

.K43
x x

Book review digest : author/title 

index, 1985-1994 /

REF Z1219 

.C97 Suppl.
x x
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Book review digest : author/title 

index, 1905-1974 /

REF Z1219 

.C96 Suppl.
x x

Bibliography of basic materials : 

reading, English as a second 

language, humanities.

REF 

Z1039.N47 

B55

x x

The essential Black literature 

guide /

REF 

Z1039.B56 

V35 1996

x x

Book review index. REF Z1035.A1 

B6
x x

Index to American reference 

books annual.

REF Z1035.1 

.A55 Suppl.
x x

Historical dictionary of the U.S. 

Army /

REF UA25 

.H67 2001
x x

Herbs, spices, and flavorings / REF TX819.H4 

S8 2000
x x

Entertaining from Ancient Rome 

to the Super Bowl : an 

encyclopedia /

REF TX731 

.E5824 2008 x x

Encyclopedia of kitchen history / REF TX653 

.S57 2004
x x

Modernist cuisine : the art and 

science of cooking /

REF TX651 

.M94 2011
x x

Introductory food chemistry / REF TX545 

.B73 2013
x x

The Encyclopedia of herbs, 

spices, & flavorings /

REF TX406 

.E54 1992
x x

Encyclopedia of junk food and 

fast food /

REF TX370 

.S63 2006
x x

The new complete book of food 

: a nutritional, medical and 

culinary guide /

REF TX353 

.R525 1999 x x
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The food encyclopedia : over 

8000 ingredients, tools, 

techniques and people /

REF TX349 

.R564 2006 x x

The Oxford companion to food / REF TX349 

.D36 1999
x x

A dictionary of food and 

nutrition /

REF TX349 

.B4115 2009
x x

An A-Z of food and drink / REF TX349 

.A86 2002
x x

In an influential fashion : an 

encyclopedia of nineteenth-and 

twentieth-century fashion 

designers and retailers who 

transformed dress /

REF TT505.A1 

I5 2002
x x

Shooter's bible small arms 

lexicon and concise 

encyclopedia,

REF TS535 

.M83 x x

Encyclopedia of textiles / REF TS1309 

.J47 1992
x x

Menschen des 20. Jahrhunderts 

: ein Kulturwerk in Lichtbildern 

eingeteilt in sieben Gruppen = 

People of the 20th century : a 

cultural work of photographs 

divided into seven groups = 

Hommes du XXe siècle : une 

œuvre culturelle divisée en sept 

groupes /

REF TR680 

.S226 2002

x x

Alfred Stieglitz : the key set : the 

Alfred Stieglitz collection of 

photographs /

REF TR653 

.N38 2002 x x

The 100 most important 

chemical compounds : a 

reference guide /

REF TP9 .M94 

2007 x x
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The Oxford companion to wine / REF TP548 

.O76 2006
x x

Flight : 100 years of aviation / REF TL515 

.G67 2002
x x

Motor auto repair manual. REF TL152 

.M815
x x

Life safety code handbook : with 

the complete text of the 2006 

edition of NFPA 101, Life Safety 

Code /

REF TH9445 

.P8 L5 2006
x x

Fire protection handbook / REF TH9115 

.N37x 2003
x x

NFPA 1 uniform fire code. REF TH9111 

.N48 2006
x x

National fire codes. REF TH9111 

.N375a
x x

Visual dictionary of architecture 

& construction /

REF TH9 .A73 

2008
x x

Plumbing encyclopaedia / REF TH6109 

.T74 2009
x x

International building code / REF TH223 

.I52 2012
x x

Time-saver standards for 

architectural design /

REF TH151 

.T55 2004
x x

The Changing Illinois 

environment : critical trends : 

summary report of the Critical 

Trends Assessment Project.

REF 

TD194.66.I3 

C45 1994
x x

Engineering principles and 

practices for retrofitting flood 

prone residential areas.

REF TC530 

.U651 1995 x x

The book of inventions / REF T15 

.H3448 2004
x x
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Complete outdoors 

encyclopedia /

REF SK33 

.S646 2000
x x

The Merck veterinary manual. REF SF748 

.M47
x x

Black's student veterinary 

dictionary /

REF SF609 

.B53 2007
x x

Diseases of trees and shrubs / REF SB762 

.S56 1987
x x

Westcott's plant disease 

handbook /

REF SB731 

.W47 2008
x x

The encyclopedia of planting 

combinations : the ultimate 

visual guide to successful plant 

harmony /

REF SB473 

L6555 2002
x x

The Oxford companion to the 

garden /

REF SB450.95 

.O94 2006
x x

New encyclopedia of gardening 

techniques /

REF SB450.95 

.N49 2009
x x

The American Horticultural 

Society encyclopedia of 

gardening /

REF SB450.95 

.A45 1993 x x

Trees and shrubs : a gardener's 

encyclopedia /

REF SB435 

.T744 2011
x x

The Hillier manual of trees & 

shrubs /

REF SB435 

.H54 2007
x x

The Timber Press encyclopedia 

of flowering shrubs /

REF SB435 

.G378 2011
x x

Dirr's encyclopedia of trees and 

shrubs /

REF SB435 

.D57 2011
x x

Encyclopedia of garden ferns / REF SB429 

.O47 2007
x x

Encyclopedia of water garden 

plants /

REF SB423 

.S62 2007
x x
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Annuals and perennials : a 

gardener's encyclopedia /

REF SB422 

.A56 2010
x x

The ultimate rose book / REF SB411 

.M345 2007
x x

Taylor's encyclopedia of plants / REF SB403.2 

.T39 2003
x x

American Horticultural Society 

encyclopedia of plants & flowers 

/

REF SB403.2 

.A438 2011 x x

RSP funding for nursing students 

and nurses.

REF RT79 .R76
x x

All-in-one care planning 

resource : medical-surgical, 

pediatric, maternity, and 

psychiatric nursing care plans.

REF RT49 .A45 

2012
x x

Nursing diagnosis : application 

to clinical practice.

REF RT48.6 

.N869 2013
x x

The Merck index. REF RM36 

.M47 2013
x x

Drug information handbook. REF 

RM301.12 

.D783 2013-

2014

x x

Drug Facts and Comparisons 

2012.

REF RM300 

.D78 2012
x x

Pearson nurse's drug guide. REF RM125 

.N78
x x

Current diagnosis & treatment : 

pediatrics /

REF RJ50 

.C976 2011
x x

Congenital disorders sourcebook. REF RG626 

.C597 2013
x x

Physicians' desk reference for 

ophthalmic medicines.

REF RE994 

.P57 2012
x x
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Atlas of clinical ophthalmology / REF RE71 .A85 

2005
x x

Oxford American handbook of 

ophthalmology /

REF RE48.9 

.O94 2011
x x

The Massachusetts Eye and Ear 

Infirmary illustrated manual of 

ophthalmology /

REF RE48.9 

.F75 2014 x x

Alexander's care of the patient 

in surgery /

REF RD99.24 

.A44 2015
x x

The Gale encyclopedia of 

surgery and medical tests : a 

guide for patients and caregivers 

/

REF RD17 

.G34 2014
x x

Basics of PET imaging : physics, 

chemistry, and regulations /

REF 

RC78.7.T62 

S24 2010

x x

Cecil medicine. REF RC46 

.C423 2012
x x

Magill's medical guide. REF RC41 

.M34 2014
x x

Genetic disorders sourcebook. REF RB155.5 

.G455 2014
x x

Taber's cyclopedic medical 

dictionary.

REF R121 .T18 

2013
x x

Dorland's illustrated medical 

dictionary.

REF R121 

.D732 2012
x x

Black's medical dictionary / REF R121 

.B598 2006x
x x

AMA manual of style : a guide 

for authors and editors /

REF R119 

.A533 2007
x x

ALA guide to medical & health 

sciences reference.

REF 

R118.4.U6 

A43 2011

x x
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Manual of clinical microbiology. REF QR46 

.M425 2015
x x

Oxford dictionary of 

biochemistry and molecular 

biology /

REF QP512 

.O94 2011 x x

Principles of anatomy and 

physiology.

REF QP34.5 

.T67 2012
x x

The Cambridge Dictionary of 

human biology and evolution /

REF QP34.5 

.M24 2005
x x

Gray's anatomy / REF QP34.5 

.G77 2013
x x

Stedman's anatomy & 

physiology words.

REF QM81 

.S74 2002
x x

Anatomica : the complete home 

medical reference /

REF QM26 

.A849 2010
x x

Color atlas of anatomy : a 

photographic study of the 

human body /

REF QM25 

.R55 2006 x x

Wild mammals of North America 

: biology, management, and 

conservation /

REF QL715 

.W56 2003
x x

The Princeton encyclopedia of 

birds /

REF QL672.2 

.P75 2009
x x

The illustrated encyclopedia of 

trees /

REF 

QK477.2.I4 

M67 2013

x x

Encyclopedia of tropical plants : 

identification and cultivation of 

over 3,000 tropical plants /

REF QK474.5 

.F39 2011 x x

A dictionary of ecology, 

evolution, and systematics /

REF QH540.4 

.L56 1982
x x

Careers in chemistry / REF QD39.5 

.C243 2013
x x
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The encyclopedia of weather 

and climate change : a complete 

visual guide /

REF QC854 

.E5258 2010 x x

A dictionary of astronomy / REF QB14 

.D52 2012
x x

A dictionary of science. REF Q123 

.C68 2010
x x

Van Nostrand's scientific 

encyclopedia.

REF Q121 .V3
x x

McGraw-Hill encyclopedia of 

science & technology.

REF Q121 .M3 

2012
x x

An Ibsen companion : a 

dictionary-guide to the life, 

works, and critical reception of 

Henrik Ibsen /

REF PT8887 

.B79 1984
x x

American humorists, 1800-1950 / REF PS430 

.A44
x x

Dictionary of American 

children's fiction, 1859-1959 : 

books of recognized merit /

REF 

PS374.C454 

H45 1985

x x

The Chicago of fiction : a 

resource guide /

REF 

PS374.C44 

.K37 2011

x x

The Richard Wright encyclopedia 

/

REF 

PS3545.R815 

Z8145 2008

x x

John Steinbeck : a dictionary of 

his fictional characters /

REF 

PS3537.T3234 

Z7137

x x

A Langston Hughes encyclopedia 

/

REF 

PS3515.U274 

Z459 2002

x x

African American dramatists : an 

A-to-Z guide /

REF PS338.N4 

A69 2004
x x
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Contemporary gay American 

poets and playwrights : an A-to-

Z guide /

REF PS325 

.C656 2003 x x

The Poe encyclopedia / REF PS2630 

.P58 1997
x x

Plots and characters in the 

fiction and narrative poetry of 

Herman Melville /

REF PS2387 

.G3 x x

A Henry James encyclopedia / REF PS2122 

.G35 1989
x x

The Oxford encyclopedia of 

American literature /

REF PS21 

.E537 2004
x x

African American poets : lives, 

works, and sources /

REF PS153.N5 

P48 2002
x x

Contemporary Black American 

playwrights and their plays : a 

biographical directory and 

dramatic index /

REF PS153.N5 

P43 1988
x x

The Oxford Companion to 

African American Literature /

REF PS153.N5 

O96 1997
x x

The handbook of African 

American literature /

REF PS153.N5 

E78 2004
x x

100 most popular African 

American authors : biographical 

sketches and bibliographies /

REF PS153.N5 

D74 2007
x x

Index to Black poetry / REF PS153.N5 

C45
x x

Black literature criticism : classic 

and emerging authors since 

1950 /

REF PS153.N5 

B556 2008 x x

The Greenwood encyclopedia of 

multiethnic American literature / x x

REF 

PS153.M56 

G74 2005
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The Greenwood encyclopedia of 

multiethnic American literature / x x

Twentieth-century American-

Jewish fiction writers /

REF PS153.J4 

T84 1984
x x

Hispanic literature of the United 

States : a comprehensive 

reference /

REF 

PS153.H56 

K36 2003

x x

The Greenwood encyclopedia of 

Latino literature /
x x

The Greenwood encyclopedia of 

Latino literature /
x x

Contemporary American women 

poets : an A-to-Z guide /

REF PS151 

.C665 2002
x x

The Oxford companion to 

women's writing in the United 

States /

REF PS147 

.O94 1995 x x

The Mark Twain encyclopedia / REF PS1330 

.M37 1993
x x

Children's literature : an 

illustrated history /

REF PR990 

.C495 1996
x x

Margaret Atwood : a reference 

guide, 1988-2005 /

REF PR9199.3 

.A8 2007
x x

An index to criticisms of British 

and American poetry /

REF PR89 .C5
x x

Victorian fiction : a guide to 

research /

REF PR873 .S8
x x

The Critical temper : a survey of 

modern criticism on English and 

American literature from the 

beginnings to the twentieth 

century /

REF PR83 

.C764
x x

The Cambridge history of English 

literature /

REF PR83 

.C224
x x

REF 

PS153.M56 

G74 2005

REF 

PS153.H56 

G74 2008
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The Oxford Companion to 

Modern Poetry /

REF PR601 

.O9 2013
x x

A reader's guide to twentieth-

century writers /

REF PR471 

.R43 1996
x x

British authors of the nineteenth 

century.

REF PR451 .K8 

1936
x x

The Shakespeare name 

dictionary /

REF PR2892 

.D33 1994
x x

A complete concordance or 

verbal index to words, phrases, 

and passages in the dramatic 

works of Shakespeare : with a 

supplementary concordance to 

the poems /

REF PR2892 

.B34

x x

The art of Shakespeare's sonnets 

/

REF PR2848 

.V46 1997
x x

Macbeth : a guide to the play / REF PR2823 

.C67 1997
x x

Mr. William Shakespeares 

comedies, histories & tragedies : 

a facsimile edition /

REF PR2751 

.A15 1954 x x

The Oxford handbook of 

medieval literature in English /

REF PR255 

.O95 2010
x x

The Oxford companion to 

English literature /

REF PR19 

.O94 2000
x x

Dictionary of literary characters. REF PR19 

.D53 2004
x x

A concordance to Beowulf / REF 

PR1585.A2 B4
x x

Twentieth-century Latin 

American poetry : a bilingual 

anthology /

REF 

PQ7087.E5 

T94 1996

x x

The feminist encyclopedia of 

Spanish literature /

REF PQ6055 

.F46 2002
x x
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The Oxford companion to 

Spanish literature /

REF PQ6006 

.O95
x x

The New Oxford companion to 

literature in French /

REF PQ41 

.N48 1995
x x

Guide to French poetry 

explication /

REF PQ401 

.C65 1993
x x

Encyclopedia of Caribbean 

literature /

REF PN849.C3 

E53 2006 x x

Nineteenth-century literature 

criticism.

REF PN761 .N5
x x

500 essential graphic novels : 

the ultimate guide /

REF PN6710 

.K35 2008
x x

The Routledge book of world 

proverbs /

REF PN6405 

.S85 2006
x x

Masterplots II : drama series / REF PN6112.5 

.M37 2004
x x

Routledge drama anthology and 

sourcebook : from modernism to 

contemporary performance /

REF PN6112 

.R68 2010
x x

Lend me your ears : Oxford 

dictionary of political quotations 

/

REF 

PN6084.P6 

O94 2010

x x

Treasury of love quotations from 

many lands /

REF 

PN6084.L6 

T74 1997

x x

Oxford dictionary of humorous 

quotations /

REF 

PN6084.H8 

O94 2008

x x

Contemporary Hispanic 

quotations /

REF 

PN6084.H47 

C66 2003

x x
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Proverbs, sentences, and 

proverbial phrases; from English 

writings mainly before 1500.

REF PN6083 

.W45
x x

American Indian quotations / REF PN6081.4 

.A43 1996
x x

Great freethinkers : selected 

quotations by famous skeptics & 

nonconformists /

REF PN6081 

.G633 2004 x x

The home book of American 

quotations /

REF PN6081 

.B62
x x

Bartlett's familiar quotations : a 

collection of passages, phrases, 

and proverbs traced to their 

sources in ancient and modern 

literature /

REF PN6081 

.B27 2002
x x

Oxford dictionary of quotations / REF PN6080 

.O95 2009
x x

Dictionary of foreign quotations / REF PN6080 

.C54
x x

A book of Irish quotations / REF PN6080 

.B66 1984b
x x

Encyclopedia of literary 

modernism /

REF 

PN56.M54 

E53 2003

x x

Encyclopedia of feminist 

literature /

REF PN471 

.W455 2004
x x

Oxford dictionary of phrase and 

fable /

REF PN43 

.O94 2005
x x

Adonis to Zorro : Oxford 

dictionary of reference and 

allusion /

REF PN43 

.D45 2010 x x
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The toastmaster's treasure chest 

/

REF 

PN4193.I5 T6 

2002

x x

The Routledge dictionary of 

literary terms /

REF PN41 

.D4794 2006
x x

The Oxford dictionary of literary 

terms /

REF PN41 

.C67 2008
x x

Benet's reader's encyclopedia / REF PN41 .B4 

2008
x x

The Oxford companion to fairy 

tales /

REF PN3437 

.O94 2000
x x

Fluent in fantasy : the next 

generation /

REF PN3435 

.H473 2008
x x

Anatomy of wonder : a critical 

guide to science fiction /

REF PN3433.8 

A52 2004
x x

Jazz fiction : a history and 

comprehensive reader's guide /

REF 

PN3352.J39 

R54 2008

x x

The Cambridge guide to Asian 

theatre /

REF PN2860 

.C35 1997
x x

Film noir : the encyclopedia / REF 

PN1995.9.F54 

F68 2010

x x

Cite right : a quick guide to 

citation styles--MLA, APA, 

Chicago, the sciences, 

professions, and more /

REF 

PN171.F56 

L55 2011
x x

The reader's encyclopedia of 

world drama /

REF PN1625 

.G33 2002
x x

The Columbia Granger's index to 

poetry in anthologies.

REF PN1022 

.C64
x x

The Oxford encyclopedia of 

children's literature /

REF PN1008.5 

.O94 2006
x x
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Dictionary of Native American 

literature /

REF PM155 

.D53 1994
x x

African authors : a companion to 

Black African writing /

REF PL8010 

.H38
x x

The languages of Africa, REF PL8005 

.G7 1970
x x

Biographical dictionary of 

Japanese literature /

REF PL723 .B5
x x

Beginners' dictionary of Chinese-

Japanese characters : with 

common abbreviations, variants, 

and numerous compounds /

REF PL679 .R6 

1977

x x

The new Nelson Japanese-

English character dictionary = 

[Shinpan Neruson Kan-Ei jiten] : 

based on the classic edition by 

Andrew N. Nelson.

REF PL679 

.H33 1997
x x

Hawaiian dictionary : Hawaiian-

English, English-Hawaiian /

REF PL6446 

.P795
x x

Farsi-English/English-Farsi 

(Persian) /

REF PK6379 

.M53 2003
x x

Oxford Hindi-English Dictionary / REF PK1936 

.M34 1997
x x

Arabic-English, English-Arabic / REF PJ6640 

.W57 1995
x x

Albanian-English dictionary / REF PG9591 

.A43 1999
x x

Lithuanian dictionary : English-

Lithuanian, Lithuanian-English /

REF PG8679 

.P52 1995
x x

Literackie półwiecze, 1939-1989 / REF PG7051 

.Z3288 2001
x x

Podręczny słownik angielsko-

polski /

REF PG6640 

.S936 2001
x x
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Oxford Russian dictionary / REF PG2640 

.W5 2007
x x

Collins German-English, English-

German dictionary: unabridged /

REF PF3640 

.C64 2004 x x

The Cassell dictionary of slang / REF PE3721 

.G74 1998
x x

The Australian pocket Oxford 

dictionary /

REF 

PE3601.Z5 J6
x x

Random House historical 

dictionary of American slang /

REF PE2846 

.H57 1994
x x

The Oxford thesaurus / REF PE2832 

.U7 1992
x x

Garner's modern American 

usage /

REF PE2827 

.G37 2003
x x

Cassell dictionary of proper 

names /

REF PE1660 

.R66 1994
x x

Brewer's dictionary of 20th-

century phrase and fable.

REF PE1630 

.B74 1992
x x

The Oxford dictionary of difficult 

words /

REF PE1628 

.O867 2001
x x

Longman basic dictionary of 

American English /

REF PE1628 

.L66 1999
x x

The new Fowler's modern 

English usage /

REF PE1628 

.F65 1996
x x

Concise Oxford English 

dictionary /

REF PE1628 

.C68 2008b
x x

The Oxford English dictionary REF PE1625 

.O87 1991
x x

A guide to the Oxford English 

dictionary /

REF 

PE1617.O94 

B47 1993

x x

Webster's collegiate thesaurus. REF PE1591 

.W38
x x
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Oxford American writer's 

thesaurus /

REF PE1591 

.L625 2008
x x

Namesakes / REF PE1583 

.T85 1987
x x

Dictionary of English word-roots 

: English-roots and roots-English 

: with examples and exercises /

REF PE1580 

.S65 1984
x x

Origins: a short etymological 

dictionary of modern English /

REF PE1580 

.P3 1966
x x

Oxford rhyming dictionary / REF PE1519 

.U67 2004
x x

Prentice Hall style manual / REF 

PE1479.B87 

D4 1992

x x

The Penguin dictionary of 

American English usage and 

style : a readable reference 

book, illuminating thousands of 

traps that snare writers and 

speakers /

REF PE1464 

.L68 2000

x x

Usage and abusage : a guide to 

good English : abusus non tollit 

usum /

REF PE1460 

.P27 1995 x x

How not to say what you mean : 

a dictionary of euphemisms /

REF PE1449 

.H548 2007
x x

Composition of scientific words : 

a manual of methods and a 

lexicon of materials for the 

practice of logotechnics /

REF PE1175 

.B76 2000
x x

Rozmówki amerykańskie dla 

Polaków = American phrasebook 

for Poles /

REF 

PE1129.S6 

G35 2002

x x
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The Oxford Spanish dictionary : 

Spanish-English, English-Spanish 

/

REF PC4640 

.O94 2008 x x

Diccionario básico Langenscheidt 

: español-español.

REF PC4625 

.D2 1998 x x

The concise Oxford-Hachette 

French dictionary : French-

English, English-French /

REF PC2640 

.C735 1998 x x

The Oxford companion to 

classical literature /

REF PA31 

.O93 1997
x x

Crowell's handbook of classical 

drama /

REF PA3024 

.H35
x x

The languages of the world / REF P371 .K38 

2002
x x

Dictionary of languages : the 

definitive reference to more 

than 400 languages /

REF P371 .D35 

1998 x x

The Firefly five language visual 

dictionary /

REF P361 

.C668 2004
x x

The encyclopedia of sculpture / REF NB198 

.E53 2004
x x

Encyclopedia of 20th century 

architecture /

REF NA680 

.E495 2004
x x

Dictionary of artists / REF N40 

.D5213 2006
x x

The Oxford companion to 

Western art /

REF N33 

.O923 2001
x x

The dictionary of art / REF N31 .D5 

1996
x x

Music in Latin America and the 

Caribbean : an encyclopedic 

history /

REF ML199 

.M858 2004 x x
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The encyclopedia of popular 

music /

REF 

ML102.P66 

E539

x x

A dictionary of opera characters / REF 

ML102.O6 

K46 2010

x x

The New Grove dictionary of 

music and musicians /

REF ML100 

.N48 2001
x x

The New Grove dictionary of 

music and musicians /

REF ML100 

.N48
x x

Learning values lifelong : from 

inert ideas to wholes /

REF LC5219 

.K39 2002
x x

American college regalia : a 

handbook /

REF LB3630 

.S64 1988
x x

Making sense : a student's guide 

to research and writing /

REF LB2369 

.N67 2009
x x

MLA handbook for writers of 

research papers.

REF LB2369 

.G53 2009
x x

The student access guide to 

college admissions /

REF LB2351.2 

.S785 1993
x x

The ultimate scholarship book REF LB2338 

.U48 2018
x x

The Grants register. REF LB2338 

.G7
x x

Directory of financial aids for 

women.

REF LB2338 

.D564
x x

Financial aid for veterans, 

military personnel, and their 

dependents.

REF LB2337.2 

.F588 x x

Financial aid for the disabled 

and their families.

REF LB2337.2 

.F58 2010-

2012

x x
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Requirements for certification: 

teachers, counselors, librarians, 

administrators for elementary 

schools, secondary schools, 

junior colleges.

REF LB1771 

.W6
x x

Learning theories, A to Z / REF LB15 

.L4695 2002
x x

A dictionary of education / REF LB15 

.D483 2009
x x

Phenomenology and education : 

cosmology, co-being, and core 

curriculum /

REF LB14.7 

.K39 1998 x x

The college blue book. REF L901 

.C676
x x

The encyclopedia of college & 

university name histories /

REF L901 .B82 

2003
x x

The condition of education. REF L112 

.N377
x x

Digest of education statistics. REF L11 .D48 x x

Illinois library laws and rules in 

effect January ... /

REF 

KFI1599.A29 

I435 2015

x x

Illinois vehicle code. REF 

KFI1496.A342 

A193 2012

x x

The law of sentencing, 

corrections, and prisoners' rights 

in a nutshell /

REF 

KF9728.Z9 

B73 2002

x x

Censorship landmarks / REF 

KF9444.A7 D4
x x

Free press v. fair trial : Supreme 

Court decisions since 1807 /

REF 

KF9223.5.A52 

C36 1993

x x
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Business law : text and cases : 

legal, ethical, global, and 

corporate environment /

REF KF889 

.B87 2012 x x

The Oxford companion to the 

Supreme Court of the United 

States /

REF 

KF8742.A35 

O93 2005

x x

Indian treaties, 1778-1883 / REF KF8203 

1972b
x x

Federal regulatory directory. REF 

KF5406.A15 

F4 2014

x x

Congress and the Nation : a 

review of government and 

politics

REF KF49 

.C653 x x

Immigration and nationality laws 

of the United States : selected 

statutes, regulations, and forms 

: as amended to June 22, 2001 /

REF KF4819 

.A78 2001
x x

Text, cases and materials on sex-

based discrimination /

REF 

KF4758.A7 

D38

x x

The equal rights amendment : a 

bibliographic study /

REF 

KF4758.A1 E6
x x

The complete Bill of Rights : the 

drafts, debates, sources, and 

origins /

REF KF4744 

.C65 1997 x x

Constitutional amendments : an 

encyclopedia of the people, 

procedures, politics, primary 

documents, campaigns for the 

27 Amendments to the 

Constitution of the United States 

/

REF KF4557 

.G76 2012

x x
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The Constitution of the United 

States of America : analysis and 

interpretation : annotations of 

cases decided by the Supreme 

Court of the United States to 

July 2, 1982 /

REF KF4527 

.K54 1987

x x

The library's legal answer book / REF KF4315 

.M56 2003
x x

Encyclopedia of gun control and 

gun rights /

REF 

KF3941.A68 

U88 2000

x x

Historic U.S. court cases : an 

encyclopedia /

REF KF352.Z9 

H57 2001
x x

The librarian's copyright 

companion /

REF KF2995 

.H45 2004
x x

The complete book of personal 

legal forms : + CD-ROM /

REF KF170 

.W366 2005
x x

The Oxford companion to 

American law /

REF KF154 

.O96 2002
x x

United States Supreme Court 

decisions, 1778-1996 : an index 

to excerpts, reprints, and 

discussions, 1980-1995 /

REF KF101.6 

.J36 2001
x x

North American Free Trade 

Agreement between the 

government of the United States 

of America, the government of 

Canada, and the government of 

the United Mexican States.

REF 

KDZ944.A4199

2 A2 1993

x x

The new Palgrave dictionary of 

economics and the law /

REF K487.E3 

N48 1998
x x

Dictionary of globalization / REF JZ1318 

.J65 2006
x x
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The Municipal year book. REF JS344.C5 

A24
x x

British political facts, 1900-1985 

/

REF JN231 .B8 

1986
x x

Historical dictionary of the 

European community /

REF JN15 .D56 

1993
x x

A dictionary of political phrases 

and allusions, with a short 

bibliography,

REF JN114 

.M7 1968 x x

European political facts, 1848-

1918 /

REF JN10 .C66 

1978
x x

The Oxford guide to the U.S. 

government /

REF JK9 .P384 

2001
x x

Illinois handbook of government. REF JK5730 

.I45a
x x

Illinois blue book. REF JK5730 

.A25 2011-

2012

x x

The book of the states. REF JK2403 

.B6
x x

America votes; a handbook of 

contemporary American election 

statistics.

REF JK1967 

.A8 x x

The United States Congressional 

Directories, 1789-1840 /

REF JK1011 

.U53 x x

Official congressional directory. REF JK1011 

.U52 2013-

2014

x x
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Biographical directory of the 

American Congress, 1774-1961 : 

the Continental Congress, 

September 5, 1774, to October 

21, 1788 and the Congress of 

the United States, from the First 

to the Eighty-sixth Congress, 

March 4, 1789, to January 3, 

1961, inclusive.

REF JK1010 

.A5 1961

x x

Congressional roll call. REF JK1 .C6635
x x

Encyclopedia of human rights 

issues since 1945 /

REF JC571 

.L2747 1999
x x

The Routledge dictionary of 

twentieth-century political 

thinkers /

REF JA83 

.R725 1992 x x

The dictionary of 20th-century 

world politics /

REF JA61 .S53 

1993
x x

The Oxford companion to 

politics of the world /

REF JA61 .O95 

2001
x x

The concise Oxford dictionary of 

politics /

REF JA61 

.C665 2009
x x

The Statesman's year-book. REF JA51 .S7 x x

My fellow Americans : the most 

important speeches of America's 

presidents, from George 

Washington to George W. Bush /

REF J81.4 

.M93 2003
x x

Directory of health and human 

services in metropolitan Chicago 

/

REF HV99.C39 

D57 x x

Youth violence and delinquency 

: monsters and myths /

REF HV9104 

.Y6854 2007
x x
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Encyclopedia of juvenile justice / REF HV9104 

.E58 2003
x x

End of watch : Chicago police 

killed in the line of duty, 1853-

2006 /

REF 

HV8148.C4 

B87 2007

x x

Criminal justice information : 

how to find it, how to use it /

REF HV7419.5 

.C75 1998 x x

Dictionary of prisons and 

punishment /

REF HV7411 

.D53 2008
x x

The American dictionary of 

criminal justice : key terms and 

major court cases /

REF HV7411 

.C48 2005b x x

Hate crimes / REF 

HV6773.52 

.S768 2003

x x

Gangs : a reference handbook / REF 

HV6439.U7 

K55 2009

x x

Historical dictionary of terrorism 

/

REF HV6431 

.A537 1995
x x

Encyclopedia of criminology / REF HV6017 

.E5295 2005
x x

Encyclopedia of smoking and 

tobacco /

REF HV5760 

.H57 1999
x x

Encyclopedia of animal rights 

and animal welfare /

REF HV4708 

.E53 1998
x x

Encyclopedia of homelessness / REF HV4493 

.E53 2004
x x

American Sign Language 

handshape dictionary /

REF HV2475 

.T46 2010
x x

The Routledge history of slavery 

/

REF HT861 

.R68 2011
x x
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Encyclopedia of world cities / REF HT108.5 

.N47 1999
x x

Human sexuality : an 

encyclopedia /

REF HQ9 

.H846 1994
x x

Girl culture : an encyclopedia / REF HQ798 

.G523 2008
x x

Growing up in twentieth-century 

America : a history and 

reference guide /

REF 

HQ792.U5 

W423 1996

x x

Statistical handbook on the 

world's children /

REF HQ767.9 

.K38 2002
x x

The child : an encyclopedic 

companion /

REF HQ767.84 

.C55 2009 x x

Historical and multicultural 

encyclopedia of women's 

reproductive rights in the United 

States /

REF 

HQ766.5.U5 

H57 2002
x x

T.A.P.P. sources : a national 

directory of teenage pregnancy 

prevention programs /

REF 

HQ763.6.U5 

T73 1989

x x

Encyclopedia of homosexuality / REF HQ76.25 

.E53 1990
x x

Handbook of parenting : theory 

and research for practice /

REF HQ755.8 

.H358 2004
x x

Encyclopedia of gay and lesbian 

popular culture /

REF HQ75.13 

.P76 2008
x x

Statistical handbook on the 

American family /

REF HQ536 

.S727 1999
x x

Feminists who changed America, 

1963-1975 /

REF HQ1412 

.F46 2006
x x

American women's history : a 

student companion /

REF HQ1410 

.M378 2000
x x
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A history of women in the 

United States : state-by-state 

reference /

REF HQ1410 

.H58 2004 x x

The women's desk reference / REF 

HQ1236.5.U6 

F73 1993

x x

Women's roles in ancient 

civilizations : a reference guide /

REF HQ1127 

.W654 1999 x x

Women in antiquity : an 

annotated bibliography /

REF HQ1127 

.G6
x x

The book of women's 

achievements /

REF HQ1123 

.M3 1976
x x

The Oxford encyclopedia of 

women in world history /

REF HQ1121 

.O93 2008
x x

Women's studies encyclopedia / REF HQ1115 

.W645 1989
x x

Encyclopedia of feminism / REF HQ1115 

.T87 1986
x x

The encyclopedia of Amazons : 

women warriors from antiquity 

to the modern era /

REF HQ1115 

.S25 1991 x x

International encyclopedia of 

men and masculinities /

REF HQ1090 

.I58 2007
x x

Engendering development : 

through gender equality in 

rights, resources, and voice.

REF 

HQ1075.5.D44 

 E55 2001

x x

Class in America : an 

encyclopedia /
x x

Class in America : an 

encyclopedia /
x x

REF HN90.S6 

C564 2007
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Profile of Illinois : an engaged 

state : Illinoic civic engagement 

benchmark survey reports /

REF HN49.V64 

P76 2001
x x

Violence and abuse in society : 

understanding a global crisis /

REF HM886 

.V5592 2012
x x

The encyclopedia of violence : 

origins, attitudes, consequences 

/

REF HM291 

.D4857 1993 x x

The Blackwell encyclopedia of 

social psychology /

REF HM251 

.B476 1995
x x

The Concise Oxford dictionary of 

sociology /

REF HM17 

.C66 1994
x x

Encyclopedia of relationships 

across the lifespan /

REF HM132 

.T83 1996
x x

Facts and figures on government 

finance.

REF HJ257 

.T25
x x

Budget of the United States 

government.

REF HJ2051 

.A5923
x x

Historical tables, budget of the 

United States government.

REF HJ2051 

.A5922
x x

The budget of the United States 

Government.

REF HJ2051 

.A592
x x

Budget of the United States 

Government.

REF HJ2051 

.A5915
x x

The budget of the United States 

Government.

REF HJ2051 

.A59
x x

Security owner's stock guide. REF HG4915 

.S67
x x

The ticker symbol book / REF HG4513.5 

.T53 1997 x x

Dictionary of banking terms / REF HG151 

.F57 2006
x x
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Advertising slogans of America / REF HF6135 

.S53 1984
x x

Complete multilingual dictionary 

of advertising, marketing, and 

communications : English, 

French, German /

REF HF5803 

.P3 1984
x x

The Advertising age 

encyclopedia of advertising /

REF HF5803 

.A38 2003
x x

Almanac of business and 

industrial financial ratios /

REF 

HF5681.R25 

T67 2012

x x

Dictionary of accounting terms / REF HF5621 

.S54 2010
x x

The Almanac of American 

employers.

REF 

HF5549.5.C67 

P58

x x

The Encyclopedia of careers and 

vocational guidance /

REF HF5381 

.E52
x x

North American industry 

classification system : United 

States, 2012 /

REF HF1042 

.N678 2012 x x

The Oxford handbook of 

economic geography /

REF HF1025 

.O94 2000
x x

Business Spanish dictionary : 

Spanish-English, English-Spanish 

; español-inglés, inglés-espanol /

REF HF1002 

.B873 1998
x x

The Oxford Dictionary for the 

Business World.

REF HF1001 

.O96 1993
x x

A Concise dictionary of business. REF HF1001 

.C63 1990
x x

Dictionary of business / REF HF1001 

.C62 2001
x x
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World encyclopedia of stamps & 

stamp collecting : the ultimate 

illustrated reference to over 

3000 of the world's best stamps, 

and a professional guide to 

starting and perfecting a 

spectacular collection /

REF HE6196 

.M34 2005

x x

2002 economic census. REF HD9724 

.E46 2002
x x

Professional ethics and insignia / REF HD6504 

.A194 2000
x x

The international dictionary of 

women workers in the 

decorative arts : a historical 

survey from the distant past to 

the early decades of the 

Twentieth Century /

REF HD6069 

.P7

x x

Employment, hours, and 

earnings, states and areas /

REF HD5723 

.E48
x x

Anatomy of a business plan / REF HD30.28 

.P5
x x

The dictionary of real estate 

appraisal.

REF HD1387 

.D435 2002
x x

The rich register. REF 

HC110.W4 

.R53

x x

Resource directory of economic 

development organizations in 

the state of Illinois.

REF HC107.I3 

H87 2000 x x

Economic report of the 

President: transmitted to the 

Congress.

REF HC106.5 

.A272 x x
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D & B million dollar directory : 

America's leading public & 

private companies /

REF HC102 

.D82 2012 x x

Business statistics of the United 

States.

REF HC101 

.A13122
x x

Great economists since Keynes : 

an introduction to the lives & 

works of one hundred modern 

economists /

REF HB76 

.B55 1988
x x

The MIT dictionary of modern 

economics /

REF HB61 

.M49 1986
x x

The value of a dollar : colonial 

era to the Civil War, 1600-1865 /

REF HB235.U6 

V34 2005 x x

The value of a dollar : prices and 

incomes in the United States, 

1860-2014 /

REF HB235.U6 

D47 2014 x x

Statistical abstract of the United 

States /

REF HA202 .U5
x x

ProQuest statistical abstract of 

the United States.

REF HA202 

.P76 2015
x x

County and city data book. REF HA202 

.A36
x x

Demographic yearbook. 

Annuaire démographique.

REF HA17 .D45
x x

The Social science encyclopedia / REF H41 .S63 

2009
x x

Great athletes. REF GV865.A1 

B374 2010 x x

Outstanding women athletes : 

who they are and how they 

influenced sports in America /

REF GV697.A1 

W69 1992 x x
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A who's who of sports 

champions : their stories and 

records /

REF GV697.A1 

H53 1995 x x

Great athletes. x x

Great athletes. x x

Famous first facts about sports / REF GV571 

.F73 2001
x x

The visual history of costume / REF GT733 

.V57 1989b
x x

Encyclopedia of Christmas : 

nearly 200 alphabetically 

arranged entries covering all 

aspects of Christmas, including 

folk customs, religious 

observances, history, legends, 

symbols, and related days from 

Europe, America, and around 

the world /

REF GT4985 

.E45 2000

x x

Festivals of Western Europe. REF GT4842 

.S6
x x

The American book of days. REF GT4803 

.D6 2000
x x

Anniversaries and holidays / REF GT3930 

.H38 1975
x x

Folk and fairy tales : a handbook 

/

REF GR550 

.A77 2004
x x

Larousse dictionary of world 

folklore /

REF GR35 

.J664 1995
x x

The Greenwood Library of 

American folktales /

REF GR105 

.G75 2006
x x

American folklore : an 

encyclopedia /

REF GR101 

.A54 1996
x x

REF GV697.A1 

G68 2010
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Celestial geometry : 

understanding the astronomical 

meanings of ancient sites /

REF GN799.A8 

T39 2012
x x

Encyclopedia of body 

adornment /

REF GN419.15 

.D46 2007 x x

Countries and their cultures / REF GN307 

.C68 2001
x x

Encyclopedia of human 

evolution and prehistory /

REF GN281 

.E53 1988
x x

Companion encyclopedia of 

anthropology /

REF GN25 

.C65 1994
x x

Encyclopedia of global change : 

environmental change and 

human society /

REF GE149 

.E47 2002 x x

Battleground : environment / REF GE105 

.C65 2008
x x

A dictionary of environment and 

conservation /

REF GE10 

.P375 2013
x x

A dictionary of environment and 

conservation /

REF GE10 

.P375 2007
x x

Dictionary of environment and 

development : people, places, 

ideas, and organizations /

REF GE10 .C78 

1993 x x

All possible worlds : a history of 

geographical ideas /

REF G80 .M38 

2005
x x

Historical atlas of Islam / REF G1786.S1 

R9 2004
x x

1,000 places to see before you 

die /

REF G153.4 

.S387 2010
x x

Geography of the world's major 

regions /

REF G128 

.C64 1996
x x
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Rand McNally the ultimate road 

atlas & vacation guide : United 

States, Canada, Mexico.

REF G1201.P2 

R355 x x

Direct-line distances--United 

States edition /

REF G109 .F54 

1986
x x

Atlas of World War I / REF G1037 

.G5 1994
x x

The Times concise atlas of world 

history /

REF G1030 

.T56 1982
x x

Atlas of modern Jewish history / REF G1030 

.F6513 1990
x x

Countries and islands of the 

world : a guide to nomenclature 

/

REF G103.5 

.W54 x x

A guide to countries of the world 

/

REF G103.5 

.S68 2010
x x

The Macmillan atlas of the 

future /

REF G1021 

.M15 1998
x x

Countries of the world and their 

leaders yearbook.

REF G1 .C88
x x

The world of the American West 

/

REF F591 

.W8744 2011
x x

101 great choices : Chicago / REF F548.18 

.S67 1995
x x

Fodor's Chicago. REF F548.18 

.F6
x x

Illinois historical tour guide / REF F542 

.W54 1991
x x

Historical dictionary of the "dirty 

wars" /

REF F2849.2 

.K64 2010
x x

Historical dictionary of the old 

South /

REF F213 .R53 

2013
x x

Puerto Rico past and present : 

an encyclopedia /

REF F1954 

.F47 1998
x x
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Historical dictionary of Haiti / REF F1921 

.H37 2012
x x

Washington information 

directory.

REF F192.3 

.W33
x x

Chronicle of the Maya kings and 

queens : deciphering the 

dynasties of the ancient Maya /

REF 

F1435.3.K55 

M37 2000

x x

The Cambridge encyclopedia of 

Latin America and the Caribbean 

/

REF F1406 

.C36 1992 x x

Fodor's Mexico. REF F1216 

.F58
x x

Encyclopedia of Mexico : history, 

society & culture /

REF F1210 

.E63 1997
x x

Concise encyclopedia of Mexico / REF F1204 

.C66 2001
x x

Facts about Canada, its 

provinces and territories /

REF F1008 

.W44 1994
x x

The Cambridge history of the 

native peoples of the Americas.

REF E77 .N62 

1996
x x

Native America in the twentieth 

century : an encyclopedia /

REF E76.2 

.N36 1994 x x

The American century / REF E741 .E93 

1999
x x

Combat uniforms of the Civil 

War /

REF E468 .L56 

1995
x x

Encyclopedia of the American 

Civil War : a political, social, and 

military history /

REF E468 .E53 

2000 x x

The Lincoln Encyclopedia. REF E457.99 

.S49 1950
x x

The Blackwell encyclopedia of 

the American Revolution /

REF E208 

.B635 1991
x x
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The Martin Luther King, Jr., 

encyclopedia /

REF 

E185.97.K5 

M334 2008

x x

Black women in America / REF E185.86 

.B542 2005
x x

Encyclopedia of African-

American civil rights : from 

emancipation to the present /

REF E185.61 

.E54 1992 x x

The Civil Rights movement / x x

The Civil Rights movement / x x

Harlem Renaissance lives from 

the African American national 

biography /

REF E185.6 

.H265 2009 x x

The timetables of African-

American history : a chronology 

of the most important people 

and events in African-American 

history /

REF E185 

.H295 1996
x x

The Oxford encyclopedia of 

Latinos and Latinas in the United 

States /

REF E184.S75 

O97 2005 x x

Notable Latino Americans : a 

biographical dictionary /

REF E184.S75 

M435 1997
x x

Encyclopedia of Latino popular 

culture /

REF E184.S75 

E59 2004
x x

Harvard encyclopedia of 

American ethnic groups /

REF E184.A1 

H35
x x

American Jewish desk reference 

: [the ultimate one-volume 

reference to the Jewish 

experience in America] /

REF E184.35 

.A44 1999
x x

Famous first facts about 

American politics /

REF E183 .A64 

2001
x x

REF E185.61 

.C6124 2000
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Alphabetical list of battles, 1754-

1900; War of the Rebellion, 

Spanish-American War, 

Philippine Insurrection, and all 

old wars with dates; summary of 

events of the War of the 

Rebellion, 1860-1865, Spanish-

American War, Philippine 

Insurrection, 1898-1900, 

troubles in China, 1900, with 

other valuable information in 

regard to the various wars; 

compiled from official records.

REF E181 .S89 

1968

x x

The Oxford companion to 

American military history /

REF E181 

.O94 1999
x x

The Oxford history of the 

American people.

REF E178 

.M855
x x

American first ladies : their lives 

and their legacy /

REF E176.2 

.A44 1996
x x

Facts about the presidents : a 

compilation of biographical and 

historical information /

REF E176.1 

.K3 1993 x x

Dictionary of American 

biography : [Published under the 

auspices of the American 

Council of Learned Societies].

REF E176 

.D563 Suppl.
x x

Dictionary of American 

biography : [Published under the 

auspices of the American 

Council of Learned Societies].

REF E176 

.D563 Index
x x

Dictionary of American 

biography : [Published under the 

auspices of the American 

Council of Learned Societies].

REF E176 

.D563 1958
x x
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American heritage 40-year 

cumulative index : vol. 6, no. 1 - 

vol. 45, no. 8, December 1954 - 

December 1994.

REF E171.A43 

Suppl.
x x

The Cambridge encyclopedia of 

Australia /

REF DU90 

.C364 1994
x x

Chronicle of the pharaohs : the 

reign-by-reign record of the 

rulers and dynasties of ancient 

Egypt /

REF DT83 .C53 

1994
x x

Historical dictionary of Egypt / REF DT75 

.G65 2013
x x

Historical dictionary of Niger / REF DT547.5 

.D4 2012
x x

Historical dictionary of Ethiopia / REF DT381 

.S55 2013
x x

Encyclopedia of twentieth-

century African history /

REF DT29 .E53 

2003
x x

Historical dictionary of Lesotho / REF DT2554 

.R67 2013
x x

100 great Africans / REF DT18 .R34 

1994
x x

Historical dictionary of the 

Sudan /

REF DT155.3 

.V64 2013
x x

Historical dictionary of Namibia / REF DT1514 

.G76 2012
x x

Africana : the encyclopedia of 

the African and African 

American experience /

REF DT14 

.A37435 2005 x x

The Korean War : an 

encyclopedia /

REF DS918 

.K5645 1995
x x

Modern Japan : an encyclopedia 

of history, culture, and 

nationalism /

REF DS805 

.M63 1998 x x
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Japan : an illustrated 

encyclopedia /

REF DS805 

.J263 1993
x x

The Cambridge encyclopedia of 

Japan /

REF DS805 

.C36 1993
x x

Historical dictionary of Tibet / REF DS786 

.P683 2012
x x

Modern China : an encyclopedia 

of history, culture, and 

nationalism /

REF DS755.2 

.M63 1998 x x

Chronicle of the Chinese 

emperors : the reign-by-reign 

record of the rulers of Imperial 

China /

REF DS734 

.P285 1998
x x

The Cambridge encyclopedia of 

China /

REF DS705 

.C35 1991
x x

Historical and cultural dictionary 

of the Philippines,

REF DS654 

.M27
x x

Political leaders of the 

contemporary Middle East and 

North Africa : a biographical 

dictionary /

REF DS61.5 

.P65 1990
x x

Historical dictionary of Thailand / REF DS571 

.S578 2013
x x

The Vietnam War : an almanac / REF DS557.7 

.V5663 1985
x x

Encyclopedia of the Vietnam 

War /

REF DS557.7 

.E53 1996
x x

Historical dictionary of Vietnam / REF DS556.25 

.D85 2006
x x

Routledge handbook of 

Southeast Asian history /

REF DS525 

.R68 2014
x x

Encyclopaedia of Indian culture / REF DS423 

.S218 1981
x x
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The Oxford encyclopedia of the 

Islamic world /

REF DS35.53 

.O96 2009
x x

Historical dictionary of Ukraine / REF 

DK508.444 

.K64 2013

x x

Poland, a Lonely Planet travel 

survival kit /

REF DK4037 

.P652 1996
x x

Poland : an encyclopedic guide / REF DK4030 

.P636 2000
x x

Chronicle of the Russian tsars : 

the reign-by-reign record of the 

rulers of imperial Russia /

REF DK37.6 

.W37 1999 x x

Dictionary of Russian historical 

terms from the eleventh century 

to 1917.

REF DK36 

.P78 1970 x x

The newly independent states of 

Eurasia : handbook of former 

Soviet republics /

REF DK17 

.B34 1993 x x

The Cambridge encyclopedia of 

Russia and the former Soviet 

Union /

REF DK14 

.C35 1994 x x

Dictionary of East European 

history since 1945 /

REF DJK50 

.H43 1994
x x

The Netherlands, 57 B.C.-1971; a 

chronology and fact book,

REF DH101 .S5
x x

The New Century Italian 

Renaissance encyclopedia /

REF 

DG537.8.A1 

N48

x x

Everything Irish : the history, 

literature, art, music, people, 

and places of Ireland from A-Z /

REF DA906 

.E94 2003 x x

Victorian Britain : an 

encyclopedia /

REF DA550 

.V53 1988
x x
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The encyclopedia of the 

Victorian world : a reader's 

companion to the people, 

places, events, and everyday life 

of the Victorian era /

REF DA550 

.E53 1996
x x

The Columbia companion to 

British history /

REF DA34 

.H64 1997
x x

The dictionary of dates. REF D9 .K4 

1971
x x

Day by day : the nineties / REF D856 

.A93 2004
x x

Day by day, the eighties / REF D848 

.M45 1995
x x

Day by day, the fifties / REF D842.5 

.M47 1979
x x

A dictionary of the Second 

World War /

REF D740 

.W47 1990
x x

The Oxford companion to World 

War II /

REF D740 

.O94 1995
x x

The Historical encyclopedia of 

World War II /

REF D740 

.E5213
x x

People's century, 20th : from the 

dawn of the century to the eve 

of the millennium /

REF D422 

.H55 1998 x x

Great events : 1900-2001 / REF D421 

.G627 2002
x x

Facts on File five-year index. REF D410 .F3 

Index
x x

The encyclopedia of military 

history : from 3500 B.C. to the 

present /

REF D25.A2 

D8 1977 x x

The illustrated history of natural 

disasters /

REF D24 .K693 

2010
x x
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Encyclopedia of world history / REF D21 .E577 

1998
x x

Larousse encyclopedia of 

modern history : from 1500 to 

the present day /

REF D209 

.H5153 x x

Historical dictionary of the 

crusades /

REF D155 .S53 

2013
x x

Great events from history. REF D119 

.G74 2005
x x

The Oxford dictionary of the 

Middle Ages /

REF D114 

.O94 2010
x x

Notable American women : a 

biographical dictionary 

completing the twentieth 

century /

REF CT3260 

.N5725 2004
x x

Thinkers of the twentieth 

century /

REF CT120 

.T45 1987
x x

The World almanac biographical 

dictionary /

REF CT103 

.W66 1990
x x

Who was when? : a dictionary of 

contemporaries /

REF CT103 .D4 

1976
x x

The librarian's genealogy 

notebook : a guide to resources /

REF CS9 .M66 

1998 x x

In search of your European roots 

: a complete guide to tracing 

your ancestors in every country 

in Europe /

REF CS403 

.B39 2001
x x

The origin and signification of 

Scottish surnames : with a 

vocabulary of Christian names /

REF CS2435 

.S5 1969 x x

A dictionary of surnames / REF CS2385 

.H27 1988
x x
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The Penguin classic baby name 

book : 2,000 names from the 

world's great literature /

REF CS2377 

.H344 2001 x x

The Oxford dictionary of English 

Christian names /

REF 

CS2375.G7 

W5 1977

x x

A dictionary of first names / REF CS2367 

.H32 1990
x x

The handy book for genealogists. REF CS16 .E85 

1971
x x

Orders and decorations of all 

nations: ancient and modern, 

civil and military.

REF CR4509 

.W4 1974 x x

A Guide book of United States 

coins.

REF CJ1826 

.G785
x x

The Oxford companion to 

archaeology /

REF CC70 

.O96 1996
x x

Dictionary of concepts in 

archaeology /

REF CC70 

.M45 1993
x x

A dictionary of terms and 

techniques in archaeology /

REF CC70 .C48 

1980b
x x

The dictionary of global culture / REF CB9 .D53 

1997
x x

The Hutchinson encyclopedia of 

the Renaissance /

REF CB361 

.H88 1999
x x

Encyclopedia of the Reformed 

faith /

REF BX9406 

.E56 1992
x x

A Catholic dictionary : containing 

some account of the doctrine, 

discipline, rites, ceremonies, 

councils, and religious orders of 

the Catholic Church /

REF BX841 .A3 

1960

x x
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Concise encyclopedia of Amish, 

Brethren, Hutterites, and 

Mennonites /

REF BX4931.3 

.C67 2010 x x

Handbook of Christian feasts 

and customs : the year of the 

Lord in liturgy and folklore /

REF BV30 .W4
x x

Oxford Bible atlas / REF BS630 

.O96 2009
x x

The Oxford illustrated history of 

the Bible /

REF BS445 

.O94 2001
x x

The Oxford companion to the 

Bible /

REF BS440 

.M434 1993
x x

Dictionary of the Bible / REF BS440 .H5 

1963
x x

The HarperCollins Bible 

dictionary /

REF BS440 

.H235 1996
x x

Halley's Bible handbook with the 

New International Version /

REF BS417 

.H355 2007
x x

Encyclopedia of African 

American religions /

REF BR563.N4 

E53 1993 x x

The Oxford dictionary of saints / REF BR1710 

.F34 2003
x x

Historical dictionary of 

Buddhism /

REF BQ130 

.P74 1993
x x

A dictionary of Buddhism / REF BQ130 

.K46 2003
x x

The Cambridge companion to 

Muhammad /

REF BP75.3 

.C36 2010
x x

Muslim 100 : the lives, thoughts 

and achievements of the most 

influential Muslims in history /

REF BP70 

.K4626 2008
x x
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Concise encyclopedia of Islam / REF BP40 .C66 

2001
x x

The Malcolm X encyclopedia / REF BP223.Z8 

L573 2002
x x

The Qur'an : an encyclopedia / REF BP133 

.Q87 2006
x x

The meaning of the glorious 

Koran /

REF BP109 .P5 

1992
x x

The Jewish religion : a 

companion /

REF BM50 

.J28 1995
x x

The dictionary of classical 

mythology /

REF BL715 

.G713 1986
x x

A concise encyclopedia of the 

philosophy of religion /

REF BL51 .T55 

2005
x x

A dictionary of creation myths / REF BL325.C7 

L44 1995
x x

World mythology / REF BL311 

.W66 1993
x x

Encyclopedia of religion / REF BL31 .E46 

2005
x x

The dictionary of world myth / REF BL303 

.D46 1995
x x

A dictionary of African 

mythology : the mythmaker as 

storyteller /

REF BL2400 

.S24 2000 x x

The encyclopedia of Eastern 

philosophy and religion : 

Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism, 

Zen /

REF BL1005 

.L4813 1994
x x

A dictionary of Asian mythology / REF BL1005 

.L46 2001
x x

Publication manual of the 

American Psychological 

Association.

REF BF76.7 

.P83 2010b x x
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The Oxford companion to the 

mind /

REF BF31 

.O94 2004
x x

A dictionary of psychology / REF BF31 .C65 

2009
x x

APA concise dictionary of 

psychology /

REF BF31 .A65 

2009
x x

Tests : a comprehensive 

reference for assessments in 

psychology, education and 

business.

REF BF176 

.T43 2007
x x

The Freud encyclopedia : theory, 

therapy, and culture /

REF BF173 

.F6176 2002
x x

The encyclopedia of ghosts and 

spirits /

REF BF1461 

.G85 2009
x x

Masterpieces of world 

philosophy /

REF B75 .M37 

1990
x x

The Oxford companion to 

philosophy /

REF B51 O94 

2005
x x

The concise encyclopedia of 

western philosophy and 

philosophers /

REF B41 .C66 

2004 x x

The Cambridge dictionary of 

philosophy /

REF B41 .C35 

1995
x x

The Oxford dictionary of 

philosophy /

REF B41 .B53 

2008
x x

A Dictionary of philosophical 

quotations /

REF B21 .D54 

1992
x x

Encyclopedia of classical 

philosophy /

REF B163 .E53 

1997
x x

Encyclopedia of Chinese 

philosophy /

REF B126 

.E496 2003
x x

Biographical dictionary of 

twentieth-century philosophers /

REF B104 .B5 

1996 x x
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A dictionary of symbols / REF AZ108 

.C57 1971
x x

The World almanac and book of 

facts.

REF AY67.N5 

W7
x x

The time almanac. REF AY64 .I55 

2013
x x

Encyclopedia of associations. REF AS22 .E5 

2013
x x

The New York Times guide to 

essential knowledge : a desk 

reference for the curious mind.

REF AG6 

.N495 2007 x x

The New York Public Library 

desk reference.

REF AG6 .N49 

2002
x x

Famous first facts : a record of 

first happenings, discoveries, 

and inventions in American 

history /

REF AG5 

.K315 1997
x x

The Dorling Kindersley visual 

encyclopedia.

REF AG5 .D72 

1995
x x

Compton's by Britannica / REF AG5 .C73 

2007
x x

The Cambridge encyclopedia / REF AG5 .C26 

1990
x x

Famous first facts / REF AG5 .A69 

2000
x x
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 TRITON COLLEGE, District 504 

 Board of Trustees 

 

 Meeting of December 15, 2020  

ACTION EXHIBIT NO.  16536 

 

SUBJECT:   CURRICULUM RECOMMENDATIONS, November and December 2020 

 

RECOMMENDATION:   That the Board of Trustees approve the attached College Curriculum 

Committee recommendation.          

             

             

              

 

RATIONALE: This recommendation was approved by the College Curriculum Committee  

on November 5, 2020 and December 3, 2020, and approved by the Academic Senate on 

November 10, 2020 and December 8, 2020.        

              

 

Submitted to Board by:   ________________________________________________________ 

                                           Dr. Susan Campos, Vice President of Academic Affairs 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Board Officers’ Signatures Required: 

 

 

______________________________     ______________________________  ______________ 

                Mark R. Stephens                            Elizabeth Potter                     Date 

                      Chairman                                                Secretary 

 

Related forms requiring signature:   Yes      No   X      
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College Curriculum Committee Summary (Part I) 

for 

Academic Senate, November 10, 2020 

Board of Trustees, December 15, 2020 

PROGRAMS 

MAJOR PROGRAM REVISION(s) 
• U230A33 Geology AS Degree 

•  revised to New Curriculum Mapping format 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• U230A36 Health, Sport and Exercise Science (AS Degree) 
• revised to New Curriculum Mapping format 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

REACTIVATED PROGRAM(s) 
• C536B Sports Conditioning Certificate 

• Effective 8/22/2021 

INACTIVATED PROGRAM(s) 
• C226A Environmental Science AAS Degree 

• Effective 1/18/2021 

• C407K Medical Administrative Assistant Certificate 
• Effective 1/18/2021  

WITHDRAWN PROGRAM(s) 
• C536C Group Fitness Certificate 

• Effective 8/22/2021 

• C536A Clinical Exercise Certificate 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• C407F Office Software Certificate 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• C307A Computer Information Systems Certificate 
• Effective 1/18/2021 
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COURSES 

MAJOR COURSE CHANGES (course addition/major revision), including a course fee)) 

 

• MCM 160 Reporting and Writing Multimedia 
• revised lecture, lab and prerequisite; course fee from $15 to $0 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

 

MINOR COURSE CHANGE(s)  
 

• Revised Course(s) (no course fee addition/revision/removal) 
 

• COL 102 Embracing College Experience 
• added Learning Outcome related to EMSI, under the Motivation 

and Beliefs Unit 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• COT 248 Construction Planning & Scheduling 
• revised Learning Outcomes and description 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• MAT 101 Quantitative Literacy 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• MAT 102 Liberal Arts Mathematics 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• MAT 111 Pre-Calculus 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• MAT 114 Plane Trigonometry 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• MAT 116 Math for Elementary School Teachers 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• MAT 131 Calculus and Analytic Geometry I 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• MAT 134 Introduction to Calculus for Business and Social Science 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• MAT 170 Elementary Statistics 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• MCM 125 Broadcasting History 
• revised prerequisite 
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• Effective 1/18/2021 
 

• Deleted Course(s) 
 

• BIS 102 Human Heredity and Society 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• BIS 114 Microbes and Society 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• BIS 234 Human Anatomy and Physiology 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• BUS 201 Introduction to Commodity Markets 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• PHS 141 Application of Physical Science Concepts 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• PHS 142 Science of Light and Music 
• Effective 1/18/2021 
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College Curriculum Committee Summary (Part II) 

for 

Academic Senate, December 8, 2020 

Board of Trustees, December 15, 2020 

PROGRAMS 

MAJOR PROGRAM REVISION(s) 
• C206A Accounting/Finance 

• revised ACC 251 and ACC 252; deleted program electives; total 
program credits from 61-62 to 60-61 

• Effective 8/22/2021 

• U224A21 English and Rhetoric (AA Degree) 
• added LIT 103; LIT 101 or LIT 231 option; revised to New 

Curriculum Mapping format 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• U224A43 Criminal Justice Administration (AA Degree) 
• deleted MUS 235; revised to New Curriculum Mapping format 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• U224A51 Music (AA Degree) 
• deleted MUS 235; revised to New Curriculum Mapping format 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• U30A30 Pre-Professional (Pre-Nutrition) (AS Degree) 
• added prescriptive gen-eds; revised to New Curriculum Mapping 

format 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

 

MINOR PROGRAM REVISION(s) 
• C243A Criminal Justice Administration 

• deleted CWE 291 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• C501A Certified Public Accountant Pathway Advanced Certificate 
• deleted ACC 271, ACC 275; revised ACC 251, ACC 252 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• U230A06 Accounting and Business Administration (AS Degree) 
• revised ACC 251 and ACC 252 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• U224A Associate in Arts Degree 
• deleted ITL 104 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• U224A16 Modern Languages (AA Degree) 
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• deleted CHN 103, CHN 104; ITL 103, ITL 104 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• U224A46 History (AA Degree) 
• deleted HIS 210 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• U224G Humanities (AA Degree) 
• deleted ITL 104 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• U230A07 International Business (AS Degree) 
• deleted ITL 103, ITL 104 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

COURSES 

• Major Course Changes (course addition/major revision), including a 
course fee)) 

 
• ACC 251 Intermediate Accounting I 

• revised credits and lecture 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• ACC 252 Intermediate Accounting II 
• revised credits and lecture 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• CWE 290 Cooperative Work Experience 
• revised credits, lecture, lab, description, prerequisite; repeatable 

from 0 to 3 times 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• ENG 299 Scholars Seminar 
• revised course prefix; title; description 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

 
 

MINOR COURSE CHANGE(s)  
 

• Revised Course(s) (no course fee addition/revision/removal) 
 

• BIS 205 Field Ecology 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CHM 132 Elementary Organic Chemistry 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CHM 140 General Chemistry I 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 1/18/2021 
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• CHM 141 General Chemistry II 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CHM 234 Organic Chemistry I 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CHM 235 Organic Chemistry II 
• revised prerequisite and description 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CIS 179 Linux System Administration 
• revised general education outcomes, description, textbook, 

instructional strategies, topics and topical learning outcomes 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CIS 212 Internetworking, Routing and Switching 
• revised general education outcomes, description, textbook and 

instructional strategies 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CIS 222 Administering Network Infrastructure 
• revised general education outcomes and instructional strategies 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CIS 228 Administering Directory Service 
• revised general education outcomes and instructional strategies 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CIS 240 Advanced Computer Forensics 
• revised general education outcomes, textbook, instructional 

strategies, topics and topical learning outcomes 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CIS 250 Visual Basic Programming 
• revised general education outcomes 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CIS 263 Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming 
• revised general education outcomes, description, textbook, 

instructional strategies and topical learning outcomes 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CIS 264 C# Programming 
• revised general education outcomes, description, textbook, 

instructional strategies, topics and topical learning outcomes 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CIS 275 Project Management for Small Business Systems 
• revised general education outcomes, description, textbook, 

instructional strategies, topics and topical learning outcomes 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CIS 280 Business Systems Analysis and Design 
• revised general education outcomes, description, textbook, 

instructional strategies, topics and topical learning outcomes 
• Effective 1/18/2021 
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• ITL 101 Elementary Italian I 
• revised general education outcomes, description, textbook, 

instructional strategies, topics and topical learning outcomes 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• ITL 102 Elementary Italian II 
• revised general education outcomes, textbook, description, 

instructional strategies, topics and topical learning outcomes 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• MAT 111 Pre-Calculus 
• revised prerequisite and description 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• MAT 111 Pre-Calculus 
• revised prerequisite and description 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• MAT 131 Calculus and Analytic Geometry 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• MAT 131 Calculus and Analytic Geometry 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• MAT 341 Differential Equations 
• revised description 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• PHL 104 Social and Political Philosophy 
• revised description 
• Effective 8/22/2021 

• PHY 101 General Physics (Mechanics, Heat & Sound) 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• PHY 102 General Physics (Electricity, Magnetism, Optics & Modern 
Physics) 

• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• PHY 106 General Physics (Mechanics) 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• PHY 251 Engineering Mechanics of Materials 
• revised prerequisite 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

 

• Deleted Course(s) 
• CHN 103 Intermediate Chinese I 

• Effective 1/18/2021 

• CHN 104 Intermediate Chinese II 
• Effective 1/18/2021 
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• CWE 291 Cooperative Work Experience 
• Effective 5/31/2021 

• HIS 210 U.S. Civil War and Reconstruction 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• ITL 103 Intermediate Italian I 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• ITL 104 Intermediate Italian II 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• MUS 202 Improvisation III 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• MUS 212 Commercial Vocal Repertoire I 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• MUS 213 Commercial Vocal Repertoire II 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• MUS 247 Commercial Keyboard Harmony 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• MUS 249 Commercial Keyboard Harmony II 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• SPN 113 Spanish Composition and Conversation I 
• Effective 1/18/2021 

• SPN 114 Spanish Composition and Conversation II 
• Effective 1/18/2021 
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 TRITON COLLEGE, District 504 

 Board of Trustees 
 

 Meeting of    December 15, 2020 

ACTION EXHIBIT NO.   16537 

 

SUBJECT:   PURCHASE OF HP Z-BOOK MOBILE WORKSTATIONS – 

CONFIRMATION OF BOARD POLL 

 

RECOMMENDATION:   That the Board of Trustees approve the purchase of fifty-seven (57) 

HP Z-book Firefly mobile workstations from Heartland Business Systems to support the 

Engineering Technology, Construction Technology, and Architecture programs. The unit cost 

is $1,527.63 bringing the total to $87,074.91. The purchase is funded by the Federal CURES 

Act from an award made to colleges participating in the Workforce Equity Initiative (WEI) grant 

so there is no cost to the college. 

 

RATIONALE:   The Illinois Community College Board and Illinois Department of Human 

Services partnered to receive federal funding for all WEI colleges to reduce barriers to remote 

learning for students. Funds could be used for the purchase of equipment to ensure access to 

technology, and a portion of the College’s award was used to purchase laptops that meet the 

requirements to run the high-end software programs used in Engineering Technology, 

Construction Technology, and Architecture. These laptops will be loaned out to WEI students 

enrolled in the programs to ensure continuity of teaching and learning.  The Board Poll was 

conducted on December 1, 2020.  The vote was unanimous, 7-0 with the Student Trustee also 

voting yes. 

 

Submitted to Board by:   ______________________________________________________ 

                                            Dr. Susan Campos, Vice President of Academic Affairs        

 

 

Board Officers’ Signatures Required: 
 

 

______________________________     ______________________________  ____________ 

                Mark R. Stephens                                  Elizabeth Potter                          Date 

                      Chairman                                                Secretary 
 

Related forms requiring Board signature:  Yes  ☐      No  ☒ 
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HP zBOOK FIREFLY 15G7 x 57 Quote #236859 v1

Prepared For: Prepared By:

Triton Community College District 504 Chicago Illinois Office

Christopher Hordorwich
2000 Fifth Avenue
River Grove, IL 60171

Mauri Spampinato
5400 Patton Drive Suite 4B
Lisle, IL 60532

P: (708) 779-4601 P: (630) 452-7382

E: chrishordorwich@triton.edu E: mspampinato@hbs.net

Date Issued:

11.30.2020

Expires:

12.22.2020

Hardware/Software Price Qty Ext. Price

HP zBOOK FIREFLY 15G7 HISDSCI7-10510U15G BASE NB PC 16GB (1X16GB) DDR4 2666 512GB $1,527.63 57 $87,074.91

Subtotal $87,074.91

Quote Summary Amount

Hardware/Software $87,074.91

Total: $87,074.91

This quote may not include applicable sales tax, shipping, handling and/or delivery charges. Final applicable sales tax, shipping, handling and/or delivery charges are calculated and applied at invoice. The above
prices are for hardware/software only, and do not include delivery, setup or installation by Heartland (“HBS”) unless otherwise noted. Installation by HBS is available at our regular hourly rates, or pursuant to a prepaid
HBSFlex Agreement. This configuration is presented for convenience only. HBS is not responsible for typographical or other errors/omissions regarding prices or other information. Prices and configurations are
subject to change without notice. HBS may modify or cancel this quote if the pricing is impacted by a tariff.  A 15% restocking fee will be charged on any returned part. Customer is responsible for all costs associated
with return of product and a $25.00 processing fee. No returns are accepted by HBS without prior written approval. This quote expressly limits acceptance to the terms of this quote, and HBS disclaims any additional
terms.  By providing your “E-Signature,” you acknowledge that your electronic signature is the legal equivalent of your manual signature, and you warrant that you have express authority to execute this agreement and
legally bind your organization to this proposal and all attached documents. Any purchase that the customer makes from HBS is governed by HBS’ Standard Terms and Conditions (“ST&Cs”) located at
http://www.hbs.net/standard-terms-and-conditions, which are incorporated herein by reference. The ST&Cs are subject to change. When a new order is placed, the ST&Cs on the above-stated website at that time
shall apply. If customer has signed HBS’ ST&Cs version 2018.v2.0 or later, or the parties have executed a current master services agreement, the signed agreement shall supersede the version on the website.
QT.2020.v1.0

Acceptance

Chicago Illinois Office Triton Community College District 504

Mauri Spampinato

Signature / Name Signature / Name Initials

11/30/2020

Date Date

Page: 1 of 3Quote #236859 v1
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HTG Standard Terms & Conditions

STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The parties to this agreement are Heartland Business Systems, LLC., (“Heartland” or “Seller”),with corporate headquarters located at 1700 Stephen 

Street, Little Chute WI 54140, and customer (“Buyer”) who purchases products and/or services from Heartland.

1. ACCEPTANCE. Buyer accepts these Standard Terms and Conditions as a condition of Buyer’s purchase of services and/or products from Heartland.
2. PAYMENT AND TERMS. All invoices provided by Seller to Buyer shall be paid within 30 days of the invoice date with the exception of HBSFLEX 

Agreement invoices. HBSFLEX Agreement invoices shall be paid upon receipt of the invoice. A service charge of $35.00 will be assessed for each check 
that is returned for insufficient funds.

3. FORCE MAJEURE. Heartland's performance hereunder shall be excused if such nonperformance or delay of performance is due to causes beyond the 
reasonable control of Heartland and is the direct or indirect result of, but not limited to, acts of God, acts of the public enemy, acts of the United States of 
America, or any state, territory or political subdivision thereof or of the State of Wisconsin, fires, war, riots, terrorism, floods, epidemics, quarantine 
restrictions, insurrection, strikes, labor shortage, materials shortage or freight embargoes. Any delay in performance due to the force majeure occurrence 
shall extend the period for performance for the duration of the delay.

4. SHIPPING. With respect to any products that are to be shipped, shipment shall be FOB Seller's place of business, by common or contract carrier, or, in 
the case of drop shipment, FOB a manufacturer’s or distributor’s place of business, by common or contract carrier. Freight charges shall be Buyer's 
responsibility. "Delivery," as that term is used in this proposal and any resulting contract, shall be deemed completed when the goods have been placed 
into the hands of the common or contract carrier.

5. WARRANTY. Any hardware, software, or parts sold to Buyer may be subject to a warranty made by the manufacturer or other third party to Buyer and, if 
so, the terms and conditions of such warranty are embodied in other documents. Buyer acknowledges that Seller is not a party to any such warranty, and 
that any rights or remedies that Buyer may have pursuant to said warranty are against the manufacturer or other third party directly, and is not assertable 
against the Seller. SELLER MAKES NO WARRANTY WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES SOLD HEREUNDER. BUYER 
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT HAS NOT RELIED ON ANY WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION BY THE SELLER WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCTS 
OR SERVICES SOLD HEREUNDER, EXCEPT AS ARE EXPRESSLY CONTAINED HEREIN. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, AND 
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY THAT THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES SOLD HEREUNDER ARE FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE HEREBY 
DISCLAIMED.

6. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. Heartland may provide professional services as requested by the Buyer. All services provided by Heartland, which include 
labor and travel charges, are subject to the terms and conditions as set forth in this Agreement. Services provided by Seller to Buyer may be covered 
under a manufacturer or other third party warranty, may be applied to a pre-paid HBSFLEX Agreement purchased by the Buyer, at the rates set forth in the 
most current version of the HBSFLEX Volume Service Schedule, as updated from time to time, or may be billed out to the Buyer at the then-prevailing 
hourly rate. Regardless whether the services are covered under warranty, applied to a HBSFLEX Agreement or billed out at an hourly rate, all terms of 
this Agreement apply. Heartland’s records shall be the sole measurement of professional services and/or time expended by Heartland. HBSFLEX 
Agreements may not be used to purchase products, and each HBSFLEX Agreement shall automatically expire eighteen months after the date of invoice 
for that HBSFLEX Agreement.

1. Warranty. If services provided are in connection with a problem that is covered by a manufacturer or other third party warranty, then such 
services shall not be counted against a HBSFLEX Agreement or billed out at the then-prevailing hourly rate, to the extent of the warranty 
coverage. Please refer to your manufacturer or third party provided documentation which will define what is covered under warranty. Any labor 
or travel provided that is not covered under the manufacturer or third party warranty will be applied to a HBSFLEX Agreement or billed out at 
the then-prevailing hourly rate, whichever applies.

2. HBSFLEX Agreements. Buyer may choose to purchase a pre-paid HBSFLEX Agreement from Seller. When a HBSFLEX Agreement is 
purchased, labor and travel charges incurred will be applied against the HBSFLEX Agreement. Buyer will receive informational invoices 
detailing the services as they are provided.

1. When a pre-paid HBSFLEX Agreement is exhausted an additional HBSFLEX Agreement may be purchased. If an additional 
HBSFLEX Agreement is not purchased, then services will be billed out at the then-prevailing hourly rate.

2. Either party may terminate a pre-paid HBSFLEX Agreement by giving notice to the other, in writing by mail to the party’s last known 
address, of such intent. If this Agreement is terminated before the HBSFLEX Agreement is expended, then Heartland shall refund 
75% of the unused portion of the fee and may retain the balance.

3. Hourly Rate. Should services provided not be covered under a manufacturer or third party warranty or should the Buyer not have purchased or 
not have time available on a HBSFLEX Agreement then all labor and travel will be billed out at Heartland’s then-prevailing hourly rate.

7. PROFESSIONAL SERVICE ESTIMATES. At times, Buyer may request time estimates for service situations. Heartland will provide a best estimate based 
upon the information that is known at the time of the request. This is to be considered an estimate for service only and not a guarantee. Actual service 
hours may be less or may be more than the estimate provided.

8. FOUR-HOUR RESPONSE. For calls received on normal business days, excluding holidays, Heartland will use its best effort to respond to the Buyer’s 
request for service within four business hours (the hours between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. CT) of the Buyer’s request.

9. ASSIGNABILITY. Heartland may delegate all, or any part of, its duties hereunder to a subcontractor.
10. EXCLUDED EQUIPMENT. Heartland may discontinue providing services with respect to any hardware for which it can no longer readily obtain repair 

parts or technical assistance.
11. BUYER’S RESPONSIBILITY. Buyer shall use its best efforts to cooperate with Heartland in connection with Seller’s carrying out its duties hereunder, and 

Buyer shall refrain from any act or omission that could frustrate Heartland’s performance. In that regard, but not by way of limitation, Buyer shall designate 
one employee for each location at which services are expected to be rendered under this Agreement, with full authority to act for Buyer in the event that 
Buyer’s input is required in order to affect any aspect of the services provided hereunder.

12. BUYER’S WARRANTY AS TO PROPER LICENSING. Buyer warrants and represents to Seller that it possesses a proper license for all software being 
used by Buyer's organization and shall hold Heartland harmless from any claims or suits premised upon breach of any third party’s proprietary rights with 
respect to such software.

13. BUYER’S WARRANTY AS TO PROPER BACKUP. Buyer warrants and represents to Seller that Buyer’s data and system has been properly backed up 
prior to the commencement of any services provided by Heartland and understands that the Seller shall have no liability whatsoever, under any 
circumstances, for any damages suffered by Buyer as a result of improper backup situations or data which has not been backed up and that is lost, for any
reason, in connection with the services or use of the products sold hereunder.

14. NON-SOLICITATION OF HEARTLAND PERSONNEL. During the term of this Agreement, and for a period of one (1) year after the termination of this 
Agreement by either party for whatever reason, Buyer shall not, directly or indirectly, encourage any employee of Heartland, who became known to Buyer 
by virtue of such employee’s providing services under this Agreement, to terminate his or her employment with Heartland. In addition, during the term of 
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this Agreement, and for a period of one (1) year after the termination of this Agreement by either party for whatever reason, Buyer shall not, directly or 
indirectly, solicit any employee of Heartland, who became known to Buyer by virtue of such employee’s providing services under this Agreement, for 
employment which would end or diminish that employee’s service with Heartland. Buyer acknowledges that Heartland will suffer irreparable harm as a 
result of Buyer’s violation of this paragraph and that Heartland may bring an action for injunctive relief and/or actual damages to enforce this provision.

15. SUSPENSION OF PRODUCTS AND/OR SERVICES. Heartland may, at its option, suspend providing products and/or services hereunder in the event 
that the Buyer is delinquent on payment of any outstanding invoices.

16. EXCLUSIVE REMEDY/LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. Notwithstanding any other provision herein, Seller’s sole and exclusive liability to Buyer for any 
breach of this Agreement, or breach of any warranty, express or implied, found to have been made in connection with this Agreement, shall be to repair or 
replace, at its option, any defective hardware, software, or parts sold hereunder; Seller shall have no liability for any other damages, consequential or 
otherwise. Seller shall have no liability whatsoever to Buyer if computer software or computer hardware sold hereunder is subsequently upgraded, or is 
otherwise used with software or hardware that was not used with the software and/or hardware sold hereunder at the time of installation, or if any such 
software or hardware has been serviced by anyone other than Seller. Seller shall have no liability whatsoever, under any circumstances, for any damages 
suffered by Buyer as a result of data which has not been backed up and that is lost, for any reason, in connection with the services or use of the products 
sold hereunder.

17. ACCEPTANCE OF PRODUCTS. Buyer shall be deemed to have irrevocably accepted the products and services sold hereunder if Buyer has not given to 
Seller a written notice of rejection, describing the basis for rejection, within 10 business days after delivery. All data and intellectual property provided by 
Seller in connection with this Agreement shall belong to Seller (“Heartland Materials”). Seller shall retain all rights and interests in and to the Heartland 
Materials after the completion of this Agreement.

18. CLOUD SERVICES. Buyer agrees and acknowledges that in order to provide a high level of service, Seller may store Buyer’s information in the public 
cloud. This information may include but is not limited to drawings, pictures, equipment layouts, passwords, backups, or configuration files. Buyer agrees 
and acknowledges that the cloud is a separate and independent network, which is not controlled by Seller, and that Seller shall have no liability 
whatsoever, under any circumstances, for any damages arising out of or relating to the use of the public cloud, including but not limited to the loss of any 
information.

19. CHOICE OF LAW. This Agreement, and any claim arising under it, or related to the transaction evidenced by it, shall be construed and determined under 
the laws of Wisconsin.

20. ATTORNEY FEES. In the event that legal action is taken by either party upon any claim arising from this Agreement or in any way related to the 
transaction that is evidenced by this Agreement, Seller shall, if it prevails, be entitled to recover from Buyer its actual reasonable attorney fees incurred in 
connection therewith.

21. SEVERABILITY. If any portion of this Agreement is determined by a court or government agency having competent jurisdiction to be invalid or 
unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect to the extent permitted by law.

22. BINDING EFFECT. This Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of the parties, and their respective heirs, successors, personal representatives, 
beneficiaries and assigns.

23. ADDITIONAL WORK. In the event that Seller agrees to provide additional products or service not specifically covered by this Agreement, the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement shall govern, unless otherwise provided in writing.

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This is the entire agreement of the parties respecting the sale of the products or services, sold by Seller to Buyer. No modification, 
addition, or amendment shall be binding unless in writing and signed by both parties.

Buyer accepts these Standard Terms and Conditions as a condition of Buyer’s purchase of services and/or products from Heartland.

STC.2020.v1.0
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